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UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION
Investigation No. 731-TA-515 (Final)
PORTABLE ELECTRIC TYPEWRITERS FROM SINGAPORE
Determination
On the basis of the record 1 developed in the subject investigation, the
Commission determines, 2 pursuant to section 735(b) of the Tariff Act of 1930
(19 U.S.C. § 1673d(b)) (the Act), that an industry in the United States is
materially injured by reason of imports from Singapore of portable electric
typewriters, provided for in subheadings 8469.10.00 and 8469.21.00

of the

Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United States, 3 that have been found by the
Department of Commerce to be sold in the United States at less than fair value
(LTFV).
Background
The Commission instituted this investigation effective February 8, 1993,
following a preliminary determination by the Department of Commerce that
imports of portable electric typewriters from Singapore were being sold at
LTFV within the meaning of section 733(b) of the Act (19 U.S.C. § 1673b(b)).
Notice of the institution of the Commission's investigation and of a public
hearing to be held in connection therewith was given by posting copies of the
notice in the Office of the Secretary, U.S. International Trade Commission,

The record is defined in sec. 207.2(f) of the Commission's Rules of
Practice and Procedure (19 CFR § 207.2(f)).
2 Chairman Newquist and Vice-Chairman Watson dissenting.
3 For purposes of this investigation, portable electric typewriters are
defined as machines that produce letters and characters in sequence directly
on a piece of paper or other media from a keyboard input and meeting the
following criteria. They must (1) be easily portable, witr1 a handle and/or
carrying case, or similar mechanism to facilitate their portability; (2) be
electric, regardless of source of power; (3) be comprised of a single,
integrated unit (e.g., not in two or more pieces); (4) have a keyboard
embedded in the chassis or frame of the machine; (5) have a built-in printer;
(6) have a platen (roller) to accommodate paper; and (7) only accommodate
their own dedicated or captive software, if any.
1

2
Washington, DC, and by publishing the notice in the Federal Register of March
25, 1993 (58 F.R. 16205).

The hearing was held in Washington, DC, on June 25,

1993, and all persons who requested the opportunity were permitted to appear
in person or by counsel.

3

VIEWS OF COMMISSIONERS DAVID B. ROHR AND JANET A. NUZUM
On the basis of the record developed in this final investigation, we
find that the industry in the United States producing portable electric
typewriters ("PETs") is materially injured by reason of imports of PETs from
Singapore that have been found by the U.S. Department of Commerce ("Commerce")
to be sold in the United States at less than fair value ( "LTFV").

I.

LIKE PRODUCT
In determining whether an industry in the United States is materially

injured or is threatened with material injury by reason of the subject
imports, we first define the "like product" and the domestic "industry."
Section 771(4)(A) of the Tariff Act of 1930 (the "Act") defines the relevant
domestic industry as "the domestic producers as a whole of a like product, or
those producers whose collective output of the like product constitutes a
major proportion of the total domestic production of that product." 1

In turn,

the statute defines "like product" as "a product which is like, or in the
absence of like, most similar in characteristics and uses with, the article
subject to an investigation." 2

1

19 U.S.C. S 1677(4)(A).

19 U.S.C. §1677(10). Our determination of what is the appropriate like
product or products in an investigation is a factual determination, to which it
applies the statutory standard of "like" or "most similar in characteristics and
uses" on a case-by-case basis. Asociacion Colombiana de Exportadores de Flores
v. United States, 693 F. Supp. 1165, 1169 n.5 (Ct. Int'l Trade 1988)
(Asocolflores).
In defining the like product, we generally consider a number
of factors
including:
(1)
physical characteristics and uses;
(2)
interchangeability of the products; (3) channels of distritution; (4) customer
and producer perceptions of the products; (5) the use of common manufacturing
facilities and production employees; and when appropriate, (6) price. See,~.
Asocolflores at 1170 n.8; Calabrian Corp. v. United States Int'l Trade Comm'n,
2

4

Commerce defined the class or kind of imported merchandise subject to
this investigation as:
certain portable electric typewriters (PETs) from Singapore which
are defined as machines that produce letters and characters in
sequence directly on a piece of paper or other media from a
keyboard input and meeting the following criteria:
(1) Easily portable, with a handle and/or carrying case, or
similar mechanism to facilitate its portability;
(2) Electric, regardless of source of power;
(3) Comprised of a single, integrated unit;
(4) Having a keyboard embedded in the chassis or frame of
the machine;
(5) Having a built-in printer;
(6) Having a platen to accommodate paper; and
(7) Only accommodating its own dedicated or captive
software, if any. 3
Portable electric typewriters include typewriters with text memory
(automatics, or "PATs"). 4

Parts and subassemblies are not included in the

794 F. Supp. 377, 382 n.4 (Ct. Int' 1 Trade 1992).
No single factor is
dispositive, and we may consider other factors we deem relevant based upon the
fac.ts of a particular investigation. We look for clear dividing lines among
possible like products and disregards minor variations. See, ~. Torrington
Co. v. United States, 747 F. Supp. 744, 748-49 (Ct. Int'l Trade 1990), aff'd,
938 F.2d 1278 (Fed. Cir. 1991); S. Rep. No. 249, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. 90-91
(1979).
3 Final Determination of Sales at Less Than Fair Value:
Certain Portable
Electric Typewriters from Singapore, 58 Fed. Reg. 43,334 (Aug. 16, 1993).
4 Report at I-8.
Low-end, basic PETs include one-line memory correction,
but have no spell-check, additional memory or display. Further up the scale are
dictionary PETs, which include a spell-check function.
In addition to the
features of the basic and dictionary PETs, PATs have extra memory and a display.
PATs are closer to portable electric word processors ("PEWPs") than are other
PETs, but PATs have no external storage capability, as do PEWPs. See Report at
1-43-44.
PETs which meet all of the following criteria, ~ PEWPs, are excluded
from the scope of the investigation: (1) seven lines or more of display; (2)
more than 32K of text memory; (3) the ability to perform "block move";· and (4)
a "search and replace" function. A machine having some, but not all, of these
four characteristics is within the scope of the investigation.
58 Fed. Reg.
43,334.
Personal word processors ("PWPs") have a display of 8 to 24 lines and
standard external storage permitting storage of 32k to 240k per disk.
Typewriters are distinguishable from PWPs as having a maximum two-line display

5

scope of this investigation.
In its preliminary determination, the Commission found one like product,
including PETs and portable electric word processors ("PEWPs"). 5

In this

final investigation, petitioner argues that the like product should include
only PETs because there is a clear dividing line between PETs and PEWPs. 6
Respondent, Smith Corona Corporation, believes that PETs and PEWPs comprise
one like product -- that there is a continuum of products. 7
We find in this final investigation that the evidence supports the
finding of a sufficiently bright line between PETs on the one hand and PEWPs
on the other to determine that PEWPs are not part of the same like product as
The general purpose of the products, i..JL. the production of printed

PETs.

text, is similar.

However, the essential characteristics of PEWPs, their

unlimited storage capacity and sophisticated word processing packages, are not
found in PETs. 8

While they can be used for the same purposes, PETs are no

longer generally used for the type of long document processing for which PEWPs
are designed.

The evidence suggests that PEWPs and PETs are interchangeable

to only a limited degree due to the differing consumer perceptions of the

and not having external storage capabilities.
PWPs also have more advanced
software than typewriters. Certain Personal Word Processors from Japan, Inv.
No. 731-TA-483 (Final), USITC Pub. 2411, at 8 (Aug. 1991).
5

USITC Pub. 2388, at 6 (June 1991).

Pre-Hearing Brief on Behalf of Petitioner, Brother Industries (USA) Inc.
at 3, 8 (June 18, 1993); Post-Hearing Brief on Behalf of Petitioner, Brother
Industries (USA), Inc. at 8 (July 6, 1993); Tr. at 11-12, SO.
6

Prehearing Brief of Smith Corona Corporation at 24 (June 18, 1993); Posthearing brief of Smith Corona Corporation at 2 (July 6, 1993); Response of Smith
Corona Corporation to Questions of the Commission and Staff at 1 (July 6, 1993);
Tr. at 138, 158.
7

8

Report at I-10-11.

6

products, 9 and that the end uses and general functions of the products are at
least somewhat different.

Prices for PEWPs are generally substantially

higher . 10
On the other hand, the manufacturing facilities and employees are the
same for both PETs and PEWPs.

So, too, are the channels of distribution.

On

balance, however, we believe that there are sufficiently clear dividing lines,
based on prices, interchangeability, customer perceptions and end uses, to
warrant limiting the like product to PETs only.

II.

DOMESTIC INDUSTRY AND RELATED PARTIES
The petitioner in this investigation, BIUSA, is a wholly-owned

subsidiary of Brother Industries, Ltd. of Nagoya, Japan.
U.S. producer of PETs. 11

It is a significant

From 1991, when the preliminary investigation began,

to the present time, its domestic production has increased significantly. 12
However, some of the production activities related to the articles that it
manufactures in its U.S. facilities occur in Japan.

The issue posed by these

circumstances is whether the U.S. production activities of BIUSA are
sufficient for BIUSA to be considered a "domestic producer."
In the preliminary investigation, the Commission determined that BIUSA
engaged in sufficient production-related activity in the United States to be

9

Report at I-13-14.

10

Report at I-13-14.

11

Report at I-17-18.

12

Report at I-17-18.

7

considered a domestic producer. 13

Having reexamined this conclusion in this

final investigation, we again conclude that BIUSA is a domestic producer
within the meaning of the statute.
Section 771(4)(A) of the Act defines the relevant domestic industry as
the "domestic producers as a whole of a like product, or those producers whose
collective output of the like product constitutes a major proportion of the
total domestic production of that product. " 14

The statute requires the

Commission to consider only United States production of the like product. 15
We find that BIUSA should be considered a domestic producer.

BIUSA has

made a substantial investment in both capital and labor in its domestic
production facilities, and it is increasing its investment by expanding those

USITC Pub. 2388, at 11. The Commission based its finding on the nature
and extent of the actual production-related activities performed in the United
States, the number of employees engaged in these activities, the extent to which
petitioner sources parts and subassemblies domestically, and the domestic value
added by petitioner's domestic operations. However, the Commission emphasized
that it reached this conclusion only with respect to the preliminary
investigation and that it would consider the issue further in the final
investigation.
13

14

19 U.S.C. S 1677(4)(A).

See 19 U.S.C. SS 1677(4)(0); 1677(7)(B)(III) (the Commission is to
consider the impact of the imports "only in the context of production operations
within the United States"). See also General Motors Corp. v. United States, Slip
op. 93-128 (Ct. Int'l Trade July 12, 1993).
To assist it in making a
determination as to which firms comprise the domestic industry, the Commission
has considered six factors. They include: (1) the extent and source of a firm's
capital investment; (2) the technical expertise involved in domestic production
activity; (3) employment levels; (4) the value added to the product in the United
States; (5) the quantities and types of parts sourced in the United States; and
(6) any other costs and activities in the United States leading to production
for the like product, including where production decisions are made. See, !L...&,....,
Sulfur Dyes from China and the United Kingdom, Invs. Nos. 731-TA-548 & 551
(Final), USITC Pub. 2602, at 10 (Feb. 1993).
The Court of International Trade considered the six factors delineated
above in the context of deciding that BIUSA had standing to file its petition.
See Brother Industries (USA). Inc. v. United States, 801 F. Supp. 751, 758-59
(Ct. Int'l Trade 1992).
15

8

facilities.

Although the main logic boards of petitioner's PETs are assembled

from imported parts, the plastic housing, covers and other parts are produced
domestically.

While petitioner already employs a substantial number of

employees who perform more than assembly operations, it is also enlarging its
research and development staff and increasing the number of its engineers.
The value added to its product in the United States is likewise significant. 16
BIUSA is thus properly considered a domestic producer.
A question has also arisen in this investigation as to whether Smith
Corona should be excluded from the domestic industry as a related party.
Section 774(4)(8) of the Act provides that producers who are related to
exporters or importers, or who are themselves importers of allegedly dwnped or
subsidized merchandise, may be excluded from the domestic industry in
appropriate circurnstances. 17

16 At the time the petition was submitted in 1991, petitioner had invested
$13 million in its domestic plant and employed 450 people. It had three product
assembly lines (two devoted to PETs and one devoted to PWPs), as well as one
printed circuit board assembly line. Petitioner had begun to produce its own
liquid crystal display circuits. The plastic housing was then sourced in the
United States , as were ribbons, correct ion tapes, cartons , and packing materials.
Brother Industries (USA). Inc. v. United States, 801 F. Supp. at 755. Petitioner
now employs more people at its plant, has expanded its production operations and
has increased its research and development expenditures. Report at I-18.
17 19 U.S.C. S 1677(4)(B).
The primary factors the Commission has examined
in deciding whether appropriate circumstances exist to exclude the related
parties include:
(1) the percentage of domestic production attributable to related
producers;

(2) the reason why importing producers choose to import the articles
under investigation -- to benefit from the unfair trade practice or
to enable them to continue production and compete in the domestic
market; and
(3) the competitive position of the related domestic producer visa-vis other domestic producers.

9

Application of the related parties provision is within the Commission's
discretion based upon the facts presented in each case.

The principal purpose

of the related parties provision is to avoid distortions in the data that
might mask the injury being experienced by the domestic industry.

This might

occur, for example, if the aggregate data is inflated by the better-thannormal results of related parties, whose operations are shielded from the
effects of the subject imports. 18
Smith Corona Corporation was a major producer of PETs in the United
States prior to 1990.

It has not produced any basic PETs {i.e., those without

text memory) at its central domestic production facility since 1990, having
shifted all such production to its affiliated company, Smith Corona Singapore,
by the end of 1989. 19
product. 20

Smith Corona is now a major importer of the subject

As it increased its import sourcing, Smith Corona correspondingly

reduced its domestic production activities.

By the end of the period

examined, Smith Corona was more accurately identified as an importer, rather
than as a domestic producer, of PETs.
As a domestic producer who is both an importer and the corporate parent
of a Singaporean manufacturer of dumped PETs, there is no question that Smith
Corona meets the legal definition of a "related party."

However, the issue

remains whether appropriate circumstances exist to exclude it from the
The Commission has also considered whether each company's books are kept
separately from its "relations" and whether the primary interests of the related
producers lie in domestic production or in importation.
Heayy Forged Handtools from the People's Republic of China, Inv. No. 731TA-457 (Final), USITC Pub. 2357, at 18 (Feb. 1991).
18

19

Report at 1-18-19.

20

Report at I - 20.
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domestic industry.
While there are valid arguments for excluding Smith Corona, we believe
there is a stronger case for leaving this producer in the domestic industry.
Smith Corona has made no issue out of the fact that it transferred its
manufacturing activities related to PETs away from the United States during
the period reflected in the Commission's data.

It has admitted that it will

not manufacture any significant quantity of PETs in the United States in the
near future.

However, the data which the Commission has collected show that

throughout the period of investigation Smith Corona accounted for a
substantial percentage of total domestic production, particularly in the early
years of the period of investigation.

Its books are kept separately from

those of its subsidiary, and reflect its declining U.S. production in a manner
that does not include its Singaporean operations.

Inclusion of Smith Corona

does not therefore mask any injury being experienced by the domestic industry.
To the contrary, under the unique circumstances of this investigation,
exclusion of Smith Corona would result in the distortion of the data by
failing to account for the move of its PET production activities to Singapore.
We therefore decline to exclude Smith Corona from the domestic industry.

III.

CONDITIONS OF COMPETITION
The makeup of the domestic PETs industry has changed dramatically during

the period 1988-92:

the largest producer at the beginning of the period --

Smith Corona -- shifted the bulk of its production off-shore.

During the

period, BIUSA expanded operations to become the largest U.S. producer, and two
small firms entered the industry.

Our determination with tegard to material

injury is based on the condition of the industry as a whole.

We recognize,

11
however, that the changing nature of operations at the two largest firms has a
substantial effect on aggregate industry data.

Specifically, declines

observed for 1988-90 were due in large part to the relocation off-shore of
Smith Corona's production facilities, and increases in 1990-92 reflect the
final stages of start-up operations at the BIUSA facility.
The Commission collected data, except for pricing data, for the 5-year
period 1988-92.

The period covers both the decline of Smith Corona's domestic

production and the growth of BIUSA's domestic production.

This restructuring

of the industry is important to our evaluation of the changing nature of
competition in this market.
We have considered the evidence of record for the full 5-year period,
but are mindful that our determination is made with regard to present material
injury.

While we find that the full five years of data provides us with a

broader perspective to understand what is currently affecting the industry, we
rely more heavily on the more recent data in making our determination.

IV.

CONDITION OF THE DOMESTIC INDUSTRY
U.S. capacity to produce PETs declined by one-third from 1988 to 1990 as

Smith Corona contracted and reallocated capacity.

Capacity then rose somewhat

from 1990 to 1992, as BIUSA expanded its operations, ending at a level still
well below that for 1989. 21

Production declined at a steeper rate overall,

particularly from 1989 to 1990, as Smith Corona shifted the major portion of
its PET operations to Singapore. 22

Production continued to decline in 1991,

although capacity was increasing at the same time.
21

Report at Table 3.

22

Id. and Report at I-24.

Production rose in 1992

12
but, again, remained substantially below 1988-89 levels.

Capacity utilization

rose in 1989 to a peak for the period, then fell sharply in 1990, and in 1991
hit a low for the period.

Capacity utilization in 1992 remained below the

level for each year except 1991. 23
U.S. shipments of PETs fell each year from 1988 to 1992 on both a
quantity and value basis.

The drop in terms of volume was close to

50 percent, and the drop in terms of value was nearer to two-thirds.

These

declines were concentrated in, but not limited to, the period 1988-90.
Shipment volumes and value in 1992 were only about three-quarters of what they
had been in 1990.

The consistently steeper declines in terms of value reflect

the steady deterioration in unit values during the period. 24

This

deterioration is particularly noteworthy considering that, during this period,
Smith Corona was progressively concentrating its domestic production in higher
value models; such a shift in product mix would be expected to have put
upward, or at least stabilizing, pressure on unit values. 25
Yearend inventory levels fluctuated a great deal during the period
examined.

As a ratio to annual shipments, yearend inventories peaked in 1989,

then declined through 1991.

By December 31, 1992, however, inventories had

risen to near their 1989 high.
Employment levels dropped steadily during 1988-91 and stabilized in
1992.

The number of production and related workers producing PETs in 1992 was

substantially less than one-half the number of such workers in 1988.
worked fell throughout the period.

Hours

Total compensation fell steadily and

n Report at Table 3.
24

Id. at Table 4.

25

See id. (unit values for Smith Corona).
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sharply from 1988 to 1990, rose slightly in 1991, and then fell to a low for
the 5-year period in 1992.

Hourly total compensation rose very slightly each

year during 1988-91, and declined somewhat in 1992.

Overall, hourly total

compensation increased by little more than 10 percent during the entire 5
years.
Net sales declined after 1989 as a result of both declining sales
volumes and declining unit sales values.

Reduced per-unit costs-of-goods-

sold accounted for a relatively small portion of the decline in per-unit
revenues.

Per-unit gross profits fell steadily and substantially through the

period examined.

The results at the operating income level were only very

slightly less pronounced. 26

Operating income as a percent of net sales, cash

flow, operating return on total assets, and research and development expenses
in 1992 each represented lows for the period examined. 27
On the basis of these factors, Commissioner Rohr finds that the domestic
industry producing PETs is currently experiencing material injury.

V.

VOLUME OF THE SUBJECT IMPORTS
The volume of imports fluctuated during the period examined, rising from

a low in 1988 to a peak to 1989.

The second-highest volume of imports entered

in 1991 and the second-lowest volume entered in 1992.

The value of imports

also varied, reflecting both volume fluctuations and a near-steady decline in
unit values.
In terms of market share, by volume, U.S. producers accounted for the
largest share of the market during 1988-89, and the subject imports accounted

26

Id. at Table 9.

27

Id. and Report at Table 14.
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for the largest share during 1990-92.

U.S. producers' share declined slightly

from 1989, then dropped more sharply in 1990.

U.S. market share continued to

deteriorate in 1991, but most of that loss was regained in 1992.

Overall,

domestically produced product lost a substantial portion of its market share.
Imports from Singapore, meanwhile, nearly gained an even greater share
of the U.S. market than domestic producers lost.

The subject import market

share, by volume, increased steadily from 1988 to 1991.

In 1992, Singapore's

market share declined slightly but remained above the level for each year
other than 1991. 28
We find that the volume and market share of the subject imports were
significant throughout the period examined, and particularly so during 199092.

Further, the record reflects that this market share was achieved and

held at the direct expense of U.S.-based productive capacity and jobs.

VI.

PRICE EFFECTS OF THE SUBJECT IMPORTS
Extensive pricing data were obtained in these investigations; prices

were collected from U.S. producers, importers, and purchasers for three
products in eight channels of distribution for the period January-March 1990
through January-March 1993. 29

U.S. producers prices for all products and

nearly all customer types declined.

The majority of importer prices series

also declined, although overall price increases were registered in a minority
of series.

28
While the increases in volume occurred primarily in the earlier part of
the period, the imports from Singapore accounted for approximately *** of all
PETS sold in the United States during each of the last three years, a substantial
market share by any calculation. See Report at Table 2.

29

Report at I -43-44.
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Price comparisons show mixed underselling and overselling during the
period examined, with a slight majority of underselling overall. 30
Underselling occurred in all three product types and channels of distribution.
Price series for most products and in most channels of distribution showed
mixed patterns of underselling, with domestic products and imported products
priced lower than the other in different quarters.

Thus, it appears that

neither domestic products nor imported products maintain consistently higher
or lower prices than the other.

Information on the record with regard to

price competition in the U.S. market indicates that, indeed, the major
suppliers must respond to price levels at which comparable products from
competitors are offered. 3 1

Thus, the "mixed" observations of

underselling/overselling are, in fact, a reflection of the intense degree of
price competition in this industry. We find, therefore, that despite instances
of overselling, the impact of underselling by the subject imports in the U.S.
market is quite significant.
We further find that the subject imports had a significant pricedepressing effect on domestic prices.

Smith Corona has argued that it

res_ponds to competitive prices but does not undercut BIUSA' s prices.

The

instances of underselling by imported products show this assertion to be
unsupported by the data.
30

Although other factors, including most significantly

Report at Tables 21-26.

31
Purchasers indicated a number of factors considered in a purchase
decision. The large majority reported that price, quality, and model features
were all "very important." At the same time, nearly all purchasers indicated
that the domestic and imported products are of comparable quality, and that
similar features are available in both domestic and imported models. Report at
I-41-42.
The extent to which domestic products and imported products are
comparable in terms of quality and features means that purchasers are all the
more sensitive to price differences.
Prices of PETS, therefore, must remain
within a certain range to be competitive.

16
a shift in demand away from portable typewriters, likely contributed to
declines in prices, the substantial volume of highly price-competitive
imported products also contributed to these declines. We also note that prices
for PETs for each supplier depend to some extent on the "opening price point"
(OPP) model, or lowest end model, for that company.
is an imported model.

Smith Corona's OPP model

Thus, the prices Smith Corona can obtain for its higher

value domestic models are directly affected by the price it sets for its OPP
imported model. 32

VII.

IMPACT OF THE SUBJECT IMPORTS ON THE DOMESTIC INDUSTRY
We find that the domestic industry producing PETS in the United States

is materially injured by reason of the subject imports from Singapore.

We

base this determination in large part on the substantial volume of subject
imports, the price-depressing effect of those imports on U.S. prices, and the
combined impact of these factors on the condition of the domestic industry,
particularly as reflected in the financial performance indicators.
We recognize that the circumstances leading to increases in the absolute
volume of imports during 1988-89, and in the shift of market share away from
the domestic industry and towards the subject imports during 1988-91 were
somewhat unusual. Specifically, these increases resulted from the decision of
a long-time U.S.-based manufacturer to shift its production operations abroad.
The PETS industry, like many manufacturing industries, operates in a
global market and has increasingly moved towards globalizing production
operations.

32

We presume that Smith Corona's decision to relocate its

See Tr. at 179-80.

17
production facilities outside the United States was deemed by its corporate
management to be in the best interest of Smith Corona as a corporate entity.
That, however, is not the issue we must examine under U.S. antidumping law.
Our statutory responsibility is to examine whether a domestic industry -- not
any particular corporate entity

is materially injured by reason of LTFV

imports -- no matter what corporate entity produces the dumped imports.

In

assessing the impact of the subject imports on the condition of the industry,
the Commission is specifically directed to consider aggregate data only on
production operations located in the United States. 33

Thus, our analysis

focuses on such factors as U.S. capacity, U.S. employment, and U.S. research
and development, among others.
Consistent with our statutory mandate, our affirmative determination in
this investigation is based on the significant adverse impact on aggregate
U.S. production operations from the significant volumes of LTFV imports from
Singapore at prices which had significant price-depressing effects.

33
The statute specifically requires the Commission to consider the impact
of imports "only in the context of production operations within the United
States." See 19 U.S.C. S 1677(7)(8)(111).
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VIEWS OF COMMISSIONERS BRUNSDALE AND CRAWFORD
Based on the record in this final investigation, we determine that an
industry in the United States is materially injured 1 by reason of imports of
portable electric typewriters (PETs) from Singapore that the Department of
Commerce (Commerce) has found to be sold at less than fair value (LTFV).
I.

LIKE PRODUCT
A.

Statutory Criteria

In determining whether an industry in the United States is materially
injured or is threatened with material injury by reason of the subject
imports, the Commission must first define the "like product" and the
"industry."

Section 771(4)(A) of the Tariff Act of 1930 (the "Act") defines

the relevant domestic industry as "the domestic producers as a whole of a like
product, or those producers whose collective output of the like product
constitutes a major proportion of the total domestic production of that
product. " 2

In turn, the statute defines "like product" as "a product which is

like, or in the absence of like, most similar in characteristics and uses
with, the article subject to an investigation." 3
The material retardation of the establishment of an industry is not an
issue in this investigation.
1

2

19 U.S.C. § 1677(4)(A).

19 U.S.C. § 1677(10). The Commission's determination of what is the
appropriate like product or products in an investigation is a factual
determination, to which it applies the statutory standard of "like" or "most
similar in characteristics and uses" on a case-by-case basis. Asociacion
Colombiana de Exportadores de Flores v. United States, 693 F. Supp. 1165, 1169
n.5 (Ct. Int'l Trade 1988) (Asocolflores). In defining the like product, the
Commission generally considers a number of factors including: (1) physical
characteristics and uses; (2) interchangeability of the products; (3) channels
of distribution; (4) customer and producer perceptions of the products; (5)
(continued ... )
3
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B.

Product Description and Analysis

The Department of Commerce defined the class or kind of imported
merchandise as
certain portable electric typewriters (PETs) from Singapore which
are defined as machines that produce letters and characters in
sequence directly on a piece of paper or other media from a
keyboard input and meeting the following criteria:
(1) Easily portable, with a handle and/or carrying case, or
similar mechanism to facilitate its portability;
(2) Electric, regardless of source of power;
(3) Comprised of a single, integrated unit;
(4) Having a keyboard embedded in the chassis or frame of
the machine;
(5) Having a built-in printer;
(6) Having a platen to accommodate paper; and
(7) Only accommodating its own dedicated or captive
software, if any.'

( ••• continued)
the use of common manufacturing facilities and production employees; and when
appropriate, (6) price. See, .@......&...., Asocolflores at 1170 n.8; Calabrian Corp.
v. United States Int'l Trade Comm'n, 794 F. Supp. 377, 382 n.4 (Ct. lnt'l
Trade 1992). No single factor is dispositive, and the Commission may consider
other factors it deems relevant based upon the facts of a particular
investigation. The Commission looks for clear dividing lines among possible
like products, and disregards minor variations. See, ~. Torrington Co. v.
United States, 747 F. Supp. 744, 748-49 (Ct. lnt'l Trade 1990), aff'd, 938
F.2d 1278 (Fed. Cir. 1991); S. Rep. No. 249, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. 90-91
(1979).
3

Final Determination of Sales at Less Than Fair Value: Certain Portable
Electric Typewriters from Singapore, 58 Fed. Reg. 43,334 (Aug. 16, 1993).
4
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PETs include automatic typewriters with text memory ("PATs"). 5

Parts and

subassemblies are not included in the scope of this investigation.
In the preliminary determination, the Commission found one like product
that included PETs and portable electric word processors (PEWPs). 6

The

Commission found that the degree of overlapping functions and features between
PETs and PEWPs indicated a lack of a clear dividing line between the
products. 7

The Commission also cited the facts that PETs and PEWPs are

essentially similar in appearance because substantially similar components are
used; they are sold through the same channels of distribution; and they can
be, and are being, produced in the same facilities by the same employees.

In

addition, the Commission noted that there was no clear dividing line based on
the prices of the machines. 8

The information obtained in this final

5 Report at I-8.
Low-end, basic PETs include one-line memory correction,
but have no spell-check, additional memory or display. Further up the scale
are dictionary PETs, which include a spell-check function. In addition to the
features of the basic and dictionary PETs, PATs have extra memory and a
display. PATs are closer to portable electric word processors (PEWPs) than
are other PETs, but PATs have no external storage capability, as do PEWPs.
See Report at I-43-44.
Machines that meet all of the following criteria, .i....£.... PEWPs, are
excluded from the scope of the investigation: (1) seven lines or more of
display; (2) more than 32K of text memory; (3) the ability to perform "block
move"; and (4) a "search and replace" function. A machine having some, but
not all, of these four characteristics is within the scope of the
investigation. 58 Fed. Reg. 43,334.
Personal word processors (PWPs) have a display of 8 to 24 lines and
standard external storage permitting storage of 32k to 240k per disk.
Typewriters are distinguishable from PWPs as having a maximum two-line display
and not having external storage capabilities. PWPs also have more advanced
software than typewriters. Certain Personal Word Processors from Japan, Inv.
No. 731-TA-483 (Final), USITC Pub. 2411, at 8 (Aug. 1991).
6

USITC Pub. 2388, at 6 (June 1991).

7

USITC Pub. 2388, at 6-8.

8

USITC Pub. 2388, at 6.
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investigation, however, demonstrates a dividing line between PETs and PEWPs
sufficiently clear for Commissioner Crawford, if not Commissioner Brunsdale.
In Certain Personal Word Processors from Japan, the Commission faced
this same like product issue and determined that PEWPs are not like PETs. 9
Based on the evidence in the record of this final investigation, Commissioner
Crawford finds no reason to deviate from the detailed analysis and like
product finding in Certain Personal Word Processors. 10
Commissioner Crawford notes specifically that, in the preliminary PETs
determination, the Commission did not address extensively the matter of end
uses in its like product determination.

Two months later, in the final PWPs

investigation, the Commission found that PWPs and typewriters have distinct
end uses. 11

The issues of interchangeability

and customer and producer

perceptions were not addressed in the preliminary PETs investigation. 12

In

the PWPs investigation, however, the Commission found that the basic purpose
of a typewriter is to impress letters on paper, while the basic purpose of a
word processor is to draft, edit and print out text.

Moreover, on a

typewriter, as opposed to a word processor, it is not possible to view pages
of text before printing;· move large blocks of text within a document, or store

9

USITC Pub. 241L; at 6 (Commissioner Brunsdale dissented on this point).

While the Commission is not bound to adhere to a like product
determination made in an earlier investigation, any departure from earlier
determinations must be explained. Citrosuco Paulista S.A. v. United States,
704 F. Supp. 1075, 1088 (Ct. lnt'l Trade 1988).
10

11

USITC Pub. 2411, at 8-9 (footnotes omitted).

12

See USITC Pub. 2388, at 6.
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a lengthy document for filing or future use.

13

final investigation also supports this finding.

The evidence of record in this
14

In this final investigation, the record demonstrates that a key
characteristic of PEWPs, as with all word processors, is a floppy disk drive
that permits unlimited external storage capability.

Because of their

sophisticated software and an LCD display of at least 560 characters enabling
them to perform text-editing functions which cannot be performed on automatic
typewriters, the primary purpose of PEWPs is to draft long documents, paginate
automatically, footnote, edit, and build a library of documents to be used in
the future.

15

PETs, on the other hand, are used primarily when an impression

is needed, such as on a form, or for very short projects, such as typing
envelopes, letters, invoices, and the like. 16
In the PETs preliminary, the Conunission determined that there was not a
clear dividing line between PETs and PEWPs based on price.

The PWPs

determination incorporated pricing data gathered during the PETs preliminary
investigation that demonstrated the existence of a significant difference in
price between the least expensive PWP and the most expensive PAT, supporting
the determination that PWPs are distinguishable from PETs. 17

In this final

investigation, the record also shows that there are significant price
differences between PETs and PEWPs.

The various models of PETs differ in

13

USITC Pub. 2411, at 11.

14

See Report at I-9 - I-14; Petitioner's Prehearing Brief at 10-12.

15

Petitioner's Prehearing Brief at 8; Petitioner's Posthearing Brief at 8;
at 53-54.

~Tr.
16

Petitioner's Prehearing Brief at 12; Tr. at 54-55.

11

USITC Pub. 2411, at 13.
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price by only approximately 20 dollars.

However, PEWPs are significantly more

expensive than PETs with an estimated $100 price differential between the
highest priced PET and the lowest priced PEWP. 18

The majority of PET sales

occurs at the basic PET level, 19 where the price differences between them and
PEWPs are even greater. 20

Thus, the higher price of PEWPs limits their

substitutability for PETs, especially for the large number of sales in which
low price is important. 21
There is also a clear distinction between PETs and PEWPs with respect to
consumer perceptions and market niches.

Evidence on the record indicates that

students are more likely to buy a word processor

(~.

a PEWP) than a

typewriter, while clerical personnel are more likely to buy· a typewriter.

Of

persons operating businesses outside of their homes, most purchased a
typewriter over a word processor. 22

Further evidence shows that retailers

have a strong preference for one product over the other, depending on the
needs and expectations of their customers. 23
The production processes, manufacturing facilities, employees, and
channels of distribution are the same for PETs and PEWPs. 24

However, there

18 Petitioner's Posthearing Brief at 9; accord Tr. at 52, 63-64; see also
Tr. at 56 (there is over a 40 percent differential at retail between PETs and
PEWPs); Report at 1-14.

19

°

Petitioner's Posthearing Brief, App. D, at 3.

2

For cost differences between PETs and PEWPs, see Report at D-3.

21

See Report at 1-13, 1-14.

22

Petitioner's Posthearing Brief, App. D, at 1.

23

Petitioner's Posthearing Brief, App. D, at 3-4.

Petitioner's Prehearing Brief at 18; Petitioner's Posthearing Brief at
9; Tr. at 58-63.
24
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are different production lines, albeit within the same facility, for producing
PETs and PEWPs.

Employees generally are assigned to a particular product

line. 25
Based on the analysis above, Commissioner Crawford finds that there is a
clear dividing line separating PETs from PEWPs according to physical
characteristics, end uses, limited interchangeability, customer perceptions,
and price.

She therefore defines the like product to be limited to PETs.

Commissioner Brunsdale, in contrast, continues to find that there is one
like product, consisting of PETs, PATs, and PEWPs.

She focuses her like

product analysis on the substitutability of the potential like products among
both their purchasers and their producers.

Her goal is always to identify an

industry that it is reasonable to expect would be directly affected by any
dumping of the articles subject to investigation, whether that effect is
caused by consumers switching their purchases, or manufacturers switching
their production.

She finds that the record in this final investigation shows

little or no cost to producers in switching their production lines from PETs
to PEWPs and vice versa. 26

This persuades her that any dumping of PETs from

Singapore will directly and immediately affect the producers of PEWPs as well
as PETs.

Thus, she finds them to be one like product in this investigation,

as she did in the preliminary and as she did in Personal Word Processors from
Japan. 27

25

Tr. at 59, 61-63.

26

See Report at I-14 & n.49.

27 See USITC Pub. 2411.
She notes that she included personal word
processors in the like product as well, but does not here because the
Commission collected no data on them.

26
As we shall see, though, the definition of like product makes no
difference in our determination.
II.

DOMESTIC INDUSTRY AND RELATED PARTIES
A.

Domestic Industry

Section 771(4)(A) of the Act defines the relevant domestic industry as
the "domestic producers as a whole of a like product, or those producers whose
collective output of the like product constitutes a major proportion of the
total domestic production Of that product. " 28

The Statute requires the

Commission to consider only United States production of the like product. 29
Commissioner Brunsdale believes the statute itself compels inclusion of
Brother and exclusion of Smith Corona from the domestic industry.
points to the statute's language:

Petitioner

"Brother undeniably manufactures the like

product (typewriters) in the United States from materials and components that
are not, themselves, like products.

Therefore, Brother qualifies as a

domestic producer under the plain language of the U.S. antidumping law. 1130
This is a sound point.

The statute itself grants those who manufacture the

like product in this country status as interested parties, 31 and Brother's
suggested definition is largely compatible with that generally used by the
Customs Service to determine the country of a good's origin.

That definition

n 19 U.S.C. § 1677(4)(A).
29 See 19 U.S.C. §§ 1677(4)(D); 1677(7)(B)(III) (the Commission is to
consider the impact of the imports "only in the context of production
operations within the United States"). See also General Motors Corp. v.
United States, Slip op. 93-128 (Ct. Int'l Trade July 12, 1993).
30

Petitioner's Posthearing Brief 1 App. C, at 1-2.

31

19 U.S.C. § 1677(9)(C).

27
depends on the location of final physical transformation into the relevant
product.

Brother meets that definition here.

As Commissioner Brunsdale has noted before, "[t]he problems with placing
such importance on final assembly are obvious.
set up only to assemble imported parts

w~uld

A domestic screwdriver plant

be able to seek relief from

products that, except for assembly, are made in the United States.

Using a

Customs standard, we would ignore the fact that the domestic content was
substantially higher in the product assembled abroad.

Therefore granting

relief to the so-called domestic industry would actually decrease productive
activity in the United States. 1132

Indeed, years ago, the Commission did

consider the design and production of parts in the United States, and assembly
abroad, sufficient for inclusion in the domestic industry. 33

32

But, she notes,

Certain Cameras. Inv. No. 201-TA-62, USITC Pub. No. 2315 (Sept. 1990) at

35.
33 ~ Certain Radio Paging and Alerting Receiving Devices from Japan.
Inv.
No. 731-TA-102, USITC Pub. 1410 (Aug. 1983) at 10 (Views of Chairman Eckes and
Commissioner Haggart). The same was true in defining industries under Section
201, see. !L.,&..._,. Certain Motor Vehicles and Certain Chassis and Bodies
Therefor. Inv. No. 201-TA-44, USITC Pub. No. 1110 (Dec. 1980) at 15 (Views of
Chairman Alberger) and at 101 (Views of Commissioner Stern).

28
that has not happened at all in the years since. 34

Instead, as we held in

Minivans from Japan: 35
['W)e reject petitioners• argument that the "industry"
includes producers of related products, or upstream products
such as parts and components. Nor is the industry defined
as all operations of a legal entity identified as producing
a like product. It is defined specifically to be
domestic producers as a whole of a like product,
or those producers, whose collective output of
the like product constitutes a major proportion
of the total domestic production of that
product.
Section 771(4) also requires that "[t]he effect of
subsidized or dumped imports shall be assessed in relation
to the United States production of a like product . . . . . . ~
There are exceptions -- agricultural products 37 and "screwdriver"
plants 38 come to mind -- but they are exceptions.

Might this focus on final

Internal Combustion Forklift Trucks from Japan. Inv. No. 731-TA-377
(Final), USITC Pub. 2082 (May 1988), is not an exception. In that
investigation, the articles subject to investigation specifically included
certain components, see Internal Combustion Forklift Trucks from Japan, USITC
Pub. 2082, at A-1 n.l, making appropriate the investigation of whether firms
which did not make those components in the U.S. were really part of the
domestic industry, since they were not making the like product only from
materials and components that were not themselves like products.
Commissioner Brunsdale notes as well that many of the domestic industry
and related parties problems that arise as production becomes componentized
are better addressed as like product problems, with a better analysis possible
if parties recognize that upstream and downstream producers may well
constitute one or more industries, each requiring separate analysis.
34

35

Inv. No. 731-TA-522 (Final), USITC Pub. No. 2529 (July 1992).

Minivans from Japan, USITC Pub. 2529, at 63 (emphasis in original)
(footnotes omitted).
36

37

See 19 U.S.C. § 1677(4)(E).

In recognition of the concern of Congress in preventing easy
circumvention of the antidumping laws, the Commission has created a six factor
test useful in determining whether a firm that assembles parts into a like
product is actually producing the like product. These factors are: (1) the
extent and source of a firm's capital investment; (2) the technical expertise
(continued ... )
38
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physical transformation reduce productive activity in the United States?
course.

Of

But just as the Commission must not take into account the possible

costs of enforcement of the law on downstream industries that use a like
product as an input, or on the ultimate consumer, so we should not consider
the possible costs of enforcement of the law on upstream designers and parts
manufacturers.

As Commissioners, we exercise power delegated to us by

Congress, and we are keenly aware that our mission is not to further what we
think the ultimate goal was that Congress had in passing these laws, but to
enforce them according to their terms.
On the specific facts of this record, then, Commissioner Brunsdale
determines that Smith Corona is no longer part of the domestic industry
producing the like product (whether defined as PETs or PETs/PEWPs) in the
United States, because as of the day of our determination [[***. 39 )) 40

In

contrast, Brother accounted for a significant percentage of U.S. production of
PETs in 1992, 41 and from 1991 (when the preliminary investigation began) to
the present, its domestic production increased substantially. 42

( • • • continued)
involved in domestic production activity; (3) employment levels; (4) the value
added to the product in the United States; (5) the quantities and types of
parts sourced in the United States; and (6) any other costs and activities in
the United States leading to production for the like product, including where
production decisions are made. See, ~. Sulfur Dyes from China and the
United Kingdom, lnvs. Nos. 731-TA-548 & 551 (Final), USITC Pub. 2602, at 10
(Feb. 1993). There was some argument that Brother's own Tennessee plant did
not pass this test. Even the respondent now concedes that it does.
Respondent's Response to Questions at 11.
38

39

4

See Respondent's Posthearing Brief at 17 & n.3.

° Commissioner

41

42

Crawford does not join the four preceding paragraphs.
Report at 1-17, 1-18.
Report at 1-18.
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Commissioners Brunsdale and Crawford reach the same result -- a domestic
industry that includes Brother and excludes Smith Corona -- by applying the
Commission's own multifactor test to include Brother and the related parties
provision of the statute to exclude Smith Corona.
part of the domestic industry.

Under that test, Brother is

The specific factors were discussed at length

in the preliminary investigation.

Even then, the Commission found that the

nature and extent of its actual production-related activities performed in the
United States, the number of employees engaged in these activities, the extent
to which Brother sources parts and subassemblies domestically, and the
domestic value added by Brother's domestic operations sufficed. 43
Since then, the Court of international Trade has upheld Brother's
standing to file the petition44 and Brother now employs even more people at
its plant, has expanded its production operations and has increased
its research and development expenditures. 45

Even respondent concedes that

petitioner need not be excluded from the domestic industry."

43

USITC Pub. 2388, at 11.

See Brother Industries (USA). Inc. v. United States, 801 F. Supp. 751,
758-59 (Ct. Int•l Trade 1992).
44

See Report at I-18; Tr. at 25-26; Petitioner's Prehearing Brief at 2022 & n.50 ; Petitioner's Posthearing Brief at 2-3; App. A, at 1-2 & App. Ex.
2, at 4.
45

Respondent's Response to Questions at 11. We note that Nakajima and
Canon are also subsidiaries owned, in whole or in part, by Japanese companies.
See Report at I-20. No party raised the issue of their exclusion in this
investigation.
46
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B.

Related Parties

The related parties provision, section 771(4)(B) of the Act, 47 allows
the exclusion of certain domestic producers from the domestic industry.

Even

if Smith Corona is a domestic producer (as it undoubtedly was during much of
the period of investigation), this provision excludes it from the domestic
industry. 48

Smith Corona has not produced any basic PETs (i.e., those without

text memory) at its central domestic production facility since 1990, having
shifted all such production to its affiliated company, Smith Corona Singapore,
by the end of 1989. 49
related party. 51

Because respondent imports the subject goods, 50 it is a

Thus, we must determine whether appropriate circumstances

exist to exclude respondent from the domestic industry.
In the preliminary investigation, the Commission determined that
exclusion of respondent's domestic production operations would affect
significantly the overall domestic indicators.

However, the Commission

indicated that it was unclear whether respondent's imports have the effect of
"shielding" it from import competition or whether its primary interests are in

47

19 U.S.C. § 1677(4)(B).

The rationale for the related parties provision is the concern that
domestic producers that are related parties may be in a position that shields
them from any injury that might be caused by the imports. See S. Rep. No.
249, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. 83 (1979). Thus, including these parties within
the domestic industry would cause the industry to appear healthier than it in
fact is. See, ~. Sandvik AB v. United States, 721 F. Supp. at 1331-32
(related party appeared to benefit from dumped imports).
48

49

Report at I-18, I-19.

Respondent's Singapore facility, which is a wholly-owned subsidiary,
keeps its own financial records, which are consolidated at the corporate
level. Tr. at 185.
50

51

19 U.S.C. § 1677(4)(B).
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domestic production or in importation, and respondent was not excluded as a
related

party.~

This investigation presents a factual situation that, to the best of our
knowledge, is without precedent.

The Commission's experience in applying the

related party provision principally involves the following situations: (1)
both unfinished and finished products are subject to investigation, and
domestic producers of the finished product import the unfinished product for
internal consumption; and (2) domestic producers import products to supplement
their domestic production or serve specific geographical markets.
In this investigation, respondent has a long history of production in
the United States.

However, respondent is in the final stages of ceasing

production in the United States.

Respondent imports products produced by its

subsidiary in Singapore to replace, not supplement, its U.S. production.
From 1990 to 1992, subject imports accounted for the vast majority of
respondent's sales in the United States.

Conversely, domestic production

accounted for a minority of respondent's U.S. sales. 53

These data would

support a conclusion that respondent's primary, major or principal interest
laid even then in importation, not production in the United States.

However,

we need not address the vexing questions of defining and quantifying the
necessary level of respondent's interest in importation.

The recdrd clearly

demonstrates that, because respondent is in the final stages of ceasing U.S.
production, its sole interest is in importation.
respondent from the domestic industry.

52

USITC Pub. 2388, at 13.

53

See Report at I-20.

For this reason, we exclude
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III.

LEGAL STANDARD
In determining whether a domestic industry is materially injured by

reason of the imports under investigation, the statute directs the Commission
to consider:
(I)

the volume of imports of the merchandise which is the
subject of the investigation,

(II)

the effect of imports of that merchandise on prices in the
United States for like products, and

(III) the impact of imports of such merchandise on domestic
producers of like products, but only in the context of
production operations within the United States. 54
In assessing the effect of dumped imports, we. compare the current
condition of the domestic industry to that which would have existed had
imports not been dumped. 55

Then, taking into account the condition of the

industry, we determine whether the resulting change of circumstances
constitutes material injury.
Historically, the Commission has collected data on the statutory impact
factors listed in 19 U.S.C. §1677{7)(C)(iii) covering a three-year period.
This time period has been designated the period of investigation, and .the data
have been presented in the section of the opinion titled "Condition of the
Industry."

In general, these data and the trends in these data have been the

information on which some Commissioners make a separate legal conclusion that
the domestic industry is materially injured.

54 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(B)(i).
In making its determination, the Commission
may consider "such other economic factors as are relevant to the
determination." 19 U.S.C. §1677(7)(B)(ii).
55

See 19 U.S. C. §1677 (7) (C)( iii).
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In our analysis, we do not make a separate legal or factual conclusion
of whether or not the domestic industry is materially injured.

Rather, we

analyze whether the condition of the industry would have been materially
different if the imports had not been dumped.

The law requires a

determination that the industry is presently materially injured by reason of
dumped imports. 56

Therefore, we focus our analysis on the most appropriate

recent data.
When the Commission made its preliminary determination in 1991, the
record included data collected for the period 1988 to 1990.

Litigation has

delayed the Commission's final determination until September 1993.

In this

final investigation, the record has been updated to include data for 1991 and
1992.~

The parties have raised an issue of what constitutes the proper period
of investigation, i.e. whether the Commission should evaluate the data
collected for the period 1988 to 1992 or for the period 1990 to 1992.

The

parties' preferences for a particular period appear to be based on their
analysis of the data and trends in the data in reaching a separate legal
conclusion of whether the domestic industry is materially injured.

To the

extent that data collected over a multiyear period are relevant or useful in
our analysis, we believe that evaluating more recent data is more consistent

19 U.S.C. §1673d(b)(l). See also Chr. Bjelland Seafoods A/C v. United
States, Slip op. 92-196, at 21-22 (Ct. Int'l Trade Dec. 9, 1992) (although
statute directs Commission to consider material injury factors in context of
industry's business cycle, it does not authorize the Commission to base a
material injury determination on the lingering effects of a past injury).
56

57

See Report at I-3 - I-7; I-22.
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with the statute and Chr. B1elland.

Therefore, we have considered only the

data for the period 1990 to 1992 in making our determination. 58
IV.

MATERIAL INJURY BY REASON OF LTfV IMPORTS
We determine that an industry in the United States is materially injured

by reason of LTFV imports of PETs from Singapore.

Because we have found

different like products, we make individual determinations that the domestic
industry producing PETs is materially injured by reason of LTFV imports and
that the domestic industry producing PETs and PEWPs is materially injured by
reason of LTFV imports.

However, Commissioners Brunsdale and Crawford join

each other's analyses as alternate holdings.
Their basic analytic method is the same.

In the circumstances of this

investigation, the results of using that method are also the same. 59
A.

Volume of the Subject Imports

From 1990 to 1992, LTFV imports of PETs from Singapore accounted for the
largest share of domestic consumption.

The market share of the domestic PETs

industry was substantially smaller in comparison. 60

The market share of the

subject imports in the domestic PETs/PEWPs industry was naturally smaller
(because no PEWPs are imported from Singapore), 61 but still substantial. 62

We

The Commission has discretion to establish the period of investigation.
See Kenda Rubber Industrial Co. v. United States, 630 F. Supp. 354, 359 (Ct.
Int'l Trade 1986).
58

Cf. In the Matter of Magnesium from Canada, Nos. USA-92-1904-05-06,
(U.S.-Canada Binational Panel Review Aug. 27, 1993).
59

60

Report at I-39, Table 20.

61

Report at I-20 n.75; 1-38 n.112.

62

Report at 1-39, Table 20.
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find the volume of LTFV imports to be significant, particularly in light of
its effects on industry revenue.
B.

Effect of LTFV Imports on Domestic Prices

To analyze the effect of subject imports on domestic prices of the like
product and on the domestic industry, we consider a number of factors about
the industry and the nature of the products, like the degree of
substitutability between the subject imports and the domestic like product,
and the dumping margin, which was found to be 15.51 percent. 63
Our examination of substitutability involves an analysis of factors
such as quality and conditions of sales, as well as purchaser preferences. 64
Nearly all purchasers responding to the Commission's questionnaire stated that
the domestic product and imported PETs are of "comparable" quality. 65

More

than half of the responding purchasers indicated that they maintain multiple
unrelated sources of supply, 66 and most purchasers buy both the domestic and
the imported products. 67

The longer delivery times for imports are offset by

higher levels of inventories. 68

Similarly, terms of sale in the form of post-

invoice allowances, offered by both petitioner and respondent, vary in form
and volume, but provide only minor differences between domestic PETs and

63

58 Fed. Reg. 43,339.

64

See Economic Memorandum, EC-Q-095, at 15 (Sept. 13, 1993).

65

Report at 1-42.

~

EC-Q-095 at 16.

67

EC-Q-095 at 17.

See Report at 1-26, 1-27.
market. Report at 1-26, 1-27.
68

Prompt delivery is essential in the PETs
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subject imports. 69

Therefore, the subject imports and the domestic PETs are

close substitutes. 70

The staff estimated an elasticity of substitution of 4

to 6, which we find to be reasonable. 71
The absence of imports of PEWPs from Singapore during the period of
investigation prescribes a somewhat lower elasticity of substitution between
the subject imports and the broader domestic like product, due to the
additional features and higher price of PEWPs generally.
To determine the effect of the dumping of the LTFV imports on the like
product's prices requires us to consider as well the elasticities of demand
and supply.

The demand for PETs critically depends on the availability of

substitute products.

The closest substitute for PETs are PEWPs, though there

is some competition from other word processors and personal computers.

The

substitutability of these other products for PETs is limited in the case of
consumers to whom low cost is important, and for them there is no alternative
to a PET.

Demand is likely to be fairly inelastic, since many consumers do

want the simplicity of use, low cost, and basic typing functions that PETs can

69

EC-Q-095 at 16.

10

See EC-Q-095 at 15.

71 EC-Q-095 at 15.
The staff assumed a similar elasticity, 4 to 6, when
comparing the domestic like product and the subject imports to fairly traded
imports. See EC-Q-095 at 25 and 26. Because fairly traded imports are mostly
made by the same firms as make the domestic like product, it is reasonable to
assume that they are about as substitutable, and the high elasticity of
substitution gives the respondent the benefit of the doubt (since assuming a
high degree of substitutability means that part of the injury caused by the
dumping will be felt by the makers of fairly traded imports).

38

best provide. 72

The staff's estimate of the elasticity of demand for PETs

of -0.5 to -1.25 73 therefore appears reasonable.
Broadening the like product to include PEWPs only reduces the elasticity
of demand further.

The closest substitutes to the broad like product are

personal computers and word processors that are not portable.

These products

tend to be significantly more expensive and difficult to use for the simpler
tasks consumers use typewriters and PEWPs for.

The staff estimated an

elasticity of demand of between -0.25 and -0.95. 74

This again appears

reasonable.
The elasticities of domestic supply depend on the extent of U.S.
producers• excess capacity, alternative production possibilities, and
alternative markets. 75

Although capacity utilization for the domestic PETs

and PETs/PEWPs industries is relatively high, 76 their domestic supply
elasticity is moderately increased by the large proportion of U.S. production
that is exported, and the high inventory levels that exist. 77

These

conditions would allow the domestic industry to shift additional PETs or PEWPs
to the domestic market quickly in response to a small change in price.
Moreover, the domestic industry can switch production from PEWPs and other
72

See EC-Q-095 at 20.

73

EC-Q-095 at 20.

74

EC-Q-095 at 21.

75

EC-Q-095 at 12.

Report at Table 3. This is due in part to exclusion of Smith Corona's
data, which show by far the lowest capacity utilization, from the domestic
industry. See EC-Q-095 at 15 n.32.
76

This is also true, even after Smith Corona's departure from the
industry. See EC-Q-096 at 2 n.l.
77
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products to PETs (and from other products to PEWPs) at a very low cost and a
very high speed. 7 B These factors undermine the apparent constraints of high
capacity utilization, and led the staff to conclude that the elasticity of
supply is within a range of 3 to 5, for both the PETs and the PETs/PEWPs
industries. 79
C.

We agree.

Impact on the Domestic Industry

The effect of the a highly elastic supply on highly substitutable goods
is that, were PETs from Singapore to increase in price to levels the Commerce
Department would find fair, import sales would drop dramatically, and domestic
suppliers would increase their sales rather than raise prices.

It seems

unlikely that prices would increase very much.
The lack of significant price effects, however, is not the whole story.
Because they are close substitutes, domestic PETs and subject imports compete
substantially on the basis of price.

A 15.51 percent higher price for the

subject imports would allow the domestic PETs industry to increase its sales
substantially.

Even if the price of each sale did not increase very much, the

greater quantity sold (and, given the subject import's market share, that
quantity is likely to be very large indeed) would materially increase the
revenue of the domestic PETs industry.Bo

Therefore, we determine that the

lost revenue caused by the dumping of the subject imports materially injured
the domestic industry.

That material injury is most directly felt in lower

output, sales, and profits than would have been the case in the absence of
dumped imports.
7

The effect on other statutory factors -- such as employment,

B See Report at I-14 & n.49.

79

EC-Q-096 at 2.

Bo See EC-Q-096 at 2 (Sept. 15, 1993).
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wages, cash flow, and investment 81

--

either reflects or is derived from the

material effect on revenues caused by the dumping of the subject imports.
On this record, the analysis is not much different for the domestic
industry producing PETs/PEWPs.

As noted above, the broader industry would

have been able to make or sell more PETs if the price of respondent's imports
had been 15.51 percent higher.

The relative revenue effect would be somewhat

smaller, 82 simply because the broader industry has a greater revenue base, but
it would still be far from inconsequential.

Ye therefore find that broader

industry to.be materially injured by reason of the dumping of the subject
imports as well.
CONCLUSION

V.

Ye determine that the information of record in this final investigation
demonstrates that a domestic industry is materially injured by reason by LTFV
imports of PETs from Singapore.

81

19 U.S.C. § 1677(C)(iii).

82

Id. at 2.

DISSENTING VIEWS OF CHAIRMAN NEWQUIST

Unlike the majority of my colleagues, I determine that the
domestic industry producing portable electric typewriters is not
materially injured or threatened with material injury by reason
of imports of such typewriters from Singapore which the
Department of Commerce has found to be sold in the United States
at less than fair value.

Although I concur with my colleague

Vice Chairman Watson in this result, I reached my negative
determination by a different analytical framework and, therefore,
provide this separate opinion.
As a preliminary matter, I am compelled to comment on the
obvious irony in this investigation:

that the petitioner is a

Japanese-owned subsidiary located in the U.S., and the
respondent, a long-established U.S. company with a subsidiary
located in Singapore.

Some suggest that the relief granted in

this investigation represents, somehow, a manipulation of our
trade laws -- in effect, that a foreign-owned company should not
have access to U.S. trade law to the detriment of a U.S. company.
I cannot say that I disagree with this suggestion.

However, the

Commission is not a law- or policy-making body; by law, we
administer the trade statutes as enacted by Congress and signed
by the President.

Therefore, I am required to conduct an

analysis of the facts and data presented in the investigation
which conforms with the statute as written.
conclusions follow.
-41-

That analysis and my

I.

LIKE PRODUCT AND DOMESTIC INDUSTRY
A.

Like Product

Applying the Commission's traditional six factor like
product test, 1 I find the like product consists of portable
electric typewriters {"PETs") including those with memory
capability. 2

I exclude portable electric word processors

{"PEWPs") from this finding.
In the preliminary investigation, the Commission unanimously
determined that the like product included PETs, PETs with memory
capability and PEWPs. 3

Two months later, in a final

investigation involving imports of portable word processors
{"PWPs") from Japan, which raised many of the same like product
issues, a majority of the Commission determined that PWPs were
not "like" PETs and/or PETs with memory capability. 4

There has

The commission considers:
(i) physical characteristics and
uses; (ii) interchangeability of the products; {iii) channels of
distribution; (iv) customer and producer perceptions of the
products; (v) the use of common manufacturing facilities and
production employees; and {vi) where appropriate, price.
Calabrian Corp. v. United States, 794 F. Supp. 377, 382, n.4 {Ct.
Int'l Trade 1992); Torrington v. United States, 747 F. Supp. 744
{Ct. Int'l Trade 1990), aff'd, 938 F.2d 1278 (Fed. Cir. 1991).
My base inclination is to exclude PETs with memory
capability from the like product definition, particularly since
the respondent continues to produce PETs with memory in the U.S.
However, Commerce's scope determination precludes me from doing
so as it includes PETs with memory capability. 58 Fed. Reg.
43,334 {August 16, 1993).
2

Portable Electric Typewriters from Singapore, Inv. No. 731TA-515 {Preliminary), USITC Pub. 2388 {June 1991).
3

Certain Personal Word Processors from Japan, Inv. No. 731TA-483 {Final), USITC Pub. 2411 {August 1991). It should also be
noted that, Brother Industries (USA), Inc. {"BIUSA"), the
{continued ... )
4
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been no significant change in technology or product
characteristics and uses since that final investigation nor have
the parties raised persuasive arguments which cause me to depart
from the like product analysis in PWPs from Japan.

Accordingly,

I adopt and incorporate by reference the relevant portions of
that analysis here.
B.

Domestic Industry

This investigation raises three domestic industry issues:
first, whether the petitioner, BIUSA, is a domestic producer;
second, whether Nakajima and Canon are domestic producers; and
third, whether the domestic operations of the respondent, sec,
are related to its operations in Singapore and, if so, whether
SCC's domestic operations should be excluded from the domestic
industry.
1.

Wbether BIUSA is a Domestic Producer

As I noted at the outset, I am troubled by BIUSA's status as
a petitioner in this investigation.

Although the court of

International Trade found BIUSA to be an interested party with
standing to file the instant antidumping complaint, 5 I do not
believe that this precludes me from determining, as I did in the

4 ( • • • continued)
petitioner in the instant investigation, was a respondent in PWPs
from Japan and that Smith-Corona Corp. ("SCC"), the respondent
here, was the peti~ioner in that investigation.

Brother Industries CUSA). Inc. v. United States, 801 F.
supp. 751 (Ct~ Int'l Trade 1992).

5
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PWPs from Japan final investigation, that BIUSA is not a domestic
producer.
In considering whether a firm is a domestic producer, the
Commission looks to the overall nature of production-related
activities in the United States.
examines such factors as:

Specifically, the Commission

(1) the extent and source of a firm's

capital investment; (2) the technical expertise involved in
United States production activity; (3) the value added to the
product in the United States; (4) employment levels; (5) the
quantities and types of parts sourced in the United States; and
(6) any other costs and activities in the United States directly
leading to production of the like product. 1

The Commission has

held that no single factor, including value added, is
determinative and that value added information becomes more
meaningful when other production activity indicia are taken into
account. 7
I scrutinized the data concerning BIUSA's

u.s.

operations

and find that it is more established as a domestic producer than

~, ~, Generic Cephalexin Capsules from Canada, Inv. No.
731-TA-423 (Final), USITC Pub. 2211 (August 1989); Certain AllTerrain Vehicles from Japan, 731-TA-377 (Final), USITC Pub. 2163
(March 1989); Erasable Programmable Read Only Memories from
Japan, Inv. No. 731-TA-288 (Final), USITC Pub. 1927 (Dec. 1986)
at 11 & n.23; Low-Fuming Brazing Copper Wire and Rod from New
Zealand, Inv. No. 731-TA-246 (Final), USITC Pub. 1779 (Nov. 1985)
at 6.
6

See, ~, Color Television Receivers from the Republic of
Korea and Taiwan, Inv. Nos~ 731-TA-134 and 135 (Final), USITC
Pub. 1514 (May 1984) at 7, 8.
7
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it was at the time of the PWPs from Japan determination. 8
However, while it produces more of its component PET parts in the
U.S. than in 1991, a large number are still imported from its
parent in Japan or other related sources.

Thus, for me, it

remains a close question and, in important aspects, I question
whether BIUSA is today a domestic producer.

On balance, however,

I find BIUSA to be a domestic producer. 9
2.

Whether Nakajima and Canon are
Domestic Producers

Like BIUSA, Nakajima and Canon are subsidiaries of Japanese
companies located in the United States.

Unlike BIUSA, however,

both are relatively new ventures and substantially less
established as U.S. producers.

Nakajima began its U.S.

operations in 1989 and, until 1991, was [* * * * * * * * * * * *

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
•

•

• 10 ]

Although Nakajima is [* * * * * * * * *

* * * * * * * *

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *] compared to
BIUSA and

sec.

Nakajima employs [* * * * * * * *

*

* * *

* *

*]

than either BIUSA or sec, and has made [* * * * * * * *] capital
investment in its facilities or in research and development
efforts. 11
8

See,

~'

Report at I-18-19; Tables 6, 16.

I note that this finding, in effect, gives BIUSA the benefit
of the doubt -- without it, I would be hard pressed to proceed to
an injury analysis.

9

10

Report at I-20.

11

Report at Tables 6, 15, 16.
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canon is an even later entrant in the industry, establishing
U.S. operations in 1991. 12

The evidence in the record suggests

that Canon is primarily [* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

* * * * * * * *

*] a domestic producer.

Canon employs [* * * * *

* * * * * ] than Nakajima, and has made [* * * * * * * *] capital
investment in its facilities or in research and development
efforts. 13
For these reasons, I find that neither Nakajima or Canon is
a domestic producer as contemplated by the statute.

Accordingly,

I do not consider their data in the aggregate condition of the
domestic industry. 1•
3.

Whether sec is a Related Party and Should be
Excluded from the Domestic Industry

Under section 771(4)(B) of the Tariff Act of 1930, when a
producer is related to an exporter or importer of the product
under investigation, or is itself an importer of that product,
the Commission may exclude such producers from the domestic
industry in "appropriate circumstances. 1115

Application of the

related parties provision is within the Commission's discretion
based upon the facts presented in each case. 16
12

Report at 1-20.

13

Report at Tables 6, 15, 16.

I note, however, that had I included either Nakajima and/or
Canon in the domestic industry, my injury determination would not
change.
1•

15

19 U. S.C. § 1677 (4) (B).

16

Empire Plow Co. v. United States, 11 CIT 847, 675 F. supp.
(continued •.• )
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The Commission generally applies a two-step analysis in
determining whether to exclude a domestic producer from the
domestic industry under the related parties

provis~on.

The

Commission first considers whether the company qualifies as a
related party under section 771(4) (B), and second whether in view
of the producer's related status there are "appropriate
circumstances" for excluding the company in question from the
definition of the domestic industry.

At the direction of

Congress, the Commission employs the related parties provision to
avoid any distortion in the aggregate data bearing on the
condition of the domestic industry that might result from
including related parties whose operations are shielded from the
effects of the subject imports. 17
The Commission generally examines three factors in deciding
whether appropriate circumstances exist to exclude a related
party:
(1) the position of the related producer visa-vis the rest of the domestic industry;
(2) the reasons why the domestic producer has
chosen to import the product under
investigation, ~, whether to benefit from
the unfair trade practice or to enable the

continued)
1348, 1352 (1987).
16 ( • • •

s. Rep. No. 249, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. 83 (1979) (" ... where
a U.S. producer is related to a foreign exporter and the foreign
exporter directs his exports to the United States so as not to
compete with his related U.S. producer, this should be a case
where the ITC would not consider the related U.S. producer to be
a part of the domestic industry.")
17
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producer to continue production and compete
in the domestic market; and
(3) the percentage of domestic production
attributable to related producer. 18
The Commission has also considered whether a company's data
regarding domestic production activities are segregated from its
importing operation and whether the primary interests of the
related producers lie in domestic production or in importation. 19
Obviously, the

u.s. operations of sec are "related" to its

operations in Singapore as the U.S. parent is the importer of
PETs manufactured by its Singapore affiliate.

The remaining

question is whether appropriate circumstances exist to exclude
SCC's U.S. operations from the domestic industry data in this
investigation.
It seems evident that sec benefits from such imports or it
would not have moved its production to Singapore in the first
place.

In addition, as it concerns PETs and PETs with memory

capability, SCC's level of imports compared to domestic
production suggests that its primary interest lies in
importation. 20

Most importantly, the effect of SCC's relocation

of its PET production during the period of the investigation on

18
See, ~, Heayy Forged Handtools From The People's Republic
of China, Inv. No. 731-TA-457 (Final), USITC Pub. 2357 (Feb.
1991) at 18.

See, ~, Heayy Forged Handtools From The People's Republic
of China, Inv. No. 731-TA-457 (Final), USITC Pub. 2357 (Feb.
1991) at 19.

19

20

Report at Tables 3, 19.
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the aggregate industry data is the precise distortion that the
exclusion provision contemplates.

Inclusion of SCC's domestic

operations data provides an analytically unrealistic view of the
industry as its declines in production mask the performance of
other domestic producers.

Thus, in order to capture the

condition of the domestic industry, SCC's transition from
producer to producer/importer must be taken into account; if not,
the analysis is one of apples to oranges,

~'

the industry with

sec as a producer compared to the industry after its voluntary
transition to producer/importer.

Accordingly, I have determined

to exclude SCC's data from the aggregate industry data.
Therefore, as a result of these findings, my assessment of
the condition of the domestic industry is based on data for
producers which, in fact, are producers of the like product, and
excludes from that assessment producers whose domestic operations
do not rise to the level of a domestic producer or whose domestic
operations are related to subject producers in Singapore.
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III. CONDITION OF THE DOMESTIC INDUSTRY
Domestic consumption of PETs 21 declined by more than 2 0%
during the period of investigation. 22

In contrast, domestic

shipments of PETs produced by the domestic industry declined by a
smaller percentage; thus domestic industry's share of domestic
consumption increased during the period. 23

The domestic

industry's production of PETs increased between 1990-92. 24

The

domestic industry's average of period capacity increased
throughout the period, and its capacity utilization rates were
healthy throughout the period, although they did decline modestly
between 1991-92. 25

The domestic industry's inventories declined

between 1990-91, and increased in 1992. 26

As a ratio to U.S.

shipments, however, the 1992 inventory level was not
significant. 27
The number of employees employed in domestic PET industry
declined between 1990-91, and increased in 1992 to a level above

Hereinafter use of "PETs" includes PETs with memory
capability unless otherwise stated.

21

Report at Table 2. Although the Commission has available to
it five years of ·data, 1988-92, my analysis focusses on the most
recent three years, i.e., 1990-92.

22

23

Report at Tables 2, 4.

2•

Report at Table 3.

25

Id.

26

Report at Table 5.

27

Id.
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that in 1990. 28

Hours worked, wages paid, and total compensation

paid all followed a similar trend.n
The domestic industry's net sales of PETs held constant
between 1990-91 and increased in 1992. 30

Although the domestic

industry reported operating and net [* * * ] in 1990, by 1991,
both indicators were [* * * * * * * * * * * * *31 ]

The industry

again reported (* * * * ] financial results in 1992, though at
levels (* * *] those of the previous year. 32

Its operating

income margins ( * * * * * * * * * * * * • 33 ]
The domestic PET industry's capital expenditures [* *
throughout the period of investigation. 34
development expenditures [* * * *
[*

* * * ]

* * *]

Its research and

* * * * *]

between 1990-91, and

in 1992.~

Based upon the foregoing, I find that domestic industry
producing PETs is not experiencing material injury.

28

Report at Table 6.

29

Id.

30

Rep.ort at Table 9.

31

ML.

32

Id.

33

Id.

34

Report at Table 15.

35

Report at Table 16.
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IV.

NO THREAT OF MATERIAL INJURY BY REASON OF LESS THAN FAIR
VALUE IMPORTS

Section 771(7) (F) of the Tariff Act of 1930 directs the
Commission to determine whether a U.S. industry is threatened
with material injury by reason of imports "on the basis of
evidence that the threat of material injury is real and that

-52-

actual injury is imminent. 1136

I have examined each relevant

The Commission must consider ten factors in the threat
analysis. They are:
36

(I) if a subsidy is involved, such information as may be
presented to it by the administering authority as to the nature
of the subsidy (particularly as to whether the subsidy is an
export subsidy inconsistent with the Agreement),
(II) any increase in production capacity or existing unused
capacity in the exporting country likely to result in a
significant increase in imports of the merchandise to the United
States,
(III) any rapid increase in United States market penetration
and the likelihood that the penetration will increase to an
injurious level,
(IV) the probability that imports of the merchandise will
enter the United States at prices that will have a depressing or
suppressing effect on domestic prices of the merchandise,
(V) any substantial increase in inventories of the merchandise
in the United States,

(VI) the presence of underutilized capacity for producing the
merchandise in the exporting country,
(VII) any other demonstrable adverse trends that indicate
probability that importation (or sale for importation) of the
merchandise (whether or not it is actually being imported at the
time) will be the cause of actual injury,
(VIII) the potential for product shifting if production
facilities owned or controlled by the foreign manufacturers,
which can be used to produce prodµcts subject to investigation(s)
under section 1671 or 1673 of this title or to final orders under
section 167le or 1673e of this title, are also used to produce
the merchandise under investigation,
(IX) in any investigation under this title which involves
imports of both raw agricultural product (within the meaning of
paragraph (4) (E) (iv) and any product processed from such raw
agricultural product, the likelihood there will be increased
imports, by reason of product shifting, if there is an
affirmative determination by the Commission under section
705(b) (1) or 735(b) (1) with respect to either the raw
agricultural product or the processed agricultural product (but
not both) , and
(continued ... )
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statutory factor and discuss each in turn below.
Imports from Singapore increased slightly between 1990-91,
and declined in 1992 to a level approximately 10% below that in
1990. 37

The productive capacity of producers in Singapore [* * *

* * * * * *] during the period of the investigation. 38
Production [* * * * *] between 1990-91, and (* * * * * * * * * *]
level in 1992. 39
which is [*

Accordingly, Singapore's capacity utilization,

* * * *

~

* * * * * * * * * *]

during the period.~

Producers in Singapore reported [* * * * * * * * * * * * ) during
the period of the investigation. 41

Importer's inventories

declined throughout the period of investigation and, in 1992,

36 ( • • •

continued)

(X) the actual and potential negative effects on the existing
development and production efforts of the domestic industry,
including efforts to develop a derivative or more advanced
version of the like product.
19

U. S.C.

S 1677 (7) (F) (i).

In addition, the Commission must consider whether dumping
findings or antidumping remedies in markets of foreign countries
against the same class or kind of merchandise suggest a threat of
material injury to the domestic industry. See 19 u.s.c. section
1677 (7) (F) (iii) .
37

Report at Table 19.

38

Report at Table 18.

39

Id.

40

Id.

41

Id.
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represented approximately the [* * * *

* * * * * * * * * * * * *

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *42]
Pricing data obtained by the Commission demonstrate a
general decline in prices for both the domestic product and the
subject imports. 43

These data also show mixed under and

overselling by the subject imports. 44

I am not persuaded,

however, that the price declines for domestic PETs are related to
unfair imports from Singapore.

Rather, I find that the declines

reflect the nature of the product cycle.

As technology advances

and the cost of the technology is spread over increased
production, prices will decline. 45

Here, also, price declines

appear to be attributable in part to competition from PEWPs.
During the period of the investigation, petitioner's sales of
PEWPs [* * * * * * *

* * * * 46 ]

In 1990, petitioner's sales of

PEWPs were [* * * *] of its sales of PETs; in 1992, its PEWP
sales were [* * * *

* ] of its PET sales.

47

Although PEWPs

remain more expensive than PETs and have different

42
43

Report at Table 17.
Report at Tables 21-23.

44

Anyone who has purchased a first generation appliance, such
as a stereo TV or compact disk player, can appreciate this
phenomenon -- the prices of the more advanced second and third
generations are usually only a fraction of the price of the
first.
45

46
47

Report at Table 11.
Report at Tables 9, 11.
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characteristics and uses, PEWP unit values have [* * * * * * * *

* * * ] as a result, PEWPs have increasingly become more
affordable to purchasers who want additional characteristics and
uses not available with PETs.u

Accordingly, I do not find any

evidence in the record to suggest that imports of PETs from
Singapore will imminently enter the market at prices that will
have a depressing or suppressing effect on domestic PETS.
Nor do I find that continued imports of PETs from Singapore
will have negative effects on BIUSA's development and production
of advanced versions of the like product.

Petitioner already

produces several types of PETs with varying degrees of advanced
features, in addition to its line of PEWPs.

V.

CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, I find that the domestic industry

producing portable electric typewriters including those with
memory capability is not materially injured or threatened with
material injury by reason of less than fair value imports from
Singapore.

u
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DISSENTING VIEWS OF VICE CHAIRMAN PETER S. WATSON
Portable Electric Typewriters From Singapore
Inv. No. 731-TA-515 (Final)
Based on the record in this final investigation, I
determine that the industry in the United States producing both
portable electric typewriters

(PETs)

and portable electric word

processors (PEWPs) is not materially injured by reason of imports
of PETs from Singapore that the Department of Commerce (Commerce)
has found to be sold at less than fair value

(LTFV) .

I also

determines that the industry in the United States producing both
PETs and PEWPs is not threatened with material injury by reason of
the LTFV imports. 1

X.

LXKI PRODUCT
In

the

preliminary

investigation,

determined the like product to be all PETs
automatic

typewriters

investigation,

(PATs))

and

PEWPs.

the

Commission

(including portable
In

this

final

I find that the record confirms that there is no

clear dividing line between PETs and PEWPs. 2
In Certain Personal Word Processors from Japan CWord

Whether the establishment of an industry in the United
States is materially retarded by reason of the subject imports is
not an issue in this investigation and will not be discussed
further.
2
My like product determination is limited to portable
electric word processors and does not include non-portable word
processors. He notes that data in the record concerning customer
perceptions indicates that the portability of PETs and PEWPs
distinguishes them from non-portable word processors. Staff Report
at I-13-14.
Moreover, he notes that Commerce's scope definition
emphasizes the portability and the self-contained nature of the
unit. 58 Fed. Reg. 43334 (August 16, 1993).
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Processors>,

the

Commission

determined

that

"personal

word

processors are distinguishable from PETs and PATs", and, therefore,
declined to include them in the like product with personal word
processors (PWPs). 3

As we noted in the 'preliminary investigation,

the Commission is not bound to follow in a subsequent case a like
product definition presented in an earlier investigation. 4

Word

Processors and the instant case can be distinguished, however, on
the issue of like product.

In Word Processors the Commission's

task was to determine the appropriate like product corresponding
to all word processors including non-portable word processors.
Here,

where portability and self-containment are distinguishing

features of both PETs and PEWPs, the issue should be reviewed de
novo.
There

is

little

question

that

the

production

processes,

manufacturing facilities, employees, and channels of distribution
are the same or similar for PETs as for PEWPs. 5
the manufacture of PETs and PEWPs,

With respect to

there are different product

lines produced within the same manufacturing facility. 6

Although

Certain Personal Word Processors from Japan, Inv. No. 731TA-483 (Final), USITC Pub. 2411, at 13 (Aug. 1991).
3

Portable Electric Typewriters from Singapore, Inv. No. 731TA-515 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. 2388 (June, 1991) at 7.
See,
Citrosuco Paulista S.A. v. United States, 704 F. Supp. 1075, 1088
(CIT 1980).
4

The parties to this investigation agree that PETs and PEWPs
cannot be distinguished on these bases.
See, Respondent's
Prehearing Brief at 2; Petitioner,s Prehearing Brief at 18;
Petitioner's Posthearing Brief at 9; Tr. at 58-63.
5

Respondents contend that PETs and PEWPs are produced on
the same production lines by the same basic production process with
the only real modification being in the nature of the components
going to the line.
Respondent's Posthearing Brief at 2; Tr. at
6
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employees are generally assigned to a particular product line, many
jobs are interchangeable.'
The physical structure and appearance of both PETs and PEWPs
are

similar.

keyboard

and

Both are portable and unitary,
a

printing mechanism.

Both

incorporating a

PETs

and

PEWPs

are

presented by retailers as a continuum of products sold on the same
retail shelf. 8

The evidence also supports the conclusion that

consumers of both PETs and PEWPs are the same class of persons
consisting of students, families, small business owners and home
office

workers.'

interchangeable.

To

a

large

degree,

PETs

and

PEWPs

are

They both perform the same basic function of

putting printed text on paper through operation of an electronic
keyboard.

Many of the features and functions of PETs and PEWPs

overlap and PEWPs have a separate key allowing them to function as
a typewriter. 10

Although consumers producing documents of 20 pages

or more are likely to purchase a PEWP rather than a PET, a PET is
able to perform that task. 11

With regard to price, it appears that

the prices for PETs, PATs and PEWPs depict a continuum which is
138.
Tr. at 59, 61-63.
8

Tr. at 140.

9
Respondent's consumer survey data indicates that a similar
number of purchasers use PATs and PEWPs for personal/at home
applications.
Respondent's Response to Questions at 3,4; Tr. at
138, 158, 160.
10

Response of Smith Corona to Questions at 3.

11
Many consumers
Respondent's Response to Questions at 6.
seeking to produce and edit lengthy documents will purchase
personal computers although they are significantly more expensive
than PETs and PWEPs and are not self contained.
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reflective of gradations in product features and sophistication. 12
In its purchaser questionnaires, the Commission asked if other
products, such as PEWPs, could be substituted for PETs in their end
uses.

A review of that evidence indicates significant, albeit

limited, substitutability between PETs and PEWPs such that this
Commissioner can only conclude that the dividing line between PETs
and PEWPs is blurred. 13
To conclude, based on the record in this final investigation,
a like product consisting of all PETs and PEWPs is most like the
articles subject to investigation, namely PETs from Singapore.
II.

DOKBSTIC INDUSTRY ARD RELATBP PARTIBS
A.

Brother Industries (USA), Inc.

In the preliminary investigation, the Commission determined
that petitioner, Brother Industries (USA), Inc.

(BIUSA), engaged

in sufficient production-related activity in the United States to
be considered a domestic producer. 1•

The evidence gathered in this

final investigation indicates that it is appropriate to include

Respondent's Vice President of Marketing stated that there
is about a $100 price difference between a high end PAT and a low
end PWEP. Tr. at 159,160. Evidence presented by the respondent
in its Response of Smith Corona to Questions at 8, suggests,
however, that the price difference may be far less.
12

13

Report at I-13-14, I-43.
Purchasers most frequently
reported PEWPs as possible substitutes for PETs in their intended
applications. Thirteen of 19 purchasers indicated that PEWPs could
be substituted for PETs. A majority of purchasers noted, however,
that the difference in price between PETs and PEWPs was an
important factor that consumers considered in choosing between the
two types of machines.
1•

Portable Electric Typewriters from Singapore, at 11.
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petitioner in the domestic industry. 15

Although domestic value

added to its PETs is still relatively low 16 , during the period of
investigation
production,

petitioner

the value of

has

significantly

expanded

its domestic assets,

research and development expenditures. 17

its

PET

employment,

and

Moreover, the petitioner

has announced plans to move virtually all of its research and
development

operations

to

the

United

States

addition to its domestic production facility.

B.

and

to

build

an

18

smith Corona corporation

A more difficult question is whether the respondent, Smith
Corona Corporation,

should be treated as a

domestic producer.

Although the record indicates that Smith Corona has been a domestic
producer during a significant part of the Commission's period of
investigation, I conclude, for the reasons expressed below, that
it should be excluded from the domestic industry as a "related
party".
The record indicates that Smith Corona has not produced any
basic PETs (those without text memory) at its sole U.S. plant in
Cortland, N.Y. since 1990, having shifted all production of basic

In reaching this conclusion, Vice Chairman Watson notes
that the Court of International Trade has recently considered the
Commission's six factor test in deciding that the petitioner had
standing to file its petition on behalf of the domestic industry.
Since the time the petition was filed in 1991, petitioner has
expanded its domestic operations significantly.
15

16

Report at D-3.

17

Report at I-18.

18
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PETs to its affiliate, Smith Corona Singapore. 19

The evidence in

this final investigation demonstrates that respondent currently has
a minimal interest, at best, in domestic production of PETs and
PEWPs. 20

Recent developments indicate that respondent has taken

significant

steps

to

move

production to Mexico. 21

even

the

balance

of

its

domestic

This phase out began in the fall of 1992

and is expected to take approximately one year to complete. 22
Although it is not clear whether respondent is currently a
domestic producer, it is clear that during the five years for which
the Commission collected data, respondent did produce significant
quantities of PETs and PEWPs in the United States. 23

Respondent

was, therefore, a part of the domestic industry producing PETs and

1t

Report at I-18.

In 1991 and 1992
of Smith Corona's
domestically produced.
Domestic value added to
PETs and PEWPs was below
20

*]

respectively, approximately [ *
*
combined PET and PEWP shipments were
See, Report at Table 4 and Table 20.
those domestically produced shipments of
[***]. Report at D-4.

21
Respondent's Response to Questions at 17-18.
In its
preliminary determination at page 13, the Commission stated that
"(a)t the present time it remains unclear ••• whether the primary
interests of sec in this instance are in its domestic production
or in importation".
This question has now been answered
definitively. In its Response to Questions at page 17, respondent
has stated "that it is clear that [*
*
*
* *

*
*

*

*l·

*

*

*

*

*

*

22
Id.; Annual Report, Smith
Respondent has indicated that [*

*
Corona

*

*

*

Corporation,

*

*
1992.

*

*
*
*
*
*
*]
Respondent's
Response to Questions at 17.
It is expected that Smith Corona's
worldwide engineering, product design, customer service, and
administrative support activities will remain in the United States.
Report at I-19.
23

Report at Table 2.
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PEWPs during the period of investigation. 2 '
There are, however, ample reasons for excluding Smith Corona
as a "related party" from the domestic industry.
statute provides that when a

domestic producer

exporters

itself

imports,

or
the

importers
term

or

is

"industry"

may

be

an

The governing
is

importer

applied

in

related to

of

the

LTFV

appropriate

circumstances to exclude that producer from those included in that
industry. 25

In the instant case, respondent is clearly a related

party, being both an affiliate of the largest Singaporean exporter
and the importer of the vast majority of PETs from Singapore. 26

For

the reasons set forth below, appropriate circumstances exist to
exclude Smith Corona's Cortland, N.Y. operations from the domestic
industry.
In determining whether appropriate circumstances exist to
exclude a related party's domestic production from the domestic
industry the Commission has traditionally looked at a number of

u
The Commission has previously considered domestic
operations data for that portion of the period of investigation
for which a departing domestic producer was still part of the
industry.
See, Extruded Rubber Thread From Malaysia, Inv. Nos.
303-TA-22 and 731-TA-527 (Final) September, 1992. The question of
whether appropriate circumstances exist to exclude a particular
"related party" domestic producer is a separate issue to be reached
on a case-by-case ~asis.
25

19

u.s.c.

Section 1677 (4) (B).

26
In addition to Smith Corona, the record indicates that
Olivetti began producing PETs in Singapore in [****].
It 1992
Olivetti USA accounted for [ ****) of PET imports from Olivetti
Singapore. In 1993, Olivetti Singapore projects that its share of
exports going to the United States will fall to zero.
Report at
I-37.
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factors. 27

Those factors include: 1) the percentage of domestic

production attributable to the importing producer;

2) the reasons

the u. S. producer has decided to import the product subject to
investigation;

3) the position of the related producer vis-a-vis

the rest of the industry, i.e. whether inclusion or exclusion of
the related party will skew the data for the rest of the industry;
and 4) whether the related party is shielded from the effects of
the

subject

imports.

The

unique

circumstances

of

each

investigation necessarily require a case-by-case analysis of these
factors.
In the case of Smith Corona, the record indicates a rapid and
steady decline in U. s. production of PETs and PEWPs. 28

As a direct

result of recent steps taken by respondent's board of directors,
its remaining share of domestic production is expected to reach a
de minimis level by the end of 1993. 29

Respondent contends that it

benefits from the Singaporean imports because "it was enabled by
its off-shore assembly operations to lower costs, reduce prices
responsively, continue its production of high-end PATs and PEWPs
and compete in the U. s. market. " 30

This statement supports the

conclusion that Smith Corona intended to subsidize its remaining

27

~b;ina

1992.
28

*

See, ~~~ta in Cai;;:bon Steel fiutt-Weld ~ig~ Fittings [i;:om
and Thailand, Inv. Nos. 731-TA-520 and 521 (Final) June,
[*

*

*

*
*

*
*

*

*
*

*
*
*

*

*

*
*
*

*

*

*
*
*

*

*]

*

*
*

*

29

Annual Report of Smith Corona Corporation, 1992.

30

Respondent's Posthearing Brief at 5.

*
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domestic production of high-end machines by importing and selling
LTFV imports from Singapore.

In seeking to obtain a competitive

advantage through cost reduction, Smith Corona determined to shift
its production offshore and focus on importation.

The evidence

indicates, therefore, that Smith Corona's pricing policies received
some benefit from the LTFV imports.
The

inclusion

of

Smith

Corona's

financial

data

for

its

Cortland operation would also have a significant distorting effect
on the picture of the domestic industry as a whole.

In the past,

the Commission has considered excluding a domestic producer that
has benefited financially from LTFV imports to the extent that
inclusion of its data would otherwise mask injury to the balance
of the domestic industry because such a producer was performing
substantially better than non-importing producers. 31
including Smith Corona's (

*

*

*

In this case,
32

*

See, Certain Carbon Steel Butt-Weld Pipe Fittings From
China and Thailand, Inv. Nos. 731-TA-520 and 521 (Final) June, 1992
at 17.
31

32

Compare Report at table B-6 with Report at table B-3.
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*

*

Finally,

I

*

*
note

that

the

petition

was

filed

Industries (BIUSA), which is responsible for the [
domestic production. 34
by determining the

by

*

Brother
]

of

The statute is most faithfully adhered to

impact of the LTFV imports on the industry

comprised solely of BIUSA and the other smaller domestic producers
which have alleged material injury by reason of Smith Corona's LTFV
imports. 35

If Smith Corona was not excluded as a related party for

purposes of the Commission's material injury determination,

the

Commission would be placed in the anomalous position of having to
attempt to measure the impact of the LTFV imports imported by Smith
Corona on an industry which consists primarily of Smith Corona and
BIUSA.

III. NO MATERIAL INJURY BY REASON OF LTFV IMPORTS
A.

Volume of the LTFV Imports
The record indicates that the volume of LTFV imports is

significant and has increased steadily over the five year period

33

Id.

Brother Industries accounted for [
production in 1992.
34

* ]

of combined PET/PEWP

35
In lieu of excluding Smith Corona as a related party,
Respondent has suggested that the Commission "disaggregate" the
data in determining causation. Respondent's Posthearing Brief at
9-10. Vice Chairman Watson notes, however, that the Commission in
reaching its determination must consider the impact of the imports
on the defined domestic industry "as a whole". See, ~' United
Engineering & Forging v. United States, 779 F. Supp . . 1375 (Ct.
Int'l Trade 1991); Minivans From Japan, Inv. No. 731-TA-533 (Final)
July 1992 at 16, footnote 50.
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for

which the Commission gathered

overall increase

in LTFV imports

information. 36

Despite the

from 1988 through 1992,

the

domestic industry (excluding Smith Corona}, steadily increased to
an even greater extent its market share in terms of both quantity
and value. 37

When viewing the most current three year period for

which the Commission gathered data, the LTFV imports actually lost
market share while at the same time the domestic industry gained
market share.•
considered

in

consumption. 39
domestic

The market share data discussed above should be
the

context

of

the

declining

trends

in

U.S.

When done so, it becomes readily apparent that the

industry

excluding

Smith

Corona

has

been

remarkably

successful in gaining market share during times of trouble for the
industry as a whole.
B.

The Effect of the LTFV Imports on Domestic Prices

The

pricing

data

available

to

the

Commission

do

not

demonstrate price suppression or price depression by the LTFV

36

37

*
*

*

*

Report at B-8.
Id. at B-3. [*
*
*
*
*

*

*

*
*
*
*

*

*]

*

*

*
*
*

*
*

*
*

*

*

*

H

Although Vice Chairman Watson has considered data from the
entire period of investigation from 1988 through 1992, he places
the most weight on the most current three year period in making his
material injury determination. Id. at B-3. [*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
* *
*
*
*
*
* *
*
*
*
*
*]
*
*
*
39

*
*
*

Id.
*
*
*
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*
*
*
*

*

*
*
*
*

*
*

*

*
*
*
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imports.

Moreover, there are significant flaws in that data.

Commission staff verification of

*

*

*

*
*

*
*

In addition to the above,

4

0

)*

it appears that price comparisons

are tenuous because within each product definition, each supplier
sells various models of PETs and PEWPs
according to features and functions.

for which prices vary

As a result,

prices may not be representative of price trends.
reflect a

shift or variation

Instead they may

in the product mix

supplier during different quarters. 42

changes in

sold by the

Moreover, it is difficult

to take into consideration the degree to which improvements in
technology have led to the generally declining prices of PETs and
PEWPs (namely advances in the speed and processing power of

See, U.S.I.T.C. Verification Report, Inv. No. 731-TA-515
(Final) at 8-9.
In order to establish appropriate price
comparisons,
U.S.
producers,
importers and purchasers were
specifically requested to report selling or purchase prices net of
any post-invoice allowances or rebates.
40

41

*
*
*
*

Id, at 9.

*

*).
42
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*
*
*
*

*
*
*
Report at I-44.
Report at I-44.

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
* *
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semiconductors and the concomitant drop in their prices and by
extension, prices of personal computers) . 43
The pricing data gathered by staff indicates that overall
prices for PETs and PEWPS declined during the five year period of
investigation. 44

The data do indicate,

however,

that prices of

domestically produced PETs and PEWPs declined at a greater rate
than the LTFV imports, and, further, that in some instances prices
of the LTFV imports increased or remained substantially flat over
the

period

of

investigation. 45

wholesale level [

Pricing

]

*

*

comparisons
show

underselling and overselling by the LTFV imports. 46

the

mixed

If, however,

*

those pricing comparisons are recalculated to [

*

at

*
Due to the flaws in the pricing data, staff also provided the

43

There is also some indication that the declining demand
for PETs puts downward pressure on wholesale prices of PETs. Report
at F-3.
44

Report at I-44-49.

45

Id.

46

Report at Tables 21,22 and 23.
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See specifically Table 22.
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Commission with U.S. producers' and importers' average unit prices
of

basic

and

problematic.

dictionary

PETs. 48

Use

of

this

data

is

also

Although the average unit value data compares prices

for basic and dictionary PETs, it does not take into consideration
the product mix of different models within those types of PETs.
In

any

event,

the

adjusted

data

do

not

reveal

predominate

underselling by the LTFV imports. 49
Overall, average unit values of the LTFV imports declined over
the period of investigation. 50
average

unit

values

of

all

In contrast,
PETs

and

domestic producers'

PEWPs

combined

remained

relatively stable over the five year period of investigation and
actually increased in the three year period from 1990 to 1992. 51
Based on the factors noted above, I find that the record does
not contain evidence that the LTFV imports had any significant
price effects on domestic prices.

c.

The Impact of the LTFV Imports on the PET/PEWP Industry

The financial data excluding Smith Corona depict a resilient
and healthy industry that is not suffering from material injury.
U.S. producers gained significant market share over the period of
investigation. 52

U.S. producer's capacity, production, shipments,

number of production workers, total compensation and productivity

48

Report at E-3-5.

49

Id.

50

Report at B-3.

* *

*
*
51

52

[*

*

*
*

*
*

*

*

Id.
Report at I-22-33, table B-6.

*
*

*

*

*]

*
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increased steadily in each year during the five year period of
investigation.

Operating income fluctuated over the full period

of investigation but rose during the last three years. 53 The record
indicates that capital expenditures and research and development
expenses for BIUSA [
The

*

*

record evidence simply does

not demonstrate that the

domestic PET/PEWP industry is experiencing any injury by reason of
the LTFV imports.

The market share gained by the LTFV imports was

not at the expense of the domestic industry. 55

Both the petitioner

and respondent alleged lost sales and revenues.

None of those

allegations were confirmed. 56
Although

domestic

PETs

and

PEWPs

compete

with

the

LTFV

imports, substitutability between PETs produced by Smith Corona and
BIUSA is limited by non-price factors.
indicated

that

they

consider

such

Wholesale purchasers have
factors

as

payment

terms,

delivery time, quality, features and advertising allowances along
with price. 57

53

*
*
*
*

*

Id.

*
*
*
*]

Many retailers also consider it important to provide

[*

*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*

See, Report at Table 4 and Table 13.

54

Report at I-32-33.

55

Report at I-17-18 and table 2 .
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Report at I-51, F-3.
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Report at I-51, F-3.
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customers with a choice between competing models, and, therefore,
buy from both Smith Corona and BI USA. 58
Based on the above, I conclude that the industry in the United
States producing both portable electric typewriters

(PETs)

and

portable electric word processors (PEWPs) is not materially injured
by reason of imports of PETs from Singapore that the Department of
Commerce (Commerce) has found to be sold at less than fair value
(LTFV).
IV.

NO THREAT OF MATERIAL INJURY BY REASON OF LTFV IMPORTS

Section 771(7) (F)

of the Tariff Act of 1930 directs the

Commission to determine whether a U.S. industry is threatened with
material injury by reason of LTFV imports "on the basis of evidence
that the threat of material injury is real and that actual injury
is imminent. 1159 Upon consideration of the statutory threat f actors'0
relevant to the circumstances of this case, there exists no real
and imminent threat of material injury by the LTFV imports.
The share of Smith Corona Singapore's exports going to the
United States has [

58

* *

*

*

61

*

*]

*

d
L·
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19 u.s.c. Section 1677 (7) (F) (ii).

60

19 u.s.c. Section 1677(7) (F) (i).

61

Report at I-37.
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*

) 62

The record does not contain any significant

evidence (i.e. projections) indicating that these trends are likely
I conclude, therefore, that the

to change in the near future.

industry in the United States producing both PETs and PEWPs is not
threatened with material injury by reason of the LTFV imports.
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Report at I-37.
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INFORMATION OBTAINED IN THE INVESTIGATION
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INTRODUCTION
On February 8, 1993, the U.S. Department of Commerce (Commerce)
published in the Federal Register (58 F.R. 7534) its preliminary determination
that imports from Singapore of portable electric typewriters (PETs), 1 provided
for in subheadings 8469.10.00 and 8469.21.00 of the Harmonized Tariff Schedule
of the United States (HTS), are being sold in the United States at less than
fair value (LTFV). 2 Accordingly, effective February 8, 1993, the U.S.
International Trade Commission (Commission) instituted antidumping
investigation No. 731-TA-515 (Final), under section 735(b) of the Tariff Act
of 1930 (the Act), to determine whether an industry in the United States is
materially injured or threatened with material injury, or the establishment of
an industry in the United States is materially retarded, by reason of imports
of such merchandise into the United States. 3
Notice of the institution of this investigation was given by posting
copies of the notice in the Office of the Secretary, U.S. International Trade
Commission, Washington, DC, and by publishing the notice in the Federal
Register of March 25, 1993. The Commission conducted a public hearing in this
investigation on June 25, 1993, at which time all interested parties presented
information and data for consideration by the Commission. 4
Commerce notified the Commission of its final dumping determination in
this investigation on August 11, 1993. 5 The Commission will transmit its
determination in the investigation to Commerce on September 24, 1993.

BACKGROUND
Instant Investigation
On April 18, 1991, a petition was filed with the Commission and Commerce
by counsel for Brother Industries (USA), Inc. (BIUSA), Bartlett, TN, alleging
that an industry in the United States is being materially injured and is
1 For purposes of this investigation,
PETs are defined as machines that
produce letters and characters in sequence directly on a piece of paper or
other media from a keyboard input and that meet the following criteria. They
must: (1) be easily portable, with a handle and/or carrying case, or similar
mechanism to facilitate their portability; (2) be electric, regardless of
source of power; (3) be comprised of a single, integrated unit (e.g., not in
two or more pieces); (4) have a keyboard embedded in the chassis or frame of
the machine; (5) have a built-in printer; (6) have a platen (roller) to
accommodate paper; and (7) only accommodate their own dedicated or captive
software, if any. The PETs subject to this investigation are those provided
for in HTS subheading 8469.21.00 and those with text memory (automatics)
provided for in HTS subheading 8469.10.00.
2 Copies of Commerce's Federal Register notices relevant to this
investigation appear in app. A.
3 58 F.R.
16205, Mar. 25, 1993. Copies of the Commission's Federal Register
notices relevant to this investigation appear in app. A.
4 A list of witnesses appearing at the hearing is presented in app. A.
5 Letter from Richard W. Moreland, Acting Deputy Assistant Secretary for
Investigations, Import Administration, Department of Commerce, to Don E.
Newquist, Chairman, U.S. International Trade Commission.
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threatened with material injury by reason of imports from Singapore of PETs
that were alleged to be sold in the United States at LTFV. Accordingly,
effective April 18, 1991, the Commission instituted a preliminary antidwnping
investigation under the relevant provision of the Act. On June 3, 1991, the
Conunission determined there was a reasonable indication that an industry in
the United States is materially injured by reason of imports of such
merchandise into the United States from Singapore.
On October 2, 1991, Commerce published in the Federal Register 6 its
rescission of initiation of the antidumping investigation and dismissal of
BIUSA's petition. Commerce's decision was based on its view that because
BIUSA "neither manufactures nor produces a like product in the United States,
nor wholesales a domestically produced like product, we conclude that Brother
is not an interested party as defined in section 771(9)(C)." 7 Accordingly, in
Conunerce's view, BIUSA did not have standing to maintain the case and,
therefore, it (Conunerce) was "compelled to rescind our initiation of the
investigation and dismiss the petition." 8 In making its determination,
Conunerce considered, among other factors:
(1) the extent and source of
capital investment; (2) technical expertise; (3) U.S. value-added; (4)
employment levels; (5) quantity and types of domestically sourced parts; and
(6) other costs and activities leading to production of like product. BIUSA
inunediately contested Commerce's action before the U.S. Court of International
Trade (CIT) and, on September 3, 1992, the CIT reversed Conunerce•s
determination that BIUSA was not an interested party and thus did not have
standing to file a petition. The CIT held that Commerce's determination that
BIUSA was not a manufacturer was not supported by substantial evidence and was
not in accordance with law. In addition, the Court held that a fair
application of the criteria stated in Commerce's determination demonstrated
that BlUSA is a United States manufacturer with a clear stake in the outcome
of the antidumping investigation. Therefore, the CIT remanded the case to
Conunerce to complete the standing inquiry and, if necessary, to complete the
investigation. 9
On October 13, 1992, BIUSA sought enforcement of the CIT decision. On
October 29, 1992, Commerce indicated that because the decision of the CIT was
not a "conclusive" decision, there was no requirement that it implement the
dee is ion. 1° Further, Commerce stated that "upon a 'conclusive• decision by
the Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit affirming the CIT, the Department
will consider whether BIUSA filed the petition on behalf of the domestic
industry; if so, the Department will proceed with the investigation." 11
However, on November 30, 1992, the CIT granted BIUSA's Motion to Enforce and,
on December 22, 1992, Commerce announced its schedule to implement the CIT's
decision. 12
On June 22, 1993, Commerce announced an agreement to suspend the
antidumping investigation based on an agreement by the Singaporean
56 F.R.
Id.
8 Id.
9 Brother
00794, Slip
10 57 F.R.
11 Id.
12 57 F.R.
6

49880.

7

Industries (USA) Inc. v. United States et al., Court No. 91-11Op. 92-152 (CIT Sept. 3, 1992).
49071, Oct. 29, 1992.
60796, Dec. 22, 1992.
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producers/exporters, 13 which account for substantially all of the known
imports of PETs from Singapore, to revise their prices to eliminate sales of
PETs to the United States at LTFV. 14 Subsequent to that announcement, on June
25, 1993, counsel for BIUSA filed with the CIT both an application for a
temporary restraining order (TRO) and a motion for a preliminary injunction to
enjoin Commerce from lifting suspension of liquidation on entries of PETs from
Singapore based on the suspension agreement signed by Commerce and Smith
Corona. The CIT granted BIUSA's TRO application and scheduled a hearing on
July 12, 1993, to consider BIUSA's preliminary injunction motion. On July 26,
the CIT issued an order denying BIUSA's motion for preliminary injunction and,
on that same date, Commerce published the suspension agreement in the Federal
Register. On July 27, 1993, counsel for BIUSA, in a letter to the Secretary
of Commerce, requested that the investigation be continued and a final dumping
finding be issued. 15
Previous and Related Investigations
Since 1975, PETs have been the subject of considerable inquiry at the
Commission, at Commerce, and at the CIT.
In June 1975, by a 3-2 vote, the Commission determined under section
20l(a) of the Antidumping Act of 1921 (19 U.S.C. § 160) that an industry in
the United States was not being injured and was not likely to be injured, and
was not prevented from being established, by reason of imports of PETs from
Japan that were being sold at LTFV. 16 This determination was appealed by
Smith Corona to the CIT, which remanded the action to the Commission for
further statement of reasons. Upon remand, the CIT affirmed the Commission's
negative determination. 17
In May 1980, in response to a new petition from Smith Corona, the
Commission unanimously determined, under section 735(b) of the Act, that an
industry in the United States was materially injured by reason of imports of
PETs from Japan that Commerce found had been sold in the United States at
LTFV. 18 This determination resulted in the publication by Commerce of an
antidumping duty order (the PETs order). The PETs subject to the original
order are provided for in HTS subheading 8469.21.00.
In 1983, coverage of the PETs order was expanded to include portable
electronic typewriters. 11 Then, in 1987, Commerce declined to expand the
Counsel for Smith Corona Corporation and Smith Singapore PTE Ltd. signed
the agreement with Commerce.
14 58 F.R. 39786, July 26, 1993.
15 Letter from T. Clark Weymouth, Hogan & Hartson, to the Honorable Ronald
H. Brown, Secretary, U.S. Department of Conunerce, July 27, 1993.
16 Portable Electric Typewriters from Japan:
Determination of No Injury or
Likelihood Thereof in Investigation No. AA1921-145 Under the Antidumping Act.
1921. as Amended, USITC Publication 732, June 1975.
17 544 F. Supp. 194. (CIT 1982).
18 Portable Electric Typewriters from Japan:
Determination of Material
Injury in Investigation No. 731-TA-12 (Final) Under Sectiou 735Cb) of the
Tariff Act of 1930, USITC Publication 1062, May 1980 (PETs from Japan).
19 Portable Electric Typewriters from Japan:
Final Results of the
Administrative Review of Antidumping Duty Order (48 F.R. 7769, Feb. 24, 1983).
13
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scope further to include either automatic PETs with text memory (automatics)
or those typewriters with calculators; 20 however, Smith Corona appealed this
ruling to the CIT, which remanded the case to Conunerce. Upon remand, Conunerce
expanded the scope to include typewriters with calculators but not those with
text memory. The CIT subsequently reversed Commerce's ruling with regard to
those with text memory. 21 Defendant-intervenors appealed the CIT ruling to
the Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit, which upheld the CIT decision on
September 26, 1990. 22 On May 15, 1990, Smith Corona filed a request for
inclusion of certain "later developed portable electric typewriters, including
so-called 'personal word processors."' Commerce issued a final scope ruling
in response to that request in November 1990. Under the ruling, Commerce
expanded the PETs order to include word processors that meet the portability
criteria specified under the PETs order scope; 23 however, the expanded order
did not cover the word processors subject to Inv. No. 731-TA-483 (Final),
Certain Personal Word Processors from Japan (PWPs from Japan). 24 In PWPs from
Japan, the Commission determined that an industry in the United States was
being injured by reason of imports from Japan of certain personal word
processors, excluding office typing systems, that were found by Commerce to be
sold in the United States at LTFV.
Finally, and of relevance to the instant investigation, is the fact that
Smith Corona, on March 18, 1991, filed a petition with Commerce requesting an
anti-circumvention inquiry on the PETs order. Specifically, Smith Corona
alleged that BIUSA (the petitioner in this investigation) was circumventing
the PETs order by importing parts and components from Japan, and assembling
them into finished PETs for sale in the U.S. market. Commerce initiated the
inquiry on April 12, 1991. 25 As the inquiry related to the preliminary
portion of the instant investigation, Commerce, in its notice initiating PETs
from Singapore, noted that Smith Corona had filed a submission arguing that
BIUSA as an assembler of imported parts suspected of circumventing the PETs
order was not an interested party entitled to file a petition. Further, Smith
Corona argued that Commerce should not initiate the investigation until it
20 Portable Electric Typewriters from Japan:
Final Results of Antidumping
Duty Administrative Review (52 F.R. 1505, Jan. 14, 1987).
21 Smith Corona v. United States, 11 CIT 954, 698 F. Supp. 240 (CIT 1988).
22 Portable Electric Typewriters from Japan: Court of Appeals for the
Federal Circuit Decision Concerning the Scope of Antidumping Duty Order
(55 F.R. 42423, Oct. 19, 1990). PETs with text memory (automatics) subject to
this ruling are provided for in HTS subheading 8469.10.00.
23 Final Scope Ruling:
Portable Electric Typewriters from Japan (55 F.R.
47358, Nov. 13, 1990). For purposes of this report such items are identified
as "portable electric word processors" (hereinafter, PEWPs). PEWPs are
devices designed principally for the composition and correction of text and
consisting of at least the following major units--(1) a keyboard; (2) a video
display; and (3) a chassis containing an operating system, software, and
internal memory--with nonseparable major units. PEWPs are provided for in HTS
subheading 8469.10.00.
24 Certain Personal Word Processors from Japan:
Determination of the
Commission in Investigation No. 731-TA-483 (Final) Under the Tariff Act of
1930. Together With the Information Obtained in the Investigation, USITC
Publication 2411, August 1991.
25 Initiation of Anti-Circumvention Inquiry on Antidumping Duty Order on
Portable Electric Typewriters from Japan (Brother Industries. Ltd. and Brother
Industries (USA), Inc.) (56 F.R. 14922, Apr. 12, 1991).
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made its final determination in the anticircumvention inquiry. Commerce noted
that it would make a preliminary determination in that inquiry by August 23,
1991; however, it did not believe that it had the authority to postpone
initiation of the instant investigation because of the pending
anticircumvention inquiry. 26 27 On November 15, 1991, Commerce made a final
determination that BIUSA was not circumventing the PETs order within the
meaning of section 78l(a) of the Act. 28

NATURE AND EXTENT OF SALES AT LTFV
In making its final determination, 29 Commerce compared the United States
price (USP) of PETs with their foreign market value (FMV). For USP, Commerce
determined that it was appropriate to use exporter's sales price (ESP)
methodology for all sales in accordance with section 772(c) of the Act.
Commerce calculated ESP based on packed, delivered prices to unrelated
customers in the United States. Deductions, where appropriate, were made for
foreign brokerage, containerization, foreign inland freight, ocean freight,
marine insurance, U.S. customs duties, U.S. inland freight (U.S. warehouse to
customer), U.S. handling, freight credits, cash discounts, rebates, key city
allowances, direct from invoice advertising credits, and sales allowances.
Further deductions, where appropriate, were made for credit, advertising
accrual rebates, promotional allowance, prep allowances, warranties,
commissions, and indirect selling expenses, including warehousing, product
liability premiums, corporate advertising, inventory carrying costs, and U.S.
indirect selling expenses in accordance with section 772(c) of the Act.
For FMV, Commerce used third country market sales (to the United Kingdom
(UK)). Commerce selected the UK because it had the largest volume of sales to
any third country and the market, in terms of organization and development, is
most like the United States. For FMV, Commerce calculated delivered price
based on packed, delivered prices to unrelated customers in the UK.
Deductions, where appropriate, were made for foreign brokerage, foreign inland
freight, containerization, ocean freight, marine insurance, UK inland freight
(UK warehouse to customer), rebates, other allowances, cash discounts, a
customer specific discount, and commissions. Further deductions were made for
third country indirect selling expenses, including warehousing, inventory
Commerce further stated, "Moreover, at this time, we are not persuaded
that even if a party were found to be circumventing an AD order, it
automatically would be precluded from being considered an interested party
pursuant to 19 CFR 353.2(k)(3) with respect to another investigation."
27 On a related note in the investigation involving PWPs from Japan,
Commerce was asked by BIUSA to preclude Smith Corona as an interested party to
file a petition and to rescind its initiation of that investigation. The
challenge was based on BIUSA's assertion that Smith Corona is an assembler,
not a manufacturer, of the like product subject to that investigation. In its
final determination of sales at LTFV, Commerce determined that Smith Corona
engaged in sufficient operations to be considered a domestic manufacturer of
PWPs in the United States. (56 F.R. 31101, July 9, 1991).
28 Negative Final Determination of Circumvention of Antidumping Duty Order:
Portable Electric Typewri~ers from Japan (Brother Industri~s. Ltd. and Brother
Industries (USA). Inc.) (56 F.R. 58031, Nov. 15, 1991).
29 Commerce's period of investigation was Nov. l, 1990, through Apr. 30,
1991.
26
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carrying costs, product liability premiums, corporate advertising, U.S.
indirect selling expenses incurred on behalf of UK sales, and UK indirect
selling expenses, capped by the amount of indirect selling expenses incurred
on ESP sales.
Based on this comparison of USP and FMV, Conunerce calculated a final
dumping margin of lS.Sl percent for Smith Corona PTE Ltd., specifically, as
well as all other manufacturers, producers, and exporters of PETs from
Singapore.

THE PRODUCTS
The merchandise covered by this investigation consists of PETs,
including those with text memory (automatics). These goods are defined as
machines that produce letters and characters in sequence directly on a piece
of paper or other media from a keyboard input and that meet the following
criteria: they must (1) be easily portable, with a handle and/or carrying
case, or similar mechanism to facilitate their portability; (2) be electric,
regardless of source of power; (3) be comprised of a single, integrated unit
(e.g., not in two or more pieces); (4) have a keyboard embedded in the chassis
or frame of the machine; (S) have a built-in printer; (6) have a platen
(roller) to accommodate paper; and (7) only accommodate their own dedicated or
captive software, if any.
PETs subject to this investigation are finished units as distinguished
from parts or subassemblies, in that these units do not require any additional
manufacturing before performing their intended function. Neither parts nor
subassemblies are included in the scope of this investigation.
Certain other machines. which meet all of the aforementioned criteria,
PEWPs, 30 are excluded from the scope of this investigation as defined by
Commerce. 31 However, given that PEWPs are within the ambit of the antidumping
order on PETs from Japan, trade and financial data regarding PEWPs were
requested and are presented in the report for whatever consideration the
Commission may deem appropriate relevant to like product and material injury.
For purposes of the preliminary investigation, the Conunission determined the
like product included PEWPs as well as PETs. 32 Selected features offered by

° Final Scope Ruling: Portable Electric Typewriters from Japan (SS F.R.
473S8, Nov. 13, 1990). See also, fn. 23.
31 In its final determination in this investigation, Commerce stated: "Based
on petitioner's request, the Department has decided not to include all types
of PETs which were determined to be within the scope of the antidumping order
on PETs from Japan in the Department's final scope ruling signed on November
2, 1990 (~ S8 FR 43334, Aug. 16, 1993)." Further, in an effort to
distinguish between PETs and PEWPs, Commerce stated, "PETs which meet i l l of
the following criteria are excluded from the scope of this investigation: (1)
seven lines or more of display; (2) more than 32K of text memory; (3) the
ability to perform •block move;' and (4) a 'search and replace• function. A
machine having some, but not all, of these four characteristics is included
within the scope of the investigation." Id. ***
32 Portable Electric Typewriters from Singapore:
Determination of the
Conunission in Investigation No. 731-TA-SlS (Preliminary) Under the Tariff Act
(continued ... )
3
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PETs and PEWPs are summarized in table 1. In PWPs from Japan, the Commission
determined 33 that the like product consisted of all personal word processors,
including both PEWPs and all other personal word processors. 34 The Commission
further stated that all typewriters, whether PETs or office varieties, were
not included in the like product. 35
PETs which are capable of producing text from a self-contained
electronic memory are distinguishable from personal word processors subject to
PWPs from Japan. PETs have limited correction capability and text storage.
capacity when compared with that of a personal word processor; in particular,
they do not have the capability for external storage through use of a floppy
disk drive.
In its briefs, as well as at the hearing in the instant investigation,
BIUSA has argued for one like product consisting of PETs exclusively, while
Smith Corona has argued for one like product consisting of PETs and PEWPs.
BIUSA argues that there is "no reason" for the Commission to depart from its
final determination in PWPs from Japan that PEWPs are not like PETs. 36 In its
like product argument, BIUSA states:
"Proper application and weighing of the traditional 'like product'
criteria compels the exclusion of PEWPs from the like product in
this case: the differences between PETs/PATs and PEWPs are not
'minor' (footnote omitted). In PWPs from Japan (Final), the
Commission found that clear dividing lines separate PETs/PATs from
PEWPs and other PWPs, based on physical characteristics, end uses
the lack of functional interchangeability, customer perceptions,
and price (footnote omitted). The Commission's findings and
reasoning in PWPs from Japan apply with equal force here."

Ja ( ••• conetnae~)

of 1930. Together With the Information Obtained in the Investigation, USITC
Publication 2388, June 1991.
33 Commissioner Brunsdale dissenting with respect to "like product."
34 Certain Personal Word Processors from Japan:
Determination of the
Commission in Investigation No. 731-TA-483 (Final) Under the Tariff Act of
1930, Together With the Information Obtained in the Investigation, USITC
Publication 2411, August 1991, p. 6.
3s Id.
36 In this regard, BIUSA states that given the Commission's reasoning and
findings in PWPs from Japan, if the Commission were to conclude in this
investigation that PEWPs are like PETs, there would be no rational reason to
exclude other PWPs from the like product analysis. BIUSA boes on to note,
however, that such analysis would be impossible owing to the absence of any
data on PWPs other than PEWPs in the record of this investigation.
Posthearing brief of BIUSA, p, 7, fn. 24.
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Table 1
PETs and PEWPs:

Selected features, by product, 1992 product lines
PETs

Basic

Dictionary

.
.
.

Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

.
.

10
No

12
Yes

12
Yes

15
Yes

.
.
.

Yes
No
No

Yes

Yes

75K

75K

No

16 ch

Yes
75-90K
8X80 ch

.
.

No
No

No
No

7-22K

Item
One-line memory
correction .......
Decimal tab ........
Caps lock ..........
Typing speed
(characters per
second) .........
Auto line indent ...
10, 12, and 15
Pitch ............
Dictionary ........
LCD Display ........
Memory:
Internal .........
External .........

PEWPs
Dictionary
with extra
memory and
LCD

No

64-128K
360-720K

Source: Smith Corona Electronic Typewriters and Word Processors (product
brochures, 1992) and BIUSA Electronic Typewriters and Word Processors (product
brochures, 1992).
"The essential characteristic of a PEWP -- like all word
processors -- is a floppy disk drive enabling unlimited external
storage capability for an unlimited number of docwnents. PEWPs
also contain sophisticated software and an LCD display of at least
560 characters enabling them 'to perform relatively sophisticated
text-editing functions that cannot be performed on automatic
typewriters.' 37 Because of these essential characteristics, the
primary purposes of PEWPs is 'to draft long documents,
automatically paginate, footnote, edit, and build a library of
documents for future use.' (footnote omitted). PETs/PATs do not
share the essential characteristics of PEWPs and, therefore,
cannot perform a PEWP's primary purpose. As the Commission has
already concluded:
"Generally, word processors and typewriters are not
functionally interchangeable. While both types of
machines may be used to generate text, the basic
With regard to this argument, BIUSA notes, in the preliminary
investigation on PETs from Singapore, the Commission relied on the common
feature of portability cited by two purchasers in "tentatively" concluding
that PEWPs are like PETs/PATs; whereas, in PWPs from Japan, the Commission
concluded that portability is "merely a simple use distinction" and not a
dominant "physical characteristic . . . " Posthearing brief of BIUSA, p. 8,
fn. 27.
37
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purpose of
purpose of
letters on
processor,
well as to

'The basic
the machines is different.
a typewriter is to type, ~. to impress
paper. The basic purpose of a word
in contrast, is to draft and edit text, as
print it out. '" 38

"Because of their significant technological, functional, and
feature differences, PETs/PATs are also clearly divided from PEWPs
by consumer perceptions, pricing, and market niches (footnote
omitted). SCC's Vice-President of Product Marketing admitted that
there is about a $100 price difference between the high-end
Display PAT and the low-end PEWP. 39 By contrast, retail price
differences between the OPP (opening price point) Basic PET models
and the Dictionary PET models, and between Dictionary and Display
PET models, are on the order of $20."
"Finally, although isolated consideration of production processes,
facilities, and employees, and of channels of distribution may
'not show a dividing line' between products (footnote omitted),
the Commission's well-reasoned conclusion in PWPs from Japan
informs that the relative weight and importance of each of the six
'like product' factors varies from case to case, depending on the
nature of the industry at issue. In the consumer electronic and
home office product field, channels of distribution and production
facilities generally overlap, which is why the other four factors
are of greater significance in this case. 040 41
Using the statutory factors the Commission follows in making its like
product, Smith Corona argues:
"They (PETs/PATs/PEWPs) are alike in physical appearance, end use,
and customer perceptions: they are essentially typewriters in
which the keyboard and printing mechanism are incorporated in a
unitary portable structure. They are produced on the same
production lines, by the same production personnel, and by the
same basic assembly processes. They are interchangeable in use,
representing essentially an electronic typewriter stepping up from
the basic model to dictionary and display models by the addition
of ancillary features. They are sold in the same channels of
38 Certain Personal Word Processors from Japan:
Determination of the
Commission in Investigation No. 73"1.~TA-483 (Final) Under the Tariff Act of
1930. Together With the Information Obtained in the Investigation, USITC
Publication 2411, August 1991, p. 11 (quoting from the Commission's
preliminary decision in that investigation).
~ Hearing TR, p. 160.
40 On this point, BIUSA notes,
"Given that the domestic industry in this
case -- producers of portable electric typewriters -- is part of the consumer
electronic and home office product field, it is not surprising that PETs/PATs
and PEWPs and other PWPs are distributed through the same channels and are
manufactured in the same facilities. Those same retail channels, however, buy
and sell a plethora of home office products clearly outside of this
investigation, some of which are also manufactured by Brother, such as
printers and fax machines." Posthearing brief of BIUSA, p. 10, fn. 33.
41 Posthearing brief of BIUSA, pp. 8-10.
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distribution, displayed together in the same department of retail
outlets, and are sold in a dispersion of closely related price
points. Because each of the models, PET, PAT, and PEWP is
essentially a typewriter, the consumers are housewives, students,
small business offices, dental and doctors offices, and other
persons with an occasional need for a typewriter for personal
correspondence, rudimentary business forms, envelopes and
relatively short, unprofessional writings."
"By contrast, PWP's are non-portable machines comprising a
separate keyboard, printer and CRT (display). Technologically,
the PWP software is quite advanced beyond that of a PEWP. PWP
software includes the capability of storing documents on small
floppy disks, and the versatility of editing text by block moving
sentences, paragraphs, etc. PWPs typically also include
spreadsheet software. The consumers of PWPs are a different class
than of PETs, PATs and PEWPs, consisting of serious writers
concerned with composing manuscripts requiring careful editing."
"Clearly, PETs, PATs and PEWPs comprise a like product; PWPs are
excluded by the 'bright line• differential in physical appearance,
end use, customer perceptions, technology, lack of
interchangeability of the product for performance of PET/PAT/PEWP
functions with PWPs, etc., and price (there is a larger interval
between the wholesale price of the PEWP and that of the PWP than
between PETs, PATs and PEWPs, reflecting the higher value niche in
the consumer electronics market.)" (Footnote omitted.)
"Concerning the relevance of the Commission's determination of
like product in Certain Personal Word Processors from Japan, .
Smith Corona's position here is consistent with its position in
that investigation. There the Commission included PEWPs along
with PWPs in its like product determination notwithstanding that
PEWPs were then covered by the scope of the PET antidumping duty
order. Smith Corona's position was consistent with the ITA's
determination of the scope of the petition and of the antidumping
duty investigation. In view of the ensuing change in the
composition of the Commission, and the additional information in
the record of this investigation, Smith Corona submits that
reconsideration of the relationship between PEWPs and PWPs would
be appropriate."
"This case involves a different product line than Certain Personal
Word Processors, and its own distinctive continuum of typewriterlike models. Here, in the context of the PET/PAT/PEWP continuum,
there is a 'bright line' distinction between PEWPs and PWPs. From
the point of view of technology, end use, class of consumers,
physical characteristics, interchangeability of the products,
consumer and producer perceptions of the products and price, there
is a clear line of demarcation between PEWPs and PWPs, as
explained above. Circumstances in Certain Personal Word
Processors did not invite a close analysis of the distinction
between PETs and PATs on the one hand and PWPs on tht other.
Portability was not a distinguishing characteristic between PWPs
and PEWPs in the context of that case; here, Smith Corona believes
it is material for the Conunission to consider anew the essential
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aspect of portability as a distinguishing feature of PETs, PATs
and PEWPs, but not PWPs. In the case of PEWPs the entire
operating mechanism is incorporated in an integral structure:
keyboard, printer, and display, lending itself to use in varied
environments by the user; in PWPs there is lacking the integral
structure, and because of non-portability and disaggregation of
the principal components of the mechanism, a more permanent
operating environment is required to accommodate the separate
keyboard, printer and display (CRT). " 42
In its purchaser questionnaires, the Commission asked respondents if
other products, such as PEWPs, could be substituted for PETs in their end uses
and, if so, did their prices affect those of PETs. A few, such as ***, simply
responded "no. " 43
A number of others responded in the affirmative; however,
virtually all of the affirmative responses contained caveats that may serve to
limit substitutability, primarily the fact that prices of PEWPs were somewhat
higher than those of PETs. For example, ***, which purchased more than***
PETs and*** PEWPs 44 during 1990-92 at a value in excess of***, stated with
respect to substitutability:

"***·"
With regard to PEWPs affecting prices for PETs, ***answered "no", stating:

"***·"
Another large purchaser, ***, which purchased over *** PETs and***
PEWPs 45 during 1990-92, commented:

"***·II
Insofar as the prices of PEWPs impacting on those of PETs, ***noted:
"*''r"'r ...

***, with purchases of more than *,h'< PETs and over *** PEWPs valued at
over*** during 1991-92, 46 said that***
With respect to the PEWP price
affecting those of PETs, they said:
"***·"
Finally, *** with purchases of over *** PETs and more than*** PEWPs
with a value of over*** during 1991-92, 47 stated:

Posthearing brief of Smith Corona, pp. 2-4.
Among others there were *,"*.
44 *** percent of*** PET purchases were from U.S. producers while ***·
45 More than *** percent of ,h'<* purchases of PETs came from *** while more
than*** percent of its PEWP purchases came from***·
46 ***
Nearly *** percent of *** purchases of PETs came from *** while
over *** percent of its PEWP purchases came from ***·
47 ***
Nearly *** percent of *** purchases of PETs came from *** with ***
More than *** percent of its purchases of PEWPs were from ***
42

43
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Concerning the PEWP/PET price effects relationship,

***

said:

"***· ..
The Manufacturing Process 48
PETs and PEWPs are produced in much the sames manner as other consumer
electronic products. Pre-production steps include product development and
design of the electronic circuitry and other parts. The manufacturing process
consists of parts fabrication and assembly. The product is tested during and
after manufacture. The machinery and equipment involved can be used to
produce a variety of other electronic products. Specifically, in the United
States, word processors are produced using the same production equipment used
in the manufacture of PETs and PEWPs. 49 In their questionnaire responses,
producers described the downtime and extent of equipment modifications
necessary to shift production between PETs and PEWPs as either *** or ***
Design of the Printed-Circuit Board.so
The proper functioning of any electronic product depends on the design
of the circuitry. In the first step of the design phase, the locations of the
components and interconnections of the circuits on the printed-circuit board
are determined. The printed-circuit pattern is then laid out on a grid by a
computer and an enlarged artwork master is produced. Next, the enlarged
masters are photographed and reduced to the appropriate dimensions of the
finished board. The final phase covers the actual fabrication of the board.
Manufacture of Parts and Subassemblies
PETs and PEWPs are composed of hundreds of individual parts that are
designed and produced specifically for use in the subject products. Parts are
fabricated from a variety of materials using numerous different manufacturing
processes; for this reason, a number of parts are purchased by the producer of
PETs and PEWPs from other firms. 51
Most parts are first used to create discrete subassemblies. Such
subassemblies include the keyboard, video display, power supplies, storage
units, platen, and printed-circuit boards. Most subassemblies are produced at
dedicated workstations or on dedicated production lines. The nature of these
operations, and the expertise required for certain subassemblies, also allow
these operations to be carried on by firms other than the producer of PETs and

As noted, the scale of operations varies considerably among U.S.
producers.
49 Firms responding to the producer questionnaire that produced word
processors as well as PETs indicated that they were produced in the same
facilities by the same people with little or no down time to shift between
products.
so ***
48

51

***
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PEW'Ps. 52 In some cases, the producer sources subassemblies from related
companies. 53
The printed-circuit board is assembled by the producer of the PETs.
Assembly requires a combination of mechanical and manual insertion and
soldering of components. Smaller components, such as resistors and
capacitors, are mechanically inserted onto the printed-circuit board. An
automatic insertion machine places each component into its proper position and
then clinches the leads of the component against the conductors on the
opposite side of the board at that position. The leads are then mechanically
soldered to the conductors. Larger and/or more delicate components may need
to be manually inserted and soldered.
Final assembly and testing
The various subassemblies and other parts are combined into a finished
PET or PEW'P on an assembly line operation. An empty frame enters the line,
subassemblies are added one-by-one, the workings are encased in an exterior
housing, and a functioning PET or PEWP exits the line. Testing and quality
assurance are carried out at various stages in this process and each completed
PET or PEWP must successfully complete a test run. Labels such as a company
logo are affixed to the product and it is packaged for shipment.
U.S. Tariff Treatment
PETs are classified in HTS subheading 8469.21.00 and enter free of duty
from all sources. PETs with text memory (automatics) and finished personal
word processors are classified in HTS subheading 8469.10.00. They are
assessed a column 1-general rate of duty of 2.2 percent ad valorem. Such PETs
are eligible for duty-free entry upon request if imported from Canada, Israel,
or countries designated under the Caribbean Basin Economic Recovery Act, the
Generalized System of Preferences, or the Andean Trade Preferences Act.
APPARENT U.S. CONSUMPTION
This report presents data concerning apparent U.S. consumption of PETs
and PEWPs, separately and collectively, as compiled from responses to
Commission questionnaires (table 2). 54 Based on testimony at the hearing held
in conjunction with this investigation, as well as staff conversations with
industry participants, there is a consensus that the size of the domestic
market ranged from 2 to 3 million units during 1988-92, with the higher end
having been achieved in the earlier part of the period. With regard to
production and shipments of PETs and PEWPs, the Commission received usable
data from all known U.S. producers of such merchandise--the petitioner, Smith
Corona, Nakajima All Manufacturing Co. Ltd. (Nakajima), and Canon Business

52
53
54

***
***

The size of the market for such products cannot be calculated as the sum
of producer shipments and official import data on the product. While PETs
without text memory enter under a discrete HTS subheading, official U.S.
import statistics do not, however, separate imports of automatics or PEWPs
from imports of other types of word-processing machines. Therefore, any
estimate calculated on this basis would be considerably overstated.
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Machines (Canon)--along with the vast majority of known importers of PETs and
PEWPs. Thus, consumption figures for PETs and PEWPs are relatively complete.
As a result, data in this report consist of reported U.S. shipments of PETs
and PEWPs by U.S. producers, combined with reported U.S. shipments of imports
of those products.

PETs
Apparent U.S. consumption of PETs declined steadily from 1988 to 1992 by
percent on a quantity basis; it dropped*** percent on a value basis. By
quantity, shipments of imports also showed a steady decline from 1988 to 1992,
falling by*** percent; by value, the drop was ***percent. In 1992, imports
held *""~ percent of the market (in terms of quantity) compared with ***
percent in 1988. This change reflects a*** percent drop in U.S. producers'
shipments due primarily to Smith Corona's continuing movement of PET
production to Singapore.

***

Table 2
PETs/PEWPs: U.S. shipments of domestic product, U.S. shipments of imports,
and apparent U.S. consumption, by products, 1988-92
1988

Item

*

*

*

1989

*

1990

1991

*

1992

*

Note.--Because of rounding, shares may not add to the totals shown.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.

PETs/PEWPs
Apparent consumption of PETs/PEWPs dropped less sharply than consumption
of PETs, owing primarily to increased shipments of PEWPs by***
By 1992,
U.S. producers accounted for *** sales of PEWPs in the U.S. market. During
the period of investigation, there were no imports of PEWPs from Singapore.
PEWP sales increased as a portion of combined PET/PEWP sales from *** percent
in 1988 to ***percent in 1992. As noted earlier, Smith Corona produces PEWPs
exclusively at its Cortland, NY, plant and BIUSA began production at Bartlett,
TN, in June 1990.
According to the 1991 Electronic Market Data Book, the market for
portable electronic typewriters was expected to show steady growth. It stated
that "Manufacturers of portable typewriters are now bringing advanced office
machine features to mass market machines at affordable prices. Word
processing functions, liquid crystal displays and spell-checking features can
be found on inexpensive models available to consumers." However, it went on
to say that "Despite these added features, drastically declining prices,
changing distribution channels, and steady growth in word processor sales have
resulted in flat unit sales."
When queried at the conference during the preliminary investigation
concerning the future of the PET market, Mr. G. Lee Thompson, Chairman and CEO
of Smith Corona, said" . . . I think you have to look at the product, it is
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not a category within a product. A product category state-of-the-art
technology is a transitory thing. Twenty years ago it was electromechanical
and manual machines. There is a need for a customer to be able to put printed
word on paper. Now whether he does that with a typewriter PET, typewriter PAT
(PET with text memory), whether he puts it on with PWP or a PC, they still
have a need to put it on paper. " 55 At the hearing in the final investigation,
Mr. Thompson stated, " . . . our customer forms coming back identified why they
(customers) buy and all the demographic data. There is no difference between
a typewriter and a PEWP buyer. They buy it for a specific reason and for a
specific use, so they look at it at use, they look at it at price points, and
a number of factors. " 56
Smith Corona indicated that during 1989-90 the market (PETs, PATs,
PEWPs, and PWPs) was at approximately 3.2 to 3.3 million units, but has now
declined to 2.5 million units, attributing it to recession in the United
States, which had a big impact on consumer spending on durable goods.
According to Smith Corona, outside forecasters say the "typewriter is
declining at a rate of 4.8 percent a year, and the word processor segment is
growing at 15 percent per year." 57 BIUSA acknowledged the marketplace is one
where "overall demand for PETs and PATs is falling even though there is still
a significant marketplace to be served. " 58 BIUSA cited the recession and
increased demand for PWPs as causes for decline in demand for PETs; however,
it stated that the latter can explain "at most a small fraction of the decline
in domestic consumption of PETs."~
The world market for PETs and PEWPs is dominated by many of the same
firms that compete in the U.S. market, primarily Smith Corona, BIC, and
Olivetti, as well as other firms such as Canon and the Korean operations of
Sharp, Samsung, and Packard-Bell, which sell considerable quantities for
export around the world.
U.S. Producers 60
BIUSA

In 1992, BIUSA was the ***U.S. producer of PETs, accounting for ***
percent of U.S. production of PETs. BIUSA accounted for ***percent of
combined PET/PEWP production in 1992. In 1992, BIUSA's shipments of PETs
accounted for •~*'~ percent of apparent U.S. consumption, while its combined
shipments of PET/PEWPs held a *** percent share of that market.
BIUSA is the petitioner in this proceeding and a wholly owned subsidiary
of Brother Industries, Ltd., of Nagoya, Japan. BIUSA was incorporated in 1986
and began production of PETs at its Bartlett, TN, facility in June 1987. PETs
with text memory (automatics) were added to BIUSA's production lineup in April
1990 and PEWP production began in June 1990. Additionally, BIUSA began
production of the WP-1 series of personal word processors (subject to PWPs

~ Conference TR,
~Hearing TR, p.

p. 158.
187.

Id.
Testimony of Mr. Patrick Gilmore, BIUSA. Hearing TR, p. 29.
59 Testimony of Dr. Paula Stern on behalf of BIUSA, Hearing TR, p. 76.
6 ° For the purposes of this report, all firms that responded to the
producers' questionnaire are referred to as "producers."
57

58
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from Japan) in October 1990. 61 BIUSA currently operates three lines a day,
five days a week, with a second shift on two lines."
BIUSA's production facility consists of approximately 182,000 square
feet, with an additional 220,000 square feet of BIG warehouse space also
located in Bartlett, TN. From the time of the preliminary investigation in
1991, BIUSA's operations have gone from generating 55,000 units a month to
approximately *** units per month today. The product mix consists of PETs,
PEWPs, and other word processors. Growth has been experienced in all elements
of the product mix. According to BIUSA, its initial investment at Bartlett
was $8.5 million; that investment had grown to ***million by the end of
1992. 63
Although product development for BIUSA's products is coordinated at its
U.S. marketing arm, BIC, most product design and engineering is done in Japan.
At the hearing in this investigation, BIG officials confirmed plans to add
48,000 square feet to the Bartlett production facility in the near future
"both to accomodate a research and development staff of between 80 to 100
people and to enlarge the facility's production capabilities. " 64 Operations
in Bartlett consist of assembly of the main logic boards from imported parts,
welding the chassis for the various products, and final assembly and testing.
Plastic housings, covers, and other parts are produced domestically by a
number of firms through subcontractor arrangements. 65 In 1992, BIUSA started
producing PET jackets, or upper and lower covers, with the installation of an
in-house injection molding operation.~
In its petition (April 1991), BIUSA characterized itself as virtually
the only domestic producer of basic PETs (those without text memory),
contending that Smith Corona had ceased all production of these products at
its Cortland, NY, facility after 1989. 67 BIUSA noted that Smith Corona
produces PETs with text memory (automatics) and PEWPs, as well as other
products, at Cortland.
Smith Corona
Smith Corona has not produced any basic PETs (those without text memory)
at its Cortland, NY, facility since 1990, having shifted all such production
61 BIUSA's PETs, PEWPs, and the WP-1 series are produced in the same
facility and by the same employees. Employees are trained to do a variety of
functions for the assembly of the different products, with some elements of
the training taking 4 to 5 weeks to complete. Commission staff visit of the
BIUSA plant and discussions with company officials, May 1991.
62 Testimony of Mr. Len Gilley, BIUSA.
Hearing TR, p. 20.
63 Staff conversation with BIUSA officials, May 1993.
These numbers include
the cost of land, building, and equipment for BIUSA's Bartlett factory, but do
not include BIC's "substantial" investment in land, building, and equipment
for its distribution and warehouse facility.
64 Testimony of Mr. Patrick Gilmore, BIC.
Hearing TR, pp. 25-26.
65 BIUSA's procurement process involves acquiring parts a~d components from
over 30 U.S. vendors. Testimony of Mr. Len Gilley, BIUSA. Hearing TR, p. 20.
66 Testimony of Mr. Len Gilley, BIUSA.
Hearing TR, p. 22 ..
67 In its petition (though not presently), BIUSA argued that for purposes of
determining the U.S. industry, Smith Corona should be excluded because it is
related to the manufacturer/exporter of the allegedly dumped merchandise.
Petition, pp. 2-3.
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to its affiliated company, Smith Corona Singapore, by the end of 1989. All
basic PETs shipped by Smith Corona since 1990 were produced by its affiliate.
With respect to domestically produced PETs, Smith Corona was ***U.S. producer
in 1992, accounting for *'~* percent of total U.S. PET production. Its share
of combined PET/PEWP production in 1992 was *** percent. As a share of
apparent consumption, Smith Corona's shipments of U.S. product accounted for a
*** percent share of the U.S. PET market in 1992. If shipments of Smith
Corona's Singapore-produced PETs are added to its shipments of domesticallyproduced product, it accounted for *** percent of the U.S. PET consumption in
1992. In the combined PET/PEWP market, Smith Corona's U.S.-produced share was
***percent, while its combined U.S.-Singapore share was*** percent. 68
Throughout this proceeding and in its anticircumvention inquiry at
Commerce, Smith Corona has contended that BIUSA is not a U.S. producer, but is
a mere "screwdriver" operation assembling PETs from imported parts in an
effort to circumvent the PETs order. Consequently, Smith Corona throughout
this proceeding has emphasized its opposition to the petition and its firmly
held belief that BIUSA, not being a U.S. producer, lacks standing to file for
relief under the antidurnping laws.
With respect to Smith Corona's business history, it has been producing
office machines since the turn of the century, and was the first company to
produce a portable electric typewriter, in 1957. Since 1989, Smith Corona has
been publicly held, with Hanson PLC, a British firm, the largest shareholder
with a ***-percent stake. Typewriters and personal word processors have been
and are still Smith Corona's mainstay; however, in 1991 it announced plans to
manufacture personal computers in a joint venture with Acer America
Corporation (Acer), San Jose, CA. 69 On June 30, 1992, Smith Corona terminated
the joint venture with Acer. 70
Smith Corona's central production facility is located in Cortland, NY.
Although at one time it had six or seven production facilities in the Cortland
area, in the mid-1980s it consolidated all of its operations into one plant.
The Cortland facility is an integrated manufacturing facility, housing all
steps of the PET/PEWP and other word processor production processes from
product development through final assembly. Of the more than 600 parts in its
PETs with text memory (automatics), Smith Corona fabricates about*** at
Cortland, including most of the plastic and metal parts. Many of the modular
components are assembled in the same facility. Among the subassemblies not
produced at Cortland are '"**. 71 On July 20, 1992, Smith Corona's Board of
Directors approved a plan to phase out its manufacturing operations in
Cortland and move them to a new facility in Tijuana, Mexico. Smith Corona's
worldwide engineering, product design, customer service, and administrative
support activities will remain in Cortland, employing nearly 400 people. 72

No PEWPs were imported from Singapore during 1988-92.
Annual Report, Smith Corona Corporation, 1991.
70 In terminating the joint venture, Smith Corona noted in its 1992 Annual
Report:
"Although the joint venture successfully combined th~ skills and
talents of the two companies, sustained and intense price
competition in the personal computer marketplace made it clear
that the Company could not achieve its objectives in a reasonable
period of time."
71 Staff discussions with Smith Corona officials, May 1991.
72 Testimony of Mr. Lee Thompson, Smith Corona.
Hearing TR, p. 178.
68

69
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The phase-out began in the fall of 1992 and is expected to take approximately
one year to complete. 73
Nakajima
Nakajima, which began operations in March 1989, is located in Ottawa,
IL. Nakajima is wholly owned by Nakajima All Co., Ltd., of Tokyo, Japan.
Nakajima is ~h'<'*. 74 ***
Nakajima's production is ***when compared with that of BIUSA and Smith
Corona. In 1992, its share of the U.S. PET production was ***percent.
Nakajima***
Nakajima***
Canon
Canon, which ***, is *** percent owned by Canon, Inc. of Tokyo, Japan,
and*** percent owned by Canon USA, Inc., of Lake Success, NY. Canon began
U.S. manufacture of PETs in September 1991 at its facility at Costa Mesa, CA.
***
Canon ***· Canon's 1992 production accounted for *** percent of total
U.S. PET production. In July 1990, Canon began manufacturing PETs at its
facility in Tijuana, Mexico for importation into the United States. ***

U.S. Importers
Imports of PETs enter the United States under HTS item 8469.21.00, a
discrete category which provides for electric typewriters "weighing not more
than 12kg, excluding case," whereas PETs with text memory (automatics) and
PEWPs enter under HTS item 8469.10.00, a broad category that provides for
"automatic typewriters and word-processing machines." In this report, the
Commission has used importer information from nine companies, including the
three which accounted for virtually all imports of the subject products from
Singapore.
Three firms, Smith-Corona, Olivetti Office USA, Inc. (Olivetti USA), and
the American Telephone & Telegraph Company (AT&T), were responsible for
virtually every import from Singapore of PETs during 1988-92. 75 A discussion
of the three firms follows.
Smith Corona
Smith Corona was *** importer of PETs throughout 1988-92, accounting for
*** percent of the volume (by quantity) of such imports from Singapore and ***
percent of imports from all sources in 1992. Smith Corona imports *** from
its sister plant in Singapore. Smith Corona established its Singaporean
operations in 1974 and moved production of basic PETs and some PETs with text
memory (automatics) there in 1987 and 1988, respectively. 76

Annual Report, Smith Corona Corporation, 1992.
***
75 As noted earlier, no imports from Singapore of PEWPs were reported during
the period for which data were gathered.
76 Conference TR at pp. 151-152.
A more detailed discussion of Smith
Corona's Singaporean operations can be found in the section of this report
entitled "Consideration of the Question of Threat of Material Injury."
73

74
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Olivetti USA
Olivetti USA, Bridgewater, NJ, a subsidiary of Ing. C. Olivetti & C.,
S.p.A. (Olivetti Italy), imports from its fellow subsidiary, Olivetti
Singapore Pte., Ltd. (Olivetti Singapore). Olivetti has been manufacturing
PETs for a number of years in Singapore as well as at subsidiaries in ***. 77
Olivetti USA, which***, accounted for*** percent of PET imports from
Singapore in 1992 and *** percent of imports from all sources.
AT&T
In 1990, AT&T was responsible for *** percent of PET imports from
Singapore. All of AT&T.' s imports were the product of Olivetti Singapore. In
October 1990, AT&T made a decision to terminate its marketing arrangement with
Olivetti and cease selling typewriters and personal word processors. *** 78
Other Importers
Six other firms, BIC, ***, ***, ***, ***, and***·
***of BIC's and*** imports came from***· BIC's imports of PETs
dropped from *** units in 1988 to *** as BIUSA's operation at Bartlett
increased its output. Similarly, *** imports ***· BIG is based in Somerset,
NJ (until 1988 in Piscataway, NJ). During the early portion of the period of
investigation, BIC ***
***
The remaining importer, ***·
Eight of the nine companies providing importer data are subsidiaries of,
or related to, larger companies. These firms, and their related companies,
are presented in the following tabulation:
Importer

Related company

Percent ownership

BIC
***
**'"'
***
***
Olivetti USA

Brother Japan
***
***
***
***
Olivetti Supplies, Inc. 1
Triumph-Adler AG (Germany)
***
HM Holdings (Hanson PLC)
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
Smith Corona
***
1

77
78

Olivetti Italy is the corporate parent.

Olivetti USA reported that ***
See letter from ***
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Channels of Distribution
PETs and PEWPs are sold by U.S. producers and importers through the same
channels of distribution: National retail chains, mass merchandisers,
department stores, catalog house accounts, electronic discount stores, office
equipment dealers, and office superstores. 79 U.S. producers and importers
from Singapore were requested to report the number of PETs and PEWPs that were
shipped to each channel of distribution in 1992. The resulting distribution
percentages are presented in the following tabulation:
Channel

Producers

National retail chains .......
Mass merchandisers ...........
Department stores ............
Catalog stores ...............
Electronic discount stores ...
Office equipment dealers .....
Office superstores ...........
Other ........................
Total .....................

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

13.5
11.0
5.3
16.9

Importers

9.2
27.3

36.5
8.5
2.0
9.5
7.1
5.6
24.0

~

____2._._§.

100.0

100.0

6.8

CONSIDERATION OF MATERIAL INJURY TO
AN INDUSTRY IN THE UNITED STATES 80
The information in this section of the report is compiled from responses
to Commission questionnaires. The Commission received responses from the four
producers of PETs and PEWPs, thus accounting for 100 percent of U.S.
production during 1988-92, the period for which data were collected in this
investigation. 81
Data in this section are presented on a company-by-company as well as
aggregate basis for two primary reasons. The first is due to changes in the
nature of the operations of each producer as well as the differing views with
regard to which firms qualify as U.S. producers. The changes in operational
character have been discussed in detail in the "U.S. Producers" section of
this report, but are reviewed here. In brief, they are: (1) Petitioner,
BIUSA, began operations in 1987 and steadily increased output during 1988-92;
at the same time, its corporate parent, BIC, drew its imports of subject
products from Japan down to near zero. (2) Smith Corona, the largest U.S.
producer of PETs in the 1980s, shifted all its basic PET production and part
of its PET with text memory (automatics) production to Singapore, and became
the *** importer of those products during the period of investigation. When
National retail chains include operations such as K-Mart, Wal-Mart,
Sears, Montgomery Ward, and J.C. Penney. Mass merchandisers include discount
stores such as Bradlees, Caldor, and Target. Department stores include such
stores as Macy's, Lechmere, Hechts, Marshall Fields, and Woodward and Lothrop.
Catalog stores include catalog showroom stores such as Best Products, Consumer
Distributing Company, and Service Merchandise. Electronics discount stores
include such stores as Circuit City, Silo, Best Buy, and Luskins. Office
equipment dealers are generally local office equipment dealers and include
such stores as Western Typewriter, Bundy Typewriter, and Valley West Business.
Office superstores include such stores as Office Depot, Staples, and Office
Max.
80 Summary data for PET, PEWP, and combined PET/PEWP operations are
presented in app. B.
81 Canon produced ***
Nakajima produced ***
79
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Smith Corona's imports are combined with its U.S. production, it*** in the
U.S. market. (3) Nakajima began U.S. operations in March 1989 (albeit on a
small scale when compared with the other firms), as it reduced its imports of
subject products from Japan. (4) Canon, the fourth producer, began production
in September 1991 at its facility at Costa Mesa, CA; however, ***· ***
The second reason for disaggregated consideration of the data is due to
Smith Corona's contention that appropriate circumstances exist to exclude
Smith Corona as a related party82 from the Commission's consideration of
injury to the domestic industry. In making the argument, Smith Corona states
that the Commission should arrive at such a conclusion based on its
determination that:
"(l) Smith Corona's domestic production relative to all other
domestic production indicates a significant decline, (2) ***,
(3) inclusion of Smith Corona-Cortland in the analysis of the
domestic industry skews the data for the industry, and (4) Smith
Corona-Cortland is not injured, but in fact, substantially
benefits from its Singapore imports." 83
Further, in support of the notion that Smith Corona benefited from its
Singapore imports, it states that such benefits occurred "because it was
enabled by its off-shore assembly operations to lower costs, reduce prices
responsively, continue its production of high-end PATs and PEWPs and compete
in the U.S. market."~
On
Corona's
issue of
imports,

the other hand, BIUSA states there is no basis for excluding Smith
domestic operations from the domestic industry. With respect to the
whether Smith Corona substantially benefited from its Singapore
BIUSA states:

"In this case, the question is whether SCC's domestic production
operations have substantially benefited from the dumped imports,
not whether Smith Corona's consolidated global operations as a
whole have benefited. The profits earned by Smith Corona from
dumped imports in no way can or should be confused with the
condition of its domestic production operations."
"In analyzing whether to exclude a domestic producer under the
•related parties• provision, a significant factor is 'whether each
company's financial records are kept separately from its foreign
operations.· (Footnote omitted). Such is the case with SCC. The
producer data SCC submitted to the Commission, including profit
and loss data, is derived exclusively from the books of scc·s
domestic PET operations. (Footnote omitted). Based on SCC's
questionnaire response and other data in the record, there simply
is no evidence that scc·s domestic operations have either
benefited or been shielded from the effects of the dumped imports,
and there is no evidence that including SCC•s U.S. operations
improperly masks the injury to domestic industry. (Footnote
omitted). Moreover, as Commissioners Brunsdale and Rohr noted in
the preliminary determination, excluding scc·s domestic operations
would distort severely the Commission's data on the ~omestic
industry by removing one of the two dominant U.S. producers.
~

19 U.S.C. § 1677(4)(B).
Posthearing brief of Smith Corona, Responses to Commissioners• questions,
p. 32.
84 Posthearing brief of Smith Corona, p. 5.
83
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(Footnote omitted). In such circumstances, the Commission
consistently has refused to distort its injury analysis by
excluding a related party." (Footnote omitted). 85
In citing other factors arguing for not excluding Smith Corona, BIUSA
states that Smith Corona's imports are not directed-at the "U.S. market so as
not to compete with the related domestic producer. 1186 Rather, "The evidence
in this case demonstrates that all PET models compete for the same purchasers
and consumers. " 87 Finally, BIUSA argues that Smith Corona's reasons for
importing PETs (to avail itself of cheaper labor rates enabling it to compete
in the U.S. market) 88 run counter to the domestic interests of its (Smith
Corona's) production operations and that the *** confirm that Smith Corona's
"domestic production operations are not shielded from injury caused by dumped
imports. " 89
The parties also disagree on the time period the Commission should
consider in analyzing whether or not the domestic industry is injured. BIUSA
argues that the full period for which data were gathered (commencing in 1988)
is appropriate, citing, among other things, the "peculiar" circumstances of
this case and industry with interruptions in the statutory scheme and the
aforementioned changes in the nature of operations of each producer since
1988. 90
Smith Corona argues that the appropriate period for Commission
examination begins in 1990. In addition to stating that the Commission "has
established through its determinations a strong preference for a three-year
period of investigation, plus any interim period," it argues:
"It is pertinent to this case to consider that the industry being
analyzed was in transition, As reviewed above, during 1988 and
1989, Smith Corona was in transition, scaling back domestic
production of PETs and PATs, and beginning production of those
models in Singapore. Furthermore, Brother added PATs to its
Bartlett, Tennessee facility in April 1990 and PEWP production
began at Bartlett just two months later. Thus, production
developments at Singapore, Cortland, and Bartlett, which are the
focus of this investigation, support an investigatory period
commencing in 1990. 1191
Summary tables showing the industry's performance with Smith Corona's
data excluded are presented in appendix B tables B-4 through B-6.

Posthearing brief of BIUSA, pp. 3-5.
Posthearing brief of BIUSA, pp. 5-6.
87 Posthearing brief of BIUSA, p.
6.
88 In this instance,
counsel for BIUSA makes reference to the hearing
testimony of Mr. Lee Thompson, Smith Corona, and Dr. Colin Blaydon on behalf
of Smith Corona. Hearing TR, p. 104 and p. 128, respectively.
89 Posthearing brief of BIUSA, p. 7.
90 Prehearing and posthearing brief of BIUSA, pp. 28-30 and p. 13, fn. 41,
respectively.
91 Posthearing brief of Smith Corona, Responses to Commissioner's questions,
pp. 95-97.
85
86
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U.S. Production, Capacity, and Capacity Utilization
PE Ts
U.S. production of PETs dropped from 1988 to 1991, declining by***
percent, before increasing by*** percent from 1991 to 1992 (table 3). The
sharpest portion of the overall decline in production took place from 1989 to
1990 and reflects Smith Corona's sourcing of the major portion of its PET
models from its Singapore operations. The increase in production in 1992 is
almost entirely attributable to ***·
Capacity utilization experienced an irregular decline from 1988 to 1992,
going from *** to '~*'~ percent. Smith Corona indicated that its Cortland, NY,
facility is designed to run ***. 92 Smith Corona also indicated that in 1988
it increased the plant capacity allocated to personal word processors
(including PEWPs) at the expense of typewriters which, for the most part, were
shifted to Singapore. Smith Corona, BIUSA, and***·
BIUSA runs three assembly lines capable of producing PETs and PEWPs, as
well as other word processing equipment. Since 1991, the firm has been
operating *'b~.
According to the parties to the investigation, production of PETs and
PEWPs or other personal word processors cannot be said to be unduly affected
by seasonal factors. While sales promotions may center around Christmas,
other holidays, graduation (May-June), and the beginning of school (AugustSeptember) , due to ***. 93
PETs/PEWPs
Combined PET/PEWP production declined irregularly from 1988 to 1992,
going up from 1988 to 1989, down from 1989 to 1990, then up again from 1990 to
1992. The overall decline from 1988 to 1992 was ***percent. BIUSA, Smith
Corona, and***· Combined capacity utilization rose to ***percent in 1989,
then dropped irregularly to ***percent in 1992. PEWP capacity increased
nearly *** from 1988 to 1992, largely offsetting the drop in PET capacity.
Production increased at a slightly faster clip over the same period, thereby
leading to an irregular, albeit small, increase in PEWP capacity utilization
from 1988 to 1992.
Table 3
PETs/PEWPs: U.S. producers' capacity, production, and capacity utilization,
by products and by firms, 1988-92
Item

1988

*

*

*

1989

*

1990

*

1991

*

1992

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to quest!.onnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.

92
93

***
***
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U.S. Producers' Shipments
Data on U.S. producers' total U.S. shipments of PETs and PEWPs, as well
as combined PET/PEWP shipments, are presented in table 4.
PETs
U.S. shipments of PETs dropped each year from 1988 to 1992 on both a
quantity and value basis. By quantity, shipments declined*** percent, and,
by value, they dropped*** percent. Unit values over the same period were off
by *** percent.
PETs/PEWPs
Combined PET/PEWP shipments declined irregularly from 1988 to 1992 on a
quantity basis, and each year from 1989 to 1992 on a value basis. However,
the declines were not as pronounced as those of PETs as increased shipments of
PEWPs partially offset decreases in PET shipments. From 1988 to 1992,
combined shipments were down*** percent by quantity, and*** percent by
value. Unit values of combined shipments fell irregularly, by*** percent,
from 1988 to 1992.
Table 4
PETs/PEWPs:

U.S. producers' U.S. shipments, by products and by firms, 1988-92

Item

1988

*

*

*

1989

*

1990

*

1991

*

1992

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Conunission.
U.S. Producers' Inventories
U.S. producers' inventory data for PETs, PEWPs, and PETs/PEWPs combined
are presented in table 5.
PETs
Inventory levels fluctuated from 1988 to 1992. As a share of U.S.
shipments, inventories rose from*** percent in 1988 to *** percent in 1989,
then dropped through 1991 to *** percent, before rising to *** percent in
1992. ***
***
Parties to the proceeding generally agree that in the market for
consumer products such as typewriters and personal word processors, reliable,
quick delivery is essential. Smith Corona reported that it achieves its goal
of 7 to 10-day delivery between 94 and 95 percent of the time, 94 while ***. 95
94

Staff conversation with Smith Corona, June 1993.

***
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Table 5
PETs/PEWPs: End-of-period inventories of U.S. producers, by products and by
firms , 19 8 8 - 92

1988

Item

*

1990

1989

*

*

1991

*

1992

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Thus, maintenance of relatively high levels of inventories, at least in
relation to shipments, may be advisable under normal conditions.
Smith Corona estimated that it ***·% Smith Corona indicated that it
changes model designations and features annually, and generally does not carry
models over from season to season. BIUSA does***· Usually, new models are
announced at the Consumer Electronics Show held each August.

PETs/PEWPs
Combined inventory levels exhibited the same trends as those of PETs.
As a share of U.S. shipments, inventories rose from*** percent in 1988 to***
percent in 1989, then dropped through 1991 to ***percent, before rising to
***percent in 1992.

U.S. Producers' Employment and Wages
Data on U.S. producers' employment and wages for their operations
producing PETs and PEWPs are presented in table 6. Producers reported data on
the number of production and related workers producing PETs and PEWPs, the
total hours worked by such workers, and the wages and total compensation paid
to such workers during the period for which data were collected.

PETs
For PETs, throughout the period for which data were collected all four
indicators demonstrated sharp declines, reflecting, in large part, Smith
Corona's shift of much of its PET production to Singapore, as well as the
shifting of a number of its Cortland, NY, workers to production of personal
word processors (including PEWPs). Employment hit its low point in 1991 and
the low point for wages paid was 1990, while hours worked and total
compensation hit lows in 1992. In each instance, the 1992 figures for all
four categories were less than half of what they were in 1988.
Labor productivity for PETs increased from 1988 to 1992, rising from ***
to *** units per hour. •h'<*
Unit labor costs fell irregularly from 1988 to
1992, declining*** percent. ***
continued)
Staff conversation with BIUSA, May 1993.
Smith Corona noted that ***

95 ( •••
95

%

***
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Table 6
Average number of production and related workers producing PETs/PEYPs, hours
worked, wages and total compensation paid to such employees, and hourly wages,
productivity, and unit production costs, by products and by firms, 1988-92
1988

Item

*

*

*

1989

*

1991

1990

*

*

1992

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Conunission.
BIUSA and Smith Corona indicated that their workforces are readily
transferable between production of PETs, PEYPs, and other personal word
processors. 97 Smith Corona reported that its workforce engaged in typewriter
and personal word processor manufacture is ***. 98 Unskilled labor accounts
for ***· None of the producers reporting employment data indicated that their
workers are represented by unions.
BIUSA and Smith Corona characterized

***. 99

BIUSA and Smith Corona reported information on reductions in the number
of production and related workers producing PETs and PEWPs, if such reductions
involved at least 5 percent of the workforce, or SO workers. BIUSA
characterized its layoffs as reductions in force, stating that "employment for
the production of PETs and PATs have stagnated over the past two fiscal years
(1989 and 1990)." 1 ~ Smith Corona characterized the reason for most of its
reported employment reductions as "reduced sales."
The reported reductions
are shown in the following tabulation: 101
Number of
workers

*

*

*

*

Duration

*

Reason

*

*

PETs/PEWPs
As was the case for PETs, combined PET/PEWP numbers for production and
related workers, the total hours worked by such workers, and the wages and
total compensation paid to such workers showed sharp declines for the period
for which data were collected. Although there were irregular increases for
PEWP operations during 1988-92 for each of the four indicators, they were not
sufficient to offset the decline in PET numbers.

As noted,

97

***

98

99
10

°

101

***.

Staff discussions with BIUSA and Smith Corona, May 1991 and June 1993.
Conference TR, p. 48.

***
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Like PETs, labor productivity for combined operations increased from
1988 to 1992, rising from*** to*** units per hour. Unit labor costs fell
irregularly from 1988 to 1992, dropping from*** in 1988 to*** in 1992.
Financial Experience of U.S. Producers
All four U.S. PET producers--BIUSA, 102 Smith Corona, Nakajima, and
Canon--supplied financial data on their overall establishment operations and
on their PET operations. BIUSA and Smith Corona also supplied financial data
on their PEWP operations. Although the producers all have different fiscal
year ends. 103 the year ends of the two dominant producers are only 3 months
apart.
The data of BIUSA and Smith Corona were both verified.

***

Overall Establishment Operations
Profit-and-loss data for the overall establishment operations of the
producers are shown in table 7. Net sales***
Despite increased sales, all levels of profitability declined from 1988
to 1990 before weak recoveries in 1991-92 . . The major reason for the decline
was diminishing gross profit margins. ***
As a percentage of overall establishment net sales, PET sales decreased
from*** percent of sales in 1988 to *** percent in 1992, while PEWP sales
***
Table 7
Income and loss experience of U.S. producers on the overall operations of
their establishments wherein PETs and PEWPs are produced, fiscal years 1988-92
Item

1988

*

*

1990

1989

*

*

*

1991

1992

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
PET Operations

Profit-and-loss data for the PET operations of the producers are shown
in table 8. Sales quantities peaked in 1989 before continually declining
through 1992. The 1992 sales volume was ***, and was *** percent less than
the 1988 figure. At the same time, unit sales values were falling from about
*** to ***· After 1989, the combined decrease in sales volume and unit sales
value resulted in a sharp decrease in sales value. The decline in
profitability was even more pronounced.

102

'~**

BIUSA's fiscal year ends Sept. 30, Smith Corona's ends June 30,
Nakajima•s ends July 31, and Canon's ends Dec. 31.
103
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Table 8
Income and loss experience of U.S. producers on their PET operations, fiscal
years 1988-92
1988

Item

*

*

*

1989

1990

*

*

1991

*

1992

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Even though the unit cost of goods sold (COGS) decreased from *** in
1988 to *** in 1992, the ohb~ decrease was *** decrease in unit sales value.
Gross profits therefore decreased by*** on an absolute basis. SG&A expenses
declined, both on an absolute and per-unit basis, from 1988 to 1992. However,
these decreased costs could not compensate for the large decrease in gross
profits. As a result, by 1990 there was a net loss, and operating income and
cash flow were only about 10 percent of 1989 levels. Profitability levels
continued to deteriorate ~n 1991 and 1992.
*** (table 9).
***

***
Table 9
Income and loss experience of U.S. producers on their PET operations, by
firms, fiscal years 1988-92
1988

Item

*

1989

*

1990

*

*

1991

1992

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.

PEWP Operations
Profit-and-loss data for the PEWP operations of the producers providing
useable data are shown in table 10. Sales quantities and values have both
shown ***

**'"'
BI USA• s PEWP sales volume and value

*'~*

(table 11).

Smith Corona's PEWP sales volume and value ***
***
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Table 10
Income and loss experience of U.S. producers on their PEWP operations, fiscal
years 1988-92
1988

Item

*

>'<

1989

*

1990

1991

*

*

1992

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Table 11
Income and loss experience of U.S. producers on their PEWP operations, by
firms, fiscal years 1988-92
1988

Item

*

*

1990

1989

*

*

*

1991

1992

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Operations on PETs/PEYPs
Profit-and-loss data for the combined PET/PEWP operations of the U.S.
producers are shown in table 12, and company-by-company data are in table 13.
Table 12
Income and loss experience of U.S. producers on their combined PET/PEWP
operations, fiscal years 1988-92
Item

1988

*

*

*

1990

1989

*

*

1991

*

1992

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S .. International Trade Commission.
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Table 13
Income and loss experience of U.S. producers on their combined PET/PEWP
operations, by firms, fiscal years 1988-92

1988

Item

1989

1990

*

*

1991

1992

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Investment in Productive Facilities and Return on Assets
Data on investment in productive facilities and return on assets are
shown in table 14. Until 1991, >'<>'<*
Table 14
Value of assets and return on assets of U.S. producers' establishments wherein
PETs and PEWPs are produced, by products, fiscal years 1988-92

1988

Item

*

1989

*

1991

1990

*

1992

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
Capital Expenditures
Data on U.S. producers' capital expenditures are shown in table 15.

***

Table 15
Capital expendit~s of U.S. producers of PETs/PEWPs, by products, fiscal years
1988-92
(In thousands of dollars)

1988

Item

*

*

*

1989

*

1990

*

1991

1992

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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Research and Development Expenses
Data on U.S. producers' research and development expenses are shown in
table 16. ***
Table 16
Research and development expenses of U.S. producers of PETs/PEWPs, by roducts,
fiscal years 1988-92

<In thousands of dollars)
1988

Item

*

*

*

*

1989

*

1990

*

1991

1992

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Capital and Investment
The Commission requested U.S. producers to describe any actual or
potential negative effects of imports of PETs and or PEWPs from Singapore on
their firms' growth, investment, ability to raise capital, and/or development
and production efforts. Their responses are shown in appendix C.
Nature of U.S. Production Operations--Costs and Sources
The producers supplied data on the nature of their U.S. production
operations (value added), and the source(s) of the parts used to produce PETs
and PEWPs. BIUSA supplied data on***, while Smith Corona supplied data on
***
The data are presented in appendix D, along with a computation of
domestic value added, both with and without SG&A expenses. There is no
computation ·involving sourcing of parts, since foreign and domestic content
are presented separately. "All other components," which is often the single
largest component in terms of cost, primarily consists of the monitor. In
addition to presenting weight-averaged totals for BIUSA's and Smith Corona's
PETs and PEWPs, appendix D also presents samples of their upper-end and lowerend (in terms of price) products.
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CONSIDERATION OF THE QUESTION OF
THREAT OF MATERIAL INJURY
Section 771(7)(F)(i) of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. §
1677(7)(F)(i)) provides that-In determining whether an industry in the United States is
threatened with material injury by reason of imports (or sales for
importation) of any merchandise, the Commission shall consider,
among other relevant economic factors 1 ~-(I) If a subsidy is involved, such information as may
be presented to it by the administering authority as
to the nature of the subsidy (particularly as to
whether the subsidy is an export subsidy inconsistent
with the Agreement),
(II) any increase in production capacity or existing
unused capacity in the exporting country likely to
result in a significant increase in imports of the
merchandise to the United States,
(III) any rapid increase in United States market
penetration and the likelihood that the penetration
will increase to an injurious level,
(IV) the probability that imports of the merchandise
will enter the United States at prices that will have
a depressing or suppressing effect on domestic prices
of the merchandise,
(V) any substantial increase in inventories of the
merchandise in the United States,
(VI) the presence of underutilized capacity for
producing the merchandise in the exporting country,
(VII) any other demonstrable adverse trends that
indicate the probability that the importation (or sale
for importation) of the merchandise (whether or not it
is actually being imported at the time) will be the
cause of actual injury,

Section 771(7)(F)(ii) of the Act (19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(ii)) provides
that "Any determination by the Commission under this title that an industry in
the United States is threatened with material injury shall be made on the
basis of evidence that the threat of material injury is real and that actual
injury is imminent. Such a determination may not be made on the basis of mere
conjecture or supposition."
104
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(VIII) the potential for product-shifting if
production facilities owned or controlled by the
foreign manufacturers, which can be used to produce
products subject to investigation(s) under section 701
or 731 or to final orders under section 736, are also
used to produce the merchandise under investigation,
(IX) in any investigation under this title which
involves imports of both a raw agricultural product
(within the meaning of paragraph (4)(E)(iv)) and any
product processed from such raw agricultural product,
the likelihood that there will be increased imports,
by reason of product shifting, if there is an
affirmative determination by the Commission under
section 705(b)(l) or 735(b)(l) with respect to either
the raw agricultural product or the processed
agricultural product (but not both), and
(X) the actual and potential negative effects on the
existing development and production efforts of the
domestic industry, including efforts to develop a
derivative or more advanced version of the like
product. 105
The available data on foreign producers' operations (items (II) and
(VI)) and the potential for "product-shifting" (item (VIII)) are presented in
the section entitled "Ability of Foreign Producers to Generate Exports and the
Availability of Export Markets Other Than the United States," and information
on the volume, U.S. market penetration, and pricing of imports of the subject
merchandise (items (III) and (IV)), and any other threat indicators, if
applicable (item (VII)), is presented in the section entitled "Consideration
of the Causal Relationship Between Imports of the Subject Merchandise and the
Alleged Material Injury." Information on the effects of imports of the
subject merchandise on U.S. producers' existing development and production
efforts (item (X)) is presented in appendix C. Item (I), regarding subsidies,
and item (IX), regarding agricultural products, are not relevant in this
investigation. Parties are unaware of any dumping findings in third countries
concerning PETs from Singapore. Available data on U.S. inventories of PETs
and/or PEWPs (item (V)) from Singapore and other countries follow.
U.S. Importers' Inventories
The three firms reporting imports from Singapore of PETs subject to this
investigation also reported end-of-period inventories of those imports. These
data are presented in table 17.

Section 771(7)(F)(iii) of the Act (19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(iii)) further
provides that, in antidumping investigations, " . . . the Commission shall
consider whether dumping in the markets of foreign countries (as evidenced by
dumping findings or antidumping re111edies in other GATT member markets against
the same class or kind of merchandise manufactured or exported by the same
party as under investigation) suggests a threat of material injury to the
domestic industry."
105
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Table 17
PETs/PEWPs: End-of-period inventories of U.S. importers, by products and by
sources, 1988-92
Item

1988

*

*

1989

*

1990

*

1991

*

1992

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
End-of-period inventories of PETs from Singapore 106 increased irregularly
from 1988 to 1992, mirroring trends in imports from Singapore. Inventories
grew from*** units in 1988 to ***units in 1989, then fell each year
thereafter to >h~* uni ts in 1992. The ratio of inventories to U.S. shipments
of imports from Singapore peaked in 1989 at *** percent, then dropped
irregularly to ***percent in 1992.
As noted earlier, Smith Corona accounted for the major portion of
imports from Singapore. Its production and shipments of product are ***
response to a request for information with respect to its operations in
Singapore, Smith Corona projected it would ship ***

In

Ability of Foreign Producers to Generate Exports
and the Availability of
Export Markets Other Than the United States
Information in this section was provided by counsel for Smith Corona and
counsel for Olivetti Singapore PTE, Ltd. The data are presented in table 18.
Smith Corona Singapore is, by far, the largest producer in Singapore,
having begun operations there in 1974. Production of basic PETs was moved
there from Cortland, NY, beginning in 1987 and part of its production of PETs
with text memory (automatics) followed in 1988. ***
Otherwise, the
operation in Singapore is patterned after the Cortland facility in terms of
subassembly fabrication and manufacture, final assembly, and testing. Smith
Corona has >'<>'<>'< in Singapore since 1988. During the preliminary investigation,
counsel for BIUSA made repeated reference to this as evidence of Smith
Corona's intentions to shift more and more production from Cortland to
Singapore. In response to this allegation, Mr. G. Lee Thompson of Smith
Corona noted that expansion took place at both Cortland, NY, and Singapore.
He further noted that the expansion took place at a time the market was
growing, having nearly doubled from 1985 until the economic slowdown in 1989,
a time when Smith Corona was "at full capacity in both Cortland and
Singapore. " 107
As noted earlier, Smith Corona has approved a plan to phase out its
manufacturing operations in Cortland and move them to a new facility in

106
107

There were no imports of PEWPs from Singapore during 1988-92.
Conference TR, p. 152.
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Table 18
PETs: Singapore's production, capacity, end-of-period inventories,
home-market shipments, and exports to the United States and to all other
countries, 1988-92
1988

Item

*

*

1989

*

1990

*

*

1991

1992

*

Source: Compiled from information supplied by counsel for Smith Corona
Singapore and Olivetti Singapore PTE, Ltd.
Tijuana, Mexico. In its response to information concerning its operations in
Singapore, Smith Corona stated:
"***. 11108
The share of Smith Corona Singapore's exports going to the United States
***
Olivetti Singapore began producing PETs in***· During 1988-92, its PET
exports to the United States went to only two customers: its related U.S.
company, Olivetti USA, and AT&T. The Olivetti facility also produced word
processor models of a type subject to investigation in PWPs from Japan. It
stopped producing these models in December 1989 and, according to Olivetti
USA, the last shipments were made in January 1990. ***
In October 1990,
AT&T, which marketed several Olivetti products, including PETs and word
processors, indicated that it would no longer market any of the products in
the United States. 109 As a result, Olivetti Singapore's share of its exports
going to the United States ***· *** in the United States. As noted earlier,
Olivetti USA, which***, accounted for*** percent of PET imports from
Singapore in 1992 and*** percent of imports from all sources.

CONSIDERATION OF THE CAUSAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN IMPORTS OF
THE SUBJECT MERCHANDISE AND THE ALLEGED MATERIAL INJURY
Imports
As noted earlier, PETs enter under a discrete HTS subheading, item
8469.21.00, while imports of PEWPs and other personal word processors (subject
to PWPs from Japan) are provided for in a basket category (HTS i tern
8469.10.00). Given the latter and because the Commission received complete
responses from importers accounting for all of the subject products from
Singapore and nearly all of the imports from other countries, import data
presented in this section are based on responses to Commission questionnaires.

!OB

109

**>'!:
See letter from

*'h~
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Imports of PETs from Singapore 110 increased irregularly from 1988 to
1992, growing by*** percent (table 19). The value of imports from Singapore
followed the same pattern, but at a slightly slower rate of *** percent over
the period. Consequently, unit values of PETs from Singapore declined by***
percent from 1988 to 1992. The quantity of PET imports from other countries
decreased irregularly from 1988 to 1992, with the latter year being***
percent down from 1988 levels. The value of imports from other countries
dropped at a greater rate, *** percent, from 1988 to 1992, although unit
values for these imports remained above those of imports from Singapore.
Table 19
PETs/PEWPs:

U.S. imports, by products and by sources, 1988-92
1988

Item

*

*

1989

*

1990

*

1991

*

1992

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Market Penetration by Imports
As the Commission received usable data from the four U.S. producers of
PETs and PEWPs, 111 reported U.S. shipments constitute 100 percent of U.S.
shipments of such merchandise during the period of investigation. Similarly,
the Commission received data from nearly all of the known importers of PETs
and PEWPs, including importers accounting for all shipments of imports from
Singapore. 112 Thus, consumption figures for PETs and PEWPs are relatively
complete. As a result, consumption data in this report consist of reported
U.S. shipments of PETs and PEWPs, combined with reported shipments of imports
of those products.
On a quantity basis, imports of the subject PETs from Singapore as a
share of the U.S. market grew irregularly from*** percent in 1988 to ***
percent in 1992 (table 20). Losses in market share by U.S. producers
primarily reflect Smith Corona's shift of PET production to Singapore. When
Smith Corona's import shipments are combined with its U.S.-produced shipments,
its share of the market was ***percent for 1992. On a value basis, imports
of subject PETs from Singapore increased market share from *** percent in 1988
to ***percent in 1992.

110 As noted earlier, there were no imports of PEWPs from Singapore during
1988-92.
111 As noted earlier, '~**
112 As noted earlier, there were no imports of PEWPs from Singapore during
1988-92.
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Table 20
PETs/PEWPs: U.S. shipments of domestic product, U.S. shipments of imports,
and apparent U.S. conswnption, by products, 1988-92
1988

Item

*

*

*

1989

*

1990

*

*

1991

1992

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Prices
Market Characteristics
U.S. producers and importers generally agree that demand for PETs during
January 1990-March 1993 declined sharply. 113 However, due to their relatively
low prices, simplicity of use, and long-standing consumer familiarity, PETs
continue to appeal to both home and office users. 114 Nevertheless, ***
believes that such appeal will continue to decline if prices of portable
personal word processors move closer to high-end PETs. 115 Questionnaire
responses indicate that the market for PETs tends to peak during the fall as
purchasers attempt to meet back-to-school demand and increased retail demand
during the Christmas season. 116
BIUSA, Smith Corona, and Olivetti provided information relevant to their
selling practices for the subject products in the U.S. market. 117 These firms
accounted for*** percent of apparent consumption of PETs during 1992. Smith
Corona and Olivetti accounted for ***percent of the subject imports.
***·118
*** of the reporting firms indicated that freight was not an important
factor in purchasers• sourcing decisions, with such costs ranging from 1 to 4
percent of the U.S. f .o.b. price. *** responding firms indicated that they
generally arrange the transportation to their customers• locations. Reported
- - -:..lead times for *** are *** days. *** and *** reported lead times of *** days
fr9m their U.S. shipping point and *** days from their foreign shipping point.
-

-·

-

.

- ·-

Sales terms varied between suppliers, with***

113 ***
114 Typing on preprinted forms, envelopes, etc., is less difficult with PETs
than with more complex machines.
115 *** indicated in its- questionnaire response submitted in conjunction with
the preliminary investigation that some sales of its high-end PETs have slowed
due to available price points on word processors.
116 ***, indicated increased purchases of PETs in June and July for
introduction of its Fall catalog.
117 ***
1 ~ Smith Corona's marketing practices apply to both its U.S.-produced and
imported Singaporean PETs.
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*** responding firms uses price lists, but ***. 119 BIUSA and Smith
Corona reported offering post-invoice sales incentive programs. BIUSA
reported that post-invoice allowances consist of quantity discounts, co-op
advertising allowances, and key city funds. 120 121 Smith Corona's available
post-invoice allowances are as follows: cash discounts, key city allowances,
promotional allowances, target quantity rebates, f.o.b. credits, sales
allowances, advertising credits, advertising accrual rebates, and price
protection. 122 123 BIUSA and Smith Corona reported total annual expenditures
during 1990-92 for post-invoice allowances associated with their sales of
PETs, as shown in the following tabulation on a per-unit basis, by customer
type. 124

U.S. -Qroduced PE Ts
BIUSA:

1990

1991

1992

***
**'\-

***
>\-**
"'**
***
***
***
***
*•\-*

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

1

National retail chains ....
Mass merchandisers ........
Department stores .........
Catalog stores ............
Electronic discount stores
Off ice equipment dealers ..
Office superstores ........
AVERAGE .................

***

***
**'\***
***
***

Footnotes at end of tabulation.

***
BIUSA reported that key city funds are ***· Customers may use these
funds at their discretion to promote one or more of the various BIUSA product
lines. (BIUSA submission, Aug. 4, 1993, p. 4.)
121 BIUSA's posthearing brief, app. F, p. 5.
122 BIUSA reported offering price protection***
(BIUSA's posthearing
brief, app. F, p. 5.)
123 F.o.b. credits, sales allowances, advertising credits, and some key city
funds are deducted directly from the invoice. (Smith Corona's posthearing
brief, pp. 73-75.)
124 BIUSA reported that post-invoice allowances ***
(BIUSA's posthearing
brief, app. E, p. 13.)
119
120
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lmQorted SingaQore PETs
Smith Corona: 2
National retail chains ....
Mass merchandisers ........
Department stores .........
Catalog stores ............
Electronic discount stores
Office equipment dealers 3 .
Office superstores ........
AVERAGE .................
I

2

3

1990

1991

1992

***
***
***
***
*''r*
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
''r**

***
***
***
***
''r**
***
***
i'r**

*"'r...,'c

-.,'r*"'k

***

*''r*

As shown in the tabulation, each reporting company's per unit
promotional expenditures for PETs generally declined during the 1990-92
period. BIUSA's promotional expenditures averaged***• ***, and***•
respectively, per unit for its domestic PETs. Smith Corona's promotional
expenditures for PETs averaged *•h'<, *''<*, and, *** per unit for its imported
Singapore machines.
Retail prices for PETs depend on a model's particular features, such as
correction system, dictionary system, display/memory capability, automatic
functions, paper handling capability, and to some extent the model's brand
name. Generally, prices reflect the quality and type of features associated
with each machine model. 125 In addition, the wholesale price sometimes also
varies by market segment, with upscaled styling 126 and somewhat lower list
prices offered to the office equipment segment compared to the mass
merchandiser segment. Competition between these two segments can frequently
reduce or eliminate intended wholesale price distinctions. 127
Purchaser Information
Twenty purchasers responded to the Commission's request for product
information and purchasing practices for domestic and imported PETs. 128
Purchasers were requested to address quality differences between the domestic
and imported subject products, the ability to use substitute products in PET
applications, factors in their PET sourcing decisions, and general price
comparisons of the subject domestic and imported products.
125 *ib'< reported in its questionnaire response that conswner expectations
concerning PETs are generally based on price/feature and brand/price
comparisons. Also, opening price point (OPP) models (basic PETs) are very
similar in functionality, allowing conswners to easily substitute between
brands of OPP PETs. Thus, price and quality perceptions drive consumer
purchasing decisions at the OPP level.
126 The machines with upscale styling generally have the same keyboard
functions as those sold to the mass merchandiser market.
127 Marketing personnel at BIUSA explained to Conunission staff that ***
128 These firms did not necessarily respond to all questions.
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More than half of the responding purchasers indicated an awareness of
and/or interest in the country of origin of the PETs they purchase, while most
firms reported that their customers generally are not aware of and/or
interested in the country of origin of PETs. According to questionnaire
responses, the majority of purchasers purchase PETs on a weekly or monthly
basis, contacting two to five suppliers.
Purchasers most frequently ranked traditional supplier, price, and
availability, in order of importance, as the three major factors in their PET
sourcing decisions. Only one purchaser listed price as the most important
sourcing factor. Twelve firms ranked price as the second most important
factor.
In response to an additional question concerning sourcing factors, 8 of
10 purchasers indicated that both product quality and price were "very
important," while 2 indicated quality and price as "somewhat important."
Eight of 11 purchasers indicated model features as "very important," while the
remaining 3 indicated model features as "somewhat important." Service, speed
of delivery, and discounts were also designated as "very important" by several
purchasers. 129 Maintaining several sources of supply was ranked "somewhat
important" by 7 of 11 responding firms. In addition, nearly all purchasers
indicated that U.S.-produced PETs and the subject imports are of "comparable"
quality. One firm reported that the U.S.-produced PETs are of superior
quality vis-a-vis the subject imports. Conversely, another firm reported the
U.S. product was of inferior quality.
Purchasers were requested to indicate if PETs from Singapore were
generally available at a lower price than the domestic product. Ten of 17
responding purchasers reported that the imported product was not available at
a lower price. Conversely, purchasers were requested to indicate whether the
domestically-produced PETs were available at a lower price than the
Singaporean subject product. Ten out of 18 purchasers reported that the
domestic product was available at a price lower than PETs from Singapore.
Seven firms reported purchasing the Singaporean PETs although a comparable
U.S. -produced product was available at a lower price. 130 Eight firms, many of
which reported purchasing higher-priced imports, reported purchasing U.S.produced PETs although a product from Singapore was available at a lo_wer
price . 131 u2

129 *** firms reported brand name and *** firms reported maintaining several
sources of supply as "very important" in their PET sourcing decisions.
130 *** reported reliability of supply, a superior correction system, and
overall product quality, while *** and *** indicated the supplier's market
share, product quality, and product availability as factors in purchasing the
higher-priced PETs from Singapore. *** and*** reported purchasing
Singaporean PETs due to strong brand recognition. And *** reported that
Singaporean PETs offered a full product line.
131 ***· reported that in additiqn to price, its sourcing decision took into
account delivery reliability and lead times. *** reported purchasing the U.S.
product to avoid dependence on a sole supplier and obtain brand assortment.
The remaining firms reported such factors as quality, features, brand
preference, availability, and product assortment.
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Purchasers most frequently reported PEWPs as possible substitutes for
PETs in their intended applications. Thirteen of 19 purchasers indicated that
PEWPs could substitute for PETs. However, three of these firms indicated that
PEWPs serve a different customer and are more expensive than PETs, and two
other firms reported separately that PEWPs are not easy to use, and that when
low cost is important there are no alternatives to PETs. One firm indicated
that personal computers perform typewriter functions, but at a higher cost.
Questionnaire Price Data
The Commission requested U.S. producers and importers to report net U.S.
f.o.b. selling prices for sales of basic PETs, dictionary PETs, and PETs with
extra text memory and LCD display (automatics) to unrelated U.S. purchasers,
as well as the total quantity shipped and the total net f.o.b. value shipped
in each quarter to all unrelated U.S. purchasers. The price data were
requested for the largest single sale and for total sales of the products
specified, by purchaser type, 133 by quarters from January 1990 through March
1993. Importers were requested to report selling prices for these products
imported from Singapore. Purchasers were requested to provide data on their
net f.o.b. purchase prices from U.S. producers and importers for basic PETs,
dictionary PETs, and dictionary PETs with extra memory and LCD. The specific
products for which pricing data were requested are as follows:
PRODUCT 1: BASIC PET--PETs that are most similar to the BIC models AX22,
AX250, AX300, Model 320, GX6000, and GX6500; Smith Corona models SL 500, SL
460, SL 470, SL 480, XL 1500, XL 1700, XL 1800, XL 1900, XE 1950, 235 OLE, 240
OLE, 250 OLE, 300 DLE, Mark VI (M-W), Mark VIII (M-W), Mark 100 (M-W), SR
lOOOC (Sears), DX 2600 (Sears), Deville 410 (K-Mart), Deville 450 (K-Mart),
Deville 470 (K-Mart), CXL 4200 (JC Penney), CXL 4210 (JC Penney), Premier 100
(Wal-Mart). Such PETs·include one-line memory correction, but NO spellcheck. additional memory. or display CLCD).
PRODUCT 2: DICTIONARY PET--PETs that are most similar to the BIC models AX24,
AX350, AX400, Model 340, GX7000, and GX7500; Smith Corona models SL 560, SL
570, SL 580, XL 2700, XL 2800, XL 2900, 335 DLE, 340 OLE, 350 OLE, Mark IX (MW), Mark 200 (M-W), Mark 225 (M-W), DX 3400 (Sears), DX 3500 (Sears), DX 3600
(Sears), Deville 510 (K-Mart), Deville 580 (K-Mart), CXL 4300 (JC Penney).
Such PETs include one-line memory correction and spell-check, but NO
additional memory or LCD.

i n ( ... continued)

See app. F for additional price competition information as supplied by
Smith Corona.
133 Based on information submitted by the petitioner and respondent, the
pricing information was requested for the following channels of distribution
for PETs: national retail chains, mass merchandisers, department stores,
catalog stores, electronic discount stores, office equipment dealers, office
superstores, and other purchasers.
132
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PRODUCT 3: DICTIONARY PET WITH EXTRA MEMORY AND LCD--PETs that are most
similar to the BIG models AX 25, AX450, AXSOO, Model 355, GX8000, and GX 8500;
Smith Corona models SD 650, SD 660, SD 670, SD 680, XD 4600, XD 4700, XD 4800,
XD 4900, 400 OLD, 435 DLD, 440 DLD, 450 DLD, Mark XII (M-W), Mark XVI (M-W),
Mark 290 (M-W), Mark 300 (M-W), Mark 325 (M-W), DX 4000 (Sears), DX 4500
(Sears), DX 4600 (Sears), CXL 5100 (JC Penney). Such PETs include one-line
memory correction, spell-check, additional memory, and LCD.
Discussion of price comparisons and trends in the U.S. PET market is
complicated by post-invoice allowances prevalent in the industry and shifts in
suppliers' product mix. In order to establish appropriate price comparisons,
U.S. producers, importers, and purchasers were specifically requested to
report selling or purchase prices net of any post-invoice allowances. ***. 134
Consequently, ***. 1 ~
Price comparisons may also be tenuous because within each product
definition, each supplier sells various models of PETs for which prices vary
by model. Therefore, changes in prices may not necessarily represent price
trends, but rather a shift in the product mix sold by the supplier during
different quarters. 136 In addition, Smith Corona introduces new models of its
PETs on an annual basis, which in turn may affect the selling price of prioryear mode ls. 137 138
U.S. Producers' and Importers' Prices
The ***· and***, ***and*** provided pricing data for sales of the
three requested products in the U.S. market, although not necessarily for all
three products or all quarters over the period examined. The U.S. producer's
weighted-average prices for all products and nearly all customer types
declined during January 1990-March 1993. Price declines ranged from*** to
***percent. Importers• prices of product 1 to six of the eight customer
types generally declined, prices of product 2 to four of the eight customer
types declined, and prices of product 3 to seven of the eight customer types
declined. Price declines ranged from *** to *** percent, while price
increases ranged between *** and *** percent during the period examined.
National Retail Chains.--Prices for U.S.-produced product 1 sold to
national retail chains were reported for only 2 quarters, 139 140 while prices
***
Staff verification, BIUSA, July 20 and 22, 1993.
136 For example, there may appear to be changes in the prices of a product
for a given supplier during the period; however, these "trends" may be the
result of the supplier reporting sales of certain models in one quarter and
other models in another quarter. Because PET prices differ depending on the
model's features, an apparent change in a supplier's prices for a given
product category may actually be the result of variations in the product mix.
137 Smith Corona• s prehearing brief, p.
10.
138 See app. E for discussion of average unit value selling prices and
margins of underselling/overselling for the U.S. producer and importers of
Singaporean PETs.
134
1~

139

>'r**
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for products 2 and 3 *** over the period examined (tables 21-23).
Singaporean products *** for products 2 and 3, respectively.

Prices for

Purchase price comparisons were possible between domestic and
Singaporean PETs sold to national retail chains in 27 of the 39 quarters for
products 1-3 during the period examined. In 17 out of the 27 instances the
Singaporean product was priced below the domestic product, by margins ranging
between*** and*** percent. Margins of overselling ranging between***
percent were reported in 10 quarters.

Hass Herchandisers.--Prices for U.S.-produced products 1-3 sold to mass
merchandisers ***, ***• and*** percent, respectively, during the period
examined. Products 1 and 3 from Singapore showed*** price trends, of*** and
*** percent, respectively, during the period examined, while prices for
product 2 *** percent, from *** to *** per unit.
Price comparisons were possible between domestic and Singaporean PETs
sold to mass merchandisers in 38 of the 39 quarters for products 1-3 during
the period examined. In 17 instances the Singaporean product was priced below
the domestic product, by margins ranging from *** percent to *** percent.
Margins of overselling of between *** and *** percent were reported in 21
quarters.

Department Stores.--Prices for U.S.-produced products 1-3 sold to
department stores ***· ***· and*** percent, respectively, during the period
examined. Similarly, although *•h'c, prices for products 1-3 from Singapore
showed *** price trends of ***, •'do'r, and *•b'r percent, respectively, during the
period examined.
Price comparisons were possible between domestic and Singaporean PETs
sold to department stores in 38 of the 39 quarters for products 1-3 during the
period examined. Margins of underselling for products 1-3 ranged between ***
and*** percent, occurring in 25 of the 38 instances. In 13 instances, the
Singaporean product was priced above the domestic product with margins ranging
from *** to *** percent.

Catalog Stores.--The U.S. producer's prices to catalog stores for PET
products 1-3 showed*** price trends during January 1990~March 1993, ***• ***,
and*** percent, respectively. Importers• prices of products 1 and 3 from
Singapore generally *** and *** percent, respectively, during the period
examined. Conversely, prices for product 2 from Singapore *** per unit, ***
percent overall between July-September 1990 and January-March 1993 . 141 142
In 17 of the 37 possible price comparisons for products 1-3 sold to
catalog stores, the Singaporean product was priced below the domestic product
with margins ranging from *** to *** percent. Margins of overselling,
occurring in 20 instances, ranged between*** and*** percent.

( ••• continued)
*•b'r
141 Singaporean prices during *** and*** per unit, respectively, and
reflected sales ***
142 ***
140
140
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Table 21
U.S. net f .o.b. selling prices of Basic PETs (product 1) produced in the
United States and imported from Singapore, and margins of under/(over)
selling, by customer types and by quarters, January 1990-March 1993

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Table 22
U.S. net f.o.b. selling prices of Dictionary PETs (product 2) produced in the
United States and imported from Singapore, and margins of under/(over)
selling, by customer types and by quarters, January 1990-March 1993

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Table 23
U.S. net f .o.b. selling prices of Dictionary PETs with Extra Memory and LCD
(product 3) produced in the United States and imported from Singapore, and
margins of under/(over)selling, by customer types and by quarters, January
1990-March 1993

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.

Electronic Discount Stores.--Prices for U.S.-produced PET products 1-3
sold to electronic discount stores***· ***, and*** percent, respectively,
during the period examined. Prices for Singaporean products 1 and 3 *** of
*** and *** percent during the period examined. U.S. importers• prices for
product 2 *** between *** and *** per unit, but *** percent overall between
July-September 1990 and January-March 1993. 10

Price comparisons were possible between domestic and Singaporean PETs
sold to electronic discount stores in 37 of the 39 quarters for products 1-3
during the period examined. In 17 out of the 37 instances the Singaporean
product was priced below the domestic product, by margins ranging from ***
percent to *** percent. Margins of overselling, between *** and *** percent,
were reported in 20 quarters.
Office Equipment Dealers.--Prices for U.S.-produced products 1-3 sold to
office equipment dealers***, ***, and*** percent, respectively, during the

143

***
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period examined. Prices for product 1 *** per unit, *** percent over the
period examined. Product 2 from Sin§apore showed a *** price trend of ***
percent during the period examined. 14
Product 3 prices*** percent, from***
per unit*** per unit during the final quarter of the period examined. 145
Price comparisons were possible between domestic and Singaporean PETs
sold to office equipment dealers in 37 of the 39 quarters for products 1-3
during the period examined. In 18 out of the 37 instances the Singaporean
product was priced below the domestic product, by margins ranging from ***
percent to *** percent. Margins of overselling ranging between *** and ***
percent were reported in 18 quarters. In one instance the prices of the
domestic and imported product were the same.
Office Superstores.--Prices for U.S.-produced products 1-3 sold to
office superstores *** ***, and*** percent, respectively, during the period
examined. Products 1 and 3 from Singapore showed *** price trends of *** and
*** percent, respectively, during the period examined, while prices for
product 2 *** and *** per unit. Overall, prices *** percent from *** to ***
per unit during the period examined.
Price comparisons were possible between domestic and Singaporean PETs
sold to office superstores in 38 of the 39 quarters for products 1-3 during
the period examined. Margins of underselling ranged between *** and ***
percent, occurring in 24 of the 38 instances. In 14 instances, the
Singaporean product was priced above the domestic product, with margins
ranging from *** to *** percent.
Other Purchasers.--The U.S. producer's prices to other purchasers for
PET products 1-3 showed*** price trends during January 1990-March 1993, ***,
***, and*** percent, respectively. Importers• prices of products 1-3 from
Singapore also showed overall ***· ***, and*** percent, respectively, during
the period examined.
In 29 of the 37 possible price comparisons for products 1-3 sold to
other purchasers, the Singaporean product was priced below the domestic
product, with margins ranging from*** to ***percent. Margins of
overselling, occurring in 8 instances, ranged between*** and *** percent.
Purchaser Price Data
Purchase prices for the domestically-produced and imported PETs from
Singapore were based on net f.o.b. prices reported by purchasers in
questionnaire responses. Eleven purchasers provided usable price data for
their purchases of domestic and Singaporean-produced PETs for January 1990March 1993, but not necessarily for each product or for each quarter of the
period. 146
National Retail Chains.--*** reporting purchase prices for U.S.-produced
products 1 and 2, reported *** for product 1. 147 148 The *** purchase prices

Prices for Singaporean product 2 during *** reflect sales of ***
Prices for Singaporean product 3 during *** reflect sales of prior-year
models.
146 The 11 purchasers reporting price data by type are a~ follows:
4
national retail chains, 1 mass merchandiser, 2 catalog stores, 1 office
equipment dealer, and 3 electronic discount stores.
144
145

147

>h~*
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for domestic product 2 **''r per unit during 1990-92. Prices for product 3 ***
percent during the period examined (tables 24-26). Purchase prices for
Singaporean products 1 and 3 *** anbd *** during January 1990-March 1993 and
January 1991-March 1993, respectively. Prices for Singaporean product 2 ***
and *** per unit between April-June 1990 and January-March 1993. Overall,
prices *** percent during the 12 quarters for which prices were reported.
Purchase price comparisons were possible between domestic and
Singaporean PETs sold to national retail chains in 21 of the 39 quarters for
products 1-3 during the period examined. In 17 of the 21 instances the
Singaporean product was priced below the domestic product, by margins ranging
between *** and *** percent. Margins of overselling of between *** and ***
percent were reported in 4 quarters.
Mass Merchandisers. 149 - -Purchase prices for U.S. -produced products 1 and
2 sold to mass merchandisers*** percent during the period examined. 1 so Prices
for products 1 and 2 from Singapore **'" and **'I: per unit during the *** and
*** respective quarters for which prices were reported. 151

Price comparisons were possible between domestic and Singaporean PETs
sold to mass merchandisers in 10 of the 26 quarters for products 1 and 2
during the period examined. In 2 of the 10 instances the Singaporean product
was priced below the domestic product, by margins of *** percent. Margins of
overselling between*** and percent were reported in 8 quarters.
Catalog Stores.--Purchase prices for PET products 1-3 sold to catalog
stores showed that the U.S. producer's price *** percent for product l; prices
for product 2 ***percent overall during April 1990-March 1993; and prices for
product 3 *** per unit for the *** quarters for which prices were reported.
Prices of Singaporean PET product 1 *** percent during the period examined.
Prices for products 2 and 3 from Singapore >h'<* percent during *** and ***
respectively.

In 7 of the 16 possible price comparisons for products 1-3, the
Singaporean product was priced below the domestic product, with margins
ranging from >I:** to *** percent. Margins of overselling, occurring in 9
instances, ranged between *** and*** percent.
Electronic Discount Stores.--Purchase prices for U.S.-produced PET
product 1 sold to electronic discount stores ***percent during***, while
product 2 prices *''r* during ***. Prices for product 3 were *** per unit
during April-June 1992, then declined to *'"* per unit during the following
quarter, remaining at this level throughout the remainder of the period
examined. Prices for Singaporean product 1 ***percent during***, while
prices for product 2 ***percent overall during***· Prices for product 3
from Singapore *** per unit, but ***percent during April 1991-March 1993.

Price comparisons were possible between domestic and Singaporean PETs
sold to electronic discount stores in 13 of the 39 quarters for products 1-3
during the period examined. In 8 out of 13 instances for the specified
products, the Singaporean product was priced below the domestic product by
margins ranging between *>'<>'< and '"°'"" percent. Margins of overselling ranged
between *** and *** percent, occurring in 5 instances.

( ••• continued)
***
149 ***
iso Purchase prices were not reported for domestic product 3.
151 ***

148
148
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Table 24
U.S. net f.o.b. purchase prices of Basic PETs (product 1) produced in the
United States and imported from Singapore, and margins of under/(over)
selling, by customer types and by quarters, January 1990-March 1993

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Table 25
U.S. net f.o.b. purchase prices of Dictionary PETs (product 2) produced in the
United States and imported from Singapore, and margins of under/(over)
selling, by customer types and by quarters, January 1990-March 1993

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Table 26
U.S. net f.o.b. purchase prices of Dictionary PETs with Extra Memory and LCD
(product 3) produced in the United States and.imported from Singapore, and
margins of under/(over) selling, by customer types and by quarters, January
1990-March 1993

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
O~her Purchasers.--No purchaser prices for domestic products 1-3 or
Singaporean products 2-3 from other purchasers were reported. Purchase prices
of product 1 from Singapore ***between*** and*** per unit, *** during***

Exchange Rates
Quarterly data reported by the International Monetary Fund for Singapore
indicate that during January 1990-March 1993, the nominal value of the
Singapore dollar fluctuated but appreciated 13.8 percent relative to the U.S.
dollar by the end of this period (table 27). Adjusted for movements in
producer price indexes in the United States and Singapore, the real value of
the Singapore dollar appreciated against the U.S. dollar b~ 4.0 percent during
1990-92 and by 1.8 percent during January 1990-March 1993. 52

152

only.

Derived from Singapore price data reported for January and February
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Table 27
Exchange rates: 1 Indexes of the nominal and real exchange rates between the
U.S. dollar and the currency of Singapore, and indexes of producer prices in
Singapore and the United States, 2 by quarters, January 1990-March 1993

Period
1990:
Jan. -Mar .........
Apr.-June ........
July-Sept ........
Oct. -Dec .........
1991:
Jan. -Mar .........
Apr.-June ........
July-Sept ........
Oct. -Dec .........
1992:
Jan. -Mar .........
Apr.-June ........
July-Sept ........
Oct.-Dec .........
1993:
Jan.-Mar .........

Singai;iore
Nominal
exchangerate
index

Producer
price
index

Real
exchangerate
index 3

U.S.
producer
price
index

100.0
100.9
104.7
109.1

100.0
96. 5
103.4
109.3

100.0
97.5
106.6
113. 9

100.0
99.8
101. 6
104.7

107.9
105.9
108.6
112 .4

101.1
95.6
94.9
94.4

106.4
99.8
101. 6
104. 5

102.5
101. 5
101.4
101. 5

114 .2
114.4
116. 8
115.4

91. 6
93.2
93.1
92.7

103.3
104.2
105.8
104.0

101. 3
102.3
102.8
102.9

113. 8

92. 34

101. 84

103.2

1 Based on exchange rates expressed in U.S. dollars per unit of foreign
currency.
2 The producer price indexes are aggregate measures of inflation at the
wholesale level in the United States and the above foreign country. Quarterly
producer prices in the United States generally rose, by 3.2 percent, during
January 1990-March 1993. Although producer prices in Singapore fluctuated
somewhat during this period, they declined by 7.7 percent by the end of the
period.
3 The real values of the Singapore dollar are the nominal values adjusted
for the difference between inflation rates as measured by the producer price
indexes in Singapore and the United States.
4 Derived from Singapore price data reported for January and February only.

Note.--January-March 1990-100.0
Source: International Monetary Fund, International Financial Statistics,
April 1993.
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Lost Sales
**"' allegations of lost sales were reported to the Conunission by the
petitioner, BIUSA, during the final investigation. These allegations involved
*** PET models imported from Singapore and *** different purchasers during the
period *>h'<. >'0~* alleged total lost sales of >'<>'<*. The following are reports
of the conversations between Commission staff and those purchasers who could
be reached and were willing to discuss their buying practices in this final
investigation. 153
***
***
Lost Revenues
*** specific allegations of lost revenues were reported to the
Commission by the petitioner, BIUSA, during the final investigation. These
allegations involved*** purchasers of*** PETs during***, totaling*** in
lost revenues. The following are reports of the conversations between
Conunission staff and those purchasers who could be reached and were willing to
discuss their buying practices in this final investigation.
***

***
***

***

Several firms were unable to specifically comment on alleged lost sales
since buyers during the time in question were no longer available.
153
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AGENCY: United States lntematianal
Tnde Commission.
·
ACTION: Institution md ICbedulins of a
final antidumpins investisatian.
·
SllllllAllY: The Commi1aion b ...by gives

Dotie» of the institution of final
antidumpins investiption No. 731-TA515 (Final) und• aec:liOD 735(b) oftbe
Tariff Act of 1830 (18 U.S.C. 1173d(b))
(the Act) to determine wbetber a
industry in tbe United Stat• ia
materially injured, aria tbr.taed witb
material injury. or tbe establisbment of
u lnduatry in the United States is
materially retarded. by reuam of
imports from Singapore of portable
elec:Uic typewriten, provided far in
subheadings 8468.10.00 &11d 8419.%1.00
aftbe HmDODized Tariff Scbedule of
the United States (HTS). 1

1 Vol sa. No. se I Thunday, Much 25, tl93 I Notie11
For further tilfarmation cancemtng
the conduct of this iDYUti&aticm.
hearing .procedures, and ruhtl of pneral
applicatiDJl. camult the Commiuion'•
Rules of Pradice and Procedure. part
201, aubputaA througb EU& Cfllpart
201), and part %07, aubparts A and C (19
CFR parl 207).

EFPECTIVE Mn: Februal'J a. 1993•.
FOR IVR1llER lllFGRllA11GN CONTACT:

Jim McClure (ZU-.Z05-3U1), Ofliaa af
blvestigaticma, U.S. lDmnatianal Trade
Commiuion. 500 E Stnllt SW.•
Washington, DC 20436. Hearinsimpaired persona can obtain
information on this matter by contacting
the Cmnmiaion's TDD terminal on 202205-1810. Panons with mobility
impairments who will need special
assi~ in pining acceato the
Commission should contact the Office
of the Sacrstary at 202-205-2000.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Limited !Mdonre of Bnlneu
Proprietoty lnfannation (Bl'IJ Und~ on
Administrati11e Profec:fj"' Order fAPOJ

and BPI Service Ua

Pursuaot to Ndion 207.7(a) of the
Commiuiaa'1 rul•, the Secretuy wW
make BPJ 1athered In thla liDal
. inveatitaUnn available to autbarir.ed
applicants under the APO isaued in the
investiption, provided that the
application is made nat later tban
twenty-one (21t days aftm tbll
publication of thia notice ill tbll ,......_.
llegiater. A npuate Mrvica list will be
maintained by tbe Secretuy for lhoae
parties authorized to receive BPI under
the APO.
Stall' Report
The pnheuing staff repent iD this
investiptian will he placed In .the
naapublic NCmd an June B. 1993. and
a public Vlll'liOD will be issued
thereafter, punuant to aec:tion 207 .%1 of
the Cammission·a nal•.

lleuiDg
The Commiuion will hold a bearing
in connec:tian with ah.is iDvestiptian
This investigBtion is beins instituted
as a result of an .mrm.&ive pnliminary besinning at 8:30 Lm. on )um 25. 1883,
at the U.S. Jntemational Traa.
determination by the Department of
Commluion Building. Requests to
Commerce that imparts of certain
appear at the hemns should be filed in
portable electric typewriten &om
with lbe Secntny to 1he
Singapore are being said in tbe United
Commiaion on or before June"l7~ 1993.
States at less than fair value wilhin lhe
A nanparty wbo bu testimony that may
meaning of section 733 or the Act (19
aid the Cammissicm's deliberations m117
U.S.C. 1673b). The investigation was
requested in a petition filed on April 18. rwquest permission to present a short
statement at the hearing. All parties and
1991. by Brother industries (USA),
nonparties desiring to appear at 'the
Bartlett. 'IN.
hearing and make oral pruanlatiom
should attend a prebearmg conference
Panicipalion in the lnvestjralion and
ta be held at 9:30 a.m. on JllDe 18. 1993,
Public Sen•ice ust
at lhe U.S. lDlemational Trade
Persans wishing to pAtticipate .in the
Commiaian Bu.ildiag. Oral testimony
in"81tigation as paties must file an
and "'Titten matmials to be submitted at
the public hearing an aovemed by
entry of sppnrance with the Secretiuy
·sectiolls 201.&(bJ(Z). 201.13(0. and
to ~e Commission, as provided in
207 .231b) of .the Cammissian·a rules.
section 201.U oft.be Commission's
Parties are &1n1D1l7 ancourapd to
na1e&. nDl Jal.- tlaan twmty-cme (21)
submit as early in the investigation u
days de publimtian of this notice in
&o pruant a
the Federal llegiar. Tbe Secr9tary will possible
portion of air hearing testimony in
prepare a public servica list containing
the na.mes and addreues of all persons. camera.
or th~1~ rep~~atives, who an parties Wrilllm •l.eiuima
10 this m~tipta• upon the expiration
Each pa."'ty is encouraged ta submit a
of the penod for filing entries of
prelunmng brief to the Commission.
appearance.
Prwhllllring briefs must confunn with tbe ·
pnmsions of wctian 207.%l1'f the
Commission's niles; tbe deadline for
filing isjane 11. 1913. Pmti• may also
file written testimony in connection
wilh daeir pnll8'Jltation at the bearing.•
.pauwided in wctian 207.%3(b) of the
Commission~ nsles, and pasthearing
briefs, which must cunfonn with the
proYisians of section 207 .24 vf the
Commission's rules. The deadline for
Background

wrnuw

az:r,:iu•ts

filiDR postheuing brie& la July 6.1993:
witn. . testimony must be filed no llller
than three (3) days before the beafiDR.
Jn additiaD. my penan who has not
enleNd u •ppeanDCB u a party to the
investigation may submit a writlml
atatemat of mfarmation putiDllllt lo
the subjed Al die inwstiption on or
before July 6, 1993. All writtea
aubmi..Paaa must CDDfmm with the
provisicma af sedioa 201.8 of the
Cammiuion'a rul•: anJ.:ubmiasiona
that amtaia BPI muat
c:anform with
lhe requiremmta or Mdicma 201.1.
207.3,and 207.7 of the Commission's
nai...
Jn accordance wilh Mdions 201.J6(c)
and %07.3 of the rui., •cb docummt
m.d by a ,.ny ao &be mY81liplion 1111&1t
be l8l'Nd ma .ii otbar parties !O the
bl'1'81ti&Uion (u identified by either the
public or 8P1 •mce list). and a
certi&cate or •rvice must 'be timely
filed. 'I'he Secretary will DDl accept•
document for filins without a oertilicat•
of'Ml'Yim.

A• I rilJ: Tbil iDHltiptiGD ii bei
conduaed anca.- alllbar:ity oftbe Tvi'Jlw
of 1930, tl&le W. This DDtica U publilbad
punuaDt ID l8l:liaD 307.ZO of tb9
CammmiaD'a nalaL
i.u.cl: Mmda 17.1993.

By -m aftbe Commj11iM
P...aL . . . . .
Adi111 Seawemy.
IFR Doc. .,_.779 .Fj*l J-.2+-e3; 1:45 aml
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Flnal DetannlnaUon of Sales at Less

Than Fair Value: Certain Portable
Electl1c Typewriters From Singapore
AGENCY: Import Administration,

International Trade Administration.
Department of Commerce.
EFFECTIVE DATE: August 16, 1993.
FOR FURTHEr:l INFORllATION CONTACT: Ross
L. Cotjanle or Larry Sullivan, Office of

Department to publiab the suspension
agreement in the F......a ....... (see.
58 FR 39786, July 26, 1993).
Pursuant to Smith Corona's and
Brother's requests of June 23 and July
27, 1993, respectively, the Department
is continuing this invaatigation in
accordance with 19 U.S.C. 1673c(g).

Scope of Investigation I'

The merchandise covered by this
investigation
conaista of certain portable
Countervailing Investigations, Import
electric typewriters (PE'l's) from
Administration, International Trade
Singapore which 818 defined as
Administration, U.S. Department of
Commerce, 14th Street and Constitution machines that produce lett. . and
characters in sequence directly on a
Avenue. NW.• Washington, DC 20230;
piece of paper or other media from a
telephone (202) 482-3534 or 482~114.
keyboard
input and meeting tha
respectively.
following crit•ria:
Final Detennination
(1) F.asily portable. with a handle.and/
or carrying cue, or similar m-:h•nism
We d_etennirie that imports of certain
to facilitate its portability;
portable electric typewriters from
(2) Electric. regardless of source of
Singapore are being, or are likely to be.
sold in the United States at less than fair power:
value, as provided in section 735 of the
(3) Comprised of a single, intesrated
Tariff Act of 1930, as amended ("the
unit:
Act"). The fmal estimated margins are
(4) Having a keyboard embedded in
shown in the "Suspension of
the chassis or frame of the machine;
Uquidation" section of this notice.
. (5) Having a built·in printer;
Also. the Department determines that
(6) Having a plate to accommodate
aitical circumstances do not exist.
paper; and
Case History
(7) Only accommodating its own
dedicated or capliva software. if any.
Since the publication of our
Baaed on petitioner's request. the
preliminary determination (58 FR 7534,
Department bu decided not to include
February 8, 1993), the following events
all types of PETs which W9l'8
have occurred: On March 2. 1993, the
determined to be within the scope of the
Department postponed the date of its
antidumping order on PET• from Japan
final determination to June 23, 1993 in
response to a request from Smith Corona in the Depanment's final scope niling
signed on November 2, 1990 (see 55 FR
(58 FR 12025). We received timely
47358. November 13, 1990). PETs which
requests for a public hearing from the
meet all of the following aiteria are
respondent, Smith Corona Corporation
excluded from the acope of this
("Smith Corona"), and the petitioner,
investigation: (1) Seven lines or more of
Brother Industries (USA), Inc.
display: (2) mora than 32K of text
("Brother"). Case and rebuttal briefs
memory; (3) the ability to perform
were submitted on May 5 and 12, 1993,
"block move"; and (4) a "18U'Cb and
respectively.
replac:a" function. A machi• having
The Department initialed a proposed
some. but not all, of ti.. four
suspension agreement with Smith
characteristics is included within.the
Corona on May 21, 1993, and received
scope of the investigation.
comments regarding the proposed
'Iba PETs subiect to this investigation
suspension agreement from Brother on
June t4 and 16. 1993. On June 22, 1993. are cummtly claui6able under
the Department, having determined that subheadings 8469.21.00 and 8469.10.00
the agreement wu in the public interest of tha Harmonized Tariff Schedule
(''HTS"). (Note that personal wont
and that effective monitoring of the
processors also are classifiable under
agreement was practicable, signed an
subheading 8469.10.00.J Although the
agreement with Smith Corona
HI'S subheadings are provided for
suspending this investigation.
On June 25. 1993, the U.S. Court of
convenience and customs purpoem, our
International Trade ("QT") iaued a
written description of the scope of this
temporary restraining order preventing
investigation is dispoaitive.
the Department from administering the
Period of Investigation
suspension agreement betweeu. it and
Smith Corona. On July 12. 1993, the
The period of investigation ("POI") is
temporary restraining order was
November 1. 1990, thmugh April 30,
partially lifted by the CIT allowing the
1991.

Standing·
We l'8C8ived several submissions from
Smith Corona during the period April
29 through July 22, 1991, challenging
Brother's standing to file the petition
and requesting rescission or the
initiation in this investigation. Smith
Corona raised two standing issues: (1)
Whether Brother is an interested party
within the meaning of section 771(9)(Cl
of the Act and (2) whether Brother filed
the petition on behalf of the domestic
industry.
With respect to Brother's status u an
interested party, on·September 3, 1992.
the CIT. In Slip. Op. 92-152, reversed
tha Department's determination of
September25, 1991, that Brother was
not an interested party and did not have
standing to file a petition against PETs
from Singapore. The Department has
been directed to detennine whether the
petition in this proceeding was Died "on
behalf or· the domestic industry and. iC
so, to proceed with the investigation
(Slip. Op. 92-211, Nov. 30, 1992). For
the nuom diacussed below, we
detennine that Brother bu filed its
petition on behalf of the U.S. industry.
On April 21, 1991, Smitb Corona
identified ibelf u a domestic producer
of PET• in opposition to the petition
filed by Brother. Where a domestic
industry memberU:Cposing a petition
provides a clear
·cation that there are
grounds to doubt a petitioner's standing.
the Department will evaluate the
opposition to determine whether the
opposing party. or parties, do. in fact.
repr98nt a majority of the domestic
industry. Final Detttnnination of Sales
at Leu than Fair Value: Antifriction
Bearings (Other than Tapered Roller
Bearings) and Parts Thereof from thtt
Federal Republic of Germany, 54 FR
18992, 19005 (May 3, 1989)
("Antifriction Bearings"). Therefore. on
May 17, 1991, we issued a standing
questionnaire to Smith Corona to
ascertain: (1) The extent of Smith
Corona's relationship with the exporter
of the subject merchandise: (2) the
extent to which Smith Corona is an
importer of tha allegedly dumped
merchandise; and. (3) the share of
domestic production and sales
aa:ounted for by Smith Corona.
After our nview of Smith Corona's
June 6. ·1991 raspome to the standing
question.mire, we determined that more
infcmaatioo wu needed to complete our
anal,.U. 11aerefont, OD August 14, 1991,
we ubd both Smith Corona and
Brother to submit to the Department the
same.U.S. production and sales data ·
which they bad submitted to the U.S.
International Trade Commission
(..ITC"). The fl'C format WU insuuc:tive
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because it required the parties to report
production and sales data separately for
both PE'l's/portable automatic
typewriten ("PATs) and portable
electronic word processors ("PEWPs").
Based on the production and sales
data submitted. we computed the
respective shares of U.S. production and
sales held by Smith Corona and Brother.
T.hese calculations show that the
opponent of the petition. Smith Corona,
does not represent a majority of U.S.
production or sales (measured by
volume or value). Therefore, consistent
with the policy articulated in
Antifriction Bearings, we detennine that
the petition was filed on behalf of the
U.S. industry.
In Antifriction Bearings, the
Department went on to discuss whether
the domestic industry should be defined
to exclude related parties or importers
for standing purposes. as permitted by
section 771(4)(B). In previous
investigations, the Department has
excluded such firms &om the industry.
See, for example, Fabricated
Automothoe Glau from Afexjco: Final
Detennination of Sales at Less than Fair
Value, 50 FR 1908 (Juauary H, 1985).
The Department pointed out in
Antifriction Bearings that the firms in
opposition wen wholly-owned
subsidiaries of the responding
com~ies.

of antidumping duties on imports of
PETs &om Singa~ Therefore, we do.
not consider Smith Corona to be a
member of the domestic industry i~ this
proceeding.
In its case briefs. Smith Corona also .
argues that the Department improperly
focused on domestic products rather
than the natunt and extent of
petitioner's U.S. operations. To
detennine whether a majority of the
domestic industry supports.a petition,
Smith Corona states that the Department
should analyze PET production in terms
of adual U.S. content, not on the total
number of units sold. Smith Corona
argues that this type of analysis is
preferred over a simple count of the
typewriters produced. While the
Department may not find this method
warranted in all cases, Smith Corona .
asserts that it should implement it in
cases, like this one, where a product is
assembled &om globally-eourcad parts
and where the petitioner'• own U.S.
content is low.
Brother ugues that Smith Corona bu
failed to show the uniquenma of this
case. Therefore, Brother contenda that
the lleputmmt should Dat . . nquirecl
to adopt a new approach to mlym
standing. Furth•, Brother ergum that
the approach propoMCI by Smith Corolla
bu DO legal support in the statute, its
legislative history, the Department's
regulations. or any other legal
precedenL
.
We are not persuaded that we sbould
make the novel adjultmmt requested by
Smith Corona. i.e., weight the
production figures aa:ordiDR to the
percentage of U.S. valu...cided. Smith
Corona has not cited, nor am we find.
any precedent for defining a U.S.
industry in terms of the U.S. value
added to its product. Nor do we find
any statutory buia for doing so. Indeed,
the legislative history indicates that the
criteria by which we determine
Brother's standing sbould be applied "to
provide an opportunity for nlief for an
adversely affeded industry and to
prohibit petitions filed by persons with
no stake in the result of the
.
investigation" S. Rep. No. 249. 96th
Cong., 1st Sesa., 63. JD tbia instmce,
Brother is a U.S. producer ntp18181lting
a substantial share of the industry'•
output and Btotber cleerly has a ''stab"
in the outcome of the proceeding.
Hence, the standing criteria may not be
used to defeat Brother's claim for
protection from imports that are alleged
to be unfairly tracled.

In this proceeding, we note that the
exporter is a wholly-owned subsidiary
of Smith Corona. We further note that
imports of the subject merchandise
account for more than fifty percent of
Smith Corona's sales of this produd.
Smith Corona. however, ugues·in its
case briefs that it believes that its status
as an importer or the fad that it has
overseas operations, does not exclude it
from the domestic industry. Smith
Corona asserts that both it and Brother
rely on imports to some extenL Citing
Digital Readout Systems, 53 FR 47844,
47845 (November 28. 1988) and 3.5"
Microdislcs and Media Thereof from
Japan, 54 FR 6433 (February 10. 1989),
Smith Corona claims that the Ad allows
producers of inputs. offshore
assemblers, and U.S. producers with
some foreign production functions to be
included in the domestic industry.
We do not agree with Smith Corona's
assertions. Under the test applied in
Frozen Concentrated OranF Juice from
Brazil; Final Detennination of Sales at
Less than Fair Value, 52 FR 8324
(March 17, 1987), the high level of
Smith Corona's imports l•ds us to
concluda that, while Smith Corona is a
Such or Similar Comparisons
U.S. manufactwer of PE'l's, its interests
in this investigation are closely tied to
We establisbed one such or similar
imports of the allegedly dumped·PETs.
category of mercbaadi8e in accorduc:e
with section 771(16) of the Act: portable
and thus run counter to the imposition
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electric typewriters. For all PET1,
comparisons were made solely on.the
buia of: (1) Type of PET; (2) memory
capacity;-~) dilplay saeen; (4)·dilplay
capacity; rs) printing mechanism; and
(6) dictionary features. We used third
country sales as the basis for foreign
market value1"FMV") for Smith
Corona, as described below in the
"Foreign Market Value" section of this
notice.
Because there was no identical
mercbandise sold in the third country
mukettocomparetoaalesof
mercbandi1e in the United St.tes. sales
of the most similar men:bmclise buad
OD the cbancteristica deaaibed above
went med. JD detennining which
mercbandise wu similar, we limited
our cmnparisons to products sold in the
third country that bad cliffereDCI in
mercbandise adjustments which went
lea than 20 peramt of the total cost of
manufacturing for the U.S. merchalldise.
Finally, we compantd mercbaadise at
the ume level of trade. JD both the U.S.
and U.JC. markets, we determined that
them were two levels of.tnde, i.e., retail
and wholesale. We also delelmined that
dm9..,. sufllcitmt ..._in tbe U.JC.
mabt at bath levels of trade cm wlilch
to hue our analysis.

Fair Value Compari11011S
To determine whether sales of PE'l's
&om
to the United States
went
at lea than fair Yalue
("LTFV'1, we compared UnitecfStates
prim ("USP") to the FMV, a specified
in the "United States Price" and
"Foreign Market Value" sectiom of this
notice.

=pore

United States Price
ID c:alculating USP, the Department
determined that it wu appropriate to
use exporter's sales price ('.'ESP'1
methodology far all sales in aa::ordanat
with 18Ction 772(c) of the Act. Far a
further di1CUssion of this iuue, see DOC
Pom:ion to Comment 4 in the Interested
Pmtv Comments section of this notice.
We c:alcu.lated ESP hued on packed.
delivered pricas to unrelated customers
in the United States. We made
deductiom. where appropriate. for
fol9ign J!rokenge, containerization.
foreign inJand freight. CJmlD freight,
marine inluranc:e, U.S. customs duties,
U.S. inlmd freight (U.S. warehouse to
customer), U.S. handling, fleiabt credits.
caa.;b discounts. rebates. by city
allawaml. direct from inYGim
adwrtiaiDg cndits, and saJea alloWmcas
in accardmu:e with -=lion 772(dK2J of
the Act. We made further deduc:daas,
where appropriate. for cnd1t.
adwrtisiDs accrual ......... prov.a"i-!d
allowances, prep allOWUlml,
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warranties. commissions. and indirect
selling expenses. including
warehousing. product liability
premiums. corporate advertising.
inventory carrying costs. and U.S.
indirect selling expenses in accordance
with section 772(e) of the AcL
We added to USP the amount or
value-added tax which was incurred on
"ESP" sales made in the market in
which we determined foreign market
value (i.e•• the U.K.). The Department's
policy is to add to U.S.·price the
absolute amount of tax, ir any, on the
merchandise sold in the market chosen
for product comparison purposes. By
adding the amount of tax in the
comparison market to U.S. price,
ab5olute dumping margins are not
inflated or deflated by differences
between taxes included in FMV and
those added to U.S. price. See. e.g., Gray
Portland Cement and Clinker From
Mexico; Final Results of Antidumping
Duty Administrative Review, 58 FR
25803 (April 28, 1993).
We have included in our USP
calculations certain sales transactions
reported by Smith CArona in a separate
database u "exc:aptions. •• 111099
transactions include closeout sales.
sales of discontinued models. employee
sales, consignment sales, and free goods.
We included closeout sales and sales or
discontinued models in our calculation
of USP because the Department does not
ignore U.S. sales on the basis of
obsolescence. See. e.g., Portable Electric
Typewriters from Japan: Final Results of
Antid1unping Duty Administtotive
Review: 56 FR 14072 (April 5, 1991).
Although Smith Corona argued that
"employee sales" are sales to related
parties and should not be included in
the USP analysis. the Department's ·
practice is to include this type of
transaction in our analysis. See,
Television Receiving Sets. Monochrome
and Color. From Japan: Final Results of
Administrative Review of Antidumping
Finding 46 FR 30163 (June 5. 1981). In
addition. sales made to Puerto Rico
were included in the U.S. sales data
base.
During verification we found minor
clerical enors in Smith Corona's
reported U.S. data hose. These errors
were not of the magnitude to draw into
question the overall validity of the data
reported. Therefore, we have
detennined it appropriate to use the
data as verified. with the following
minor adjustments.
·
For those U.S. sales reported by Smith
(Arona as purchase pric:a transections.
but reclassified by the Department as
ESP transadions. data for various
indirect selling expenses were missing.
Based on the indirect selling expenses

reported for Smith CArona's other~
sales. we have assigned indirecl selling
expenses to these transactions. .
For certain U.S. sales...5mith Corona
did not report movement expenses. For
these transactions. as best information
available, we have used the highest per
unit movement expenses incurred by
Smith Corona for sales from the same
warehouse.
Finally, we have adjusted Smith
Corona's U.S. database for other minor
discrepancies found on verification. e.g.,
prep allowance and wananty expenses
(for those sales without reported seivice
allowances). For a detailed explanation
of the above adjustments made to U.S.
price, as well as thOl8 which were
denied. see Memorandum to
Management from Team, dated July 29.
1993. on file in the Central Records
Unit. ~99, of the Department of
Commerce.

appropriate, for foreign brokerage.
foreign inland freight. containerization.
ocean freight.marineinsuranc:a. U.K.
inland freight (U.K. warehouse to
customer), rebates, other allowanats.
cash discounts, a customer-specific
discount, and commissions. We
deduded third country packing costs
and added U.S. packing costs. in
accordance with section 773(a)(l) of the
Ad.
We made further deductions for third
country indirect selling expenses.
including warehousing. inventory
carrying costs, product liability
premiums, corporate advertising. U.S.
indirect selling expenses incurred on
behalf of U.K. sales, and U.K. indirect
selling expenses. capped by ttie amount
of indirect selling expenses incurred on
ESP sales•.in accordance with 19 CFR
353.56(b)(2).
In addition, where appropriate. we
Foreign Market Value
made further adjustments to FMV to
aa:ount for differences in physical
In order to detennine whether there
charecteristics of the merchandise. in
were sufficient sales of sucb or similar
accordance with 19 CFR 353.57.
merchandise in the home market to
We have excluded sample sales in
serve as the basis for.cak:u!ating FMV.
c:alc:ulating FMV bemme Section 773 of
we compared the volume of home
the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended,
· market sales of such or similar
requi,. that FMV be based on sales
merchandise to the volume of third
made in the ordinary course of trade.
country sales of such or similar
These sample sales in the U.K. were
merchandise. Smith Corona's home
market sales were 1811 than five perc11nt transferred free of charge. Therefore. we
of the aggregate volume of third country consider these sample sales not to be in
the ordinary course of trade and have
sales. Therefore. we-determined that
diawprded them in the calculation of
home market sales did not constitute a
FMV. See. e.g., llntifriction Bearings. al
viable basis for calculating FMV,. in
19087.
accprdance with § 353.48 of the
During verification we found minor
Departmenfs regulations. Ja aa:ordance
clericalenon in Smith Corona's
with section 773(aK·t)(B) of the Act. we
reported U.K. data base. These errors
calculated FMV based on third country
were not of the magnitude to draw into
sales..
question the overall validity of the data
In selecting which third country
reported. Therefore, we have
market to use for comparison purposes.
detennined it appropriate to use the
we followed 19 CFR 353.49(b).
dala as verified. with the following
·Accordingly, we selected the UJC.
minor adjustments.
because (1) it had the largest volume of
We have deleted the expense category
sales to any third country, and (2) the
for U.K. forwarder's fees from the U.IC.
market, in terms of organization and
data hue because we found on
development, is most like the United
verification that this expense had also
States. The Department did not base its
been ntported as part of U.K. indirect
selection of the U.K. on the first fador
selling expenses. We have also adjusted
listed in the regulation. because the
the period used to calculate inventory
Department had no infonnation with
carrying costs for air &eight shipments
which to compare the simiJarity of the
merchandise sold to ot!ler third country based OD verified information.
In addition,
have adjusted Smith
markets to the merchandise sold in the
Corona's U.K. databue for other minor
United States. Furthermore. we
8ftQl'S found on verification, e.g.• U.K.
determined that the volume of sales to
warehousiq expenses. UJC. &eight
the U.K. market wu adequate within
~and U.K. rebate amounts. For
the meaning of 19 CFR 353.49(b)(l)
a detailed explanation of the aboYB
because the sales of such or mnilar
adjU1tment1made to U.K. price. es well
merchandise exmeded five percent of
as.tho. wbich were denied. aee
the volume sold to the United Slates.
We calculated FMV bued on packed. Memonmdum to Management from
delivered priC:es to unnlated customen Team. dated July 29, 1993. on file in the
in the U.K. We made deductions. where Central Records UniL

we
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Fair Value: Certain lntemol-Combustion· Cunency Conversions

Industrial Forklift Tnu:Jcs from.Japan, 53
We made currency conversio11s based
Petitioner alleges that '"critical
FR 12552 (April 15.1988). Normally, to on the omcial exchange rates certified
circumstances" exist with respect to
by the Federal Reserve Banldn effect on
imports of PETs from Singapore. Section determine whether imports have been
massive we compare the export vorume the dates of the U.S. salell.
735(a)(3) of the Act provides that there
for the base period. which is a period of
is a reasonable basis to believe or
Verification
suspect th:1t critical circumstances exist not less than three months beginning
with the month the petition was filed
As provided in section 776(b) of the
if:
(provided that the petition was filed
Act.
we verified the infonnation
(A)(i) Ihero is a history of dumping in tho
the
mid-way
point.in
the
month).
before
provided
by Smith Corona by using our
I tnited Slates or elsewhere of tho clas.~ or
with an immediately previous period of standard verification procedures.
kind of men:handise which is the subject of
including the examination of 1Wlevant
the investigation. or Iii) the parson by whom. comparable duration.
or fur whose account, the merchandise was
sales and financial records and selection
We have detennined that our normal
imponed knew or should have known that
of original source documentation
methodology is inappropriate in thia
tho exporter wu selling the merchandise
containing 1Wlevant infonnation.
proceeding.
The
purpose·of
the
critical
which is the subject of the investigation at
circumstances provision is to deter
lnss than fair value. and
Interested Party Comments
18) there have been musive impons of tho
exporters whose.merchandiseis sub;ect
dilll or kind of merchandise which is the
to an investigation from circumventins
Comment 1
subject of the investigation over a relatively
the imposition of antidumpin1 duties by- · Smitft COrona argues that the
shun period.
in~sing exports to the United Stat•·
Ruc:tuation in the U.S. dollar-U.K.
With rospet.1 to section 735(a)(3)(A)(i) during the period immediately priorto
pound exchange rate should not be the
of the Act regarding a history of
suspension of liquidation of entries.
·ca.... or an affirmative determination of
dumping. petitioner cites the
This deterrence is effected through a
LTFV ...._It u.rts that the
Department's outstanding antidumping
retroactive suspension of liquidation for appreciation of the dollar-pound
order on Portable Electric Typewriters
90 days prior to the p19liminary
excbanp rate durin1 the Gulr War.
from Japan. However, as discussed in
determination. Thus. in a "normal~·
which coincided with the POI. wu
our preliminary determination, an
investigation the hue period is rouahly · '9C01Dized u a short-lived phenomena
outstanding dumping determination
contemporaneous witb the·period
· : after.which· the exchange rate returned
involving a clau or kind ohnercbandise c:overed by the NbOKtiw..,..._ of· to.118..,..w lnwl. Smltb Carana ...._
from another country does not show a
liquidation.
· .
· · 1bat bec::a... the·tluc:tuatiaa in excbenge
history of dumping of the .merchandise
Unlike the normal inYeltiption. in
· ·ratea ·WM a short-term pbenam~ and
subject to this investigation.
this investigation 21 months elapsed
·?1-~ rates wereretummg to
In order to impute knowledge
between the initiation and.the.
· 'narmal. I& did not believe it w~ .
pursuant to section 735(a)(3)(A)(ii) of
Def r FE ry to adjUst its pm.. dunng the
preliminary detenninatian. 'l'beret'ore,.
the Act, the Department examines the
'od ___ __. .... _ .,. __ . r1 itiati
POl:ar for the next 6-:aJ ~·
th
0
! pen lll'VUIMI . . . . . . . . . . n . an
,Smith Coram arpes diat the Court of
magnitude of the dumping margins in
is'".' no way contmnpcmm.,... with the . Appeaa. a the Federal Circuit
the investigation. It is the Department's
penod that would.~ c:ovend by a ·
. .("CAFC") and the Oeputmmt's
standard practice to impute knowledge
re~ive suapenaon or liqui~tion;
....W.Uons provide that tbe·Department
of dumping when the margins are of
8;1ld .ss net just prior to suspenmon of
will not take into account dumping
such a magnitude that the importer
hq~1dation. For th-......... we have . llUll'liDa~ltins solely from tmnp0rary
should have realized that dumping
dead~ t~ use •our bue penod for
excban19 rate Ruc:tuations. Melamine
existed with regard to the subject
d~enn1mng wh~ ai~
a.ctmicals. Inc. v. United States. 732
merchandise. Nonnally, when dealing
circumstances
eXlat.September
the penod .
,..,.,
with exporter's sales price sales,
11 II
· th ,..._,
·F ~2d ·924. 932 (1984): 11_,
.. 353.&O(b)•
3
1992
10 ~mg
.e -....
•
Smitll Cmaaa states that it the exchange
margins of 15 percent or greater are
d~s!on (Slip Op. SJZ-:152). The CT's
ratea in efl'ect prior to the Gulf War are
sufficient to impute knowledge of
deanon served • nolic:e of~ eventual U88d. all .ar almost all of.the dumping
dumping. Because the final dumping
resump~on of the antid~pang·
marpn is eliminated.
that the
margin for Smith Corona exc:aeds 15
proceecbn~ and-the poaa~llty that
Department 1198 an avmage excbanp
percent. we find that the importers
future en'!'ies may be subject to .
rate whic:b ndudes the abenational
knew or should have known that this
antidumpang d~u-.1b...f0 '!· m terms ratea in effect~ the Gulf War.
company was selling the subject
of th~ ~x~ti~ of the parties ~~ject
Brothtr araues that Smith Corona is
merchandise at less than fair value.
to th~ u~vestigation. the ars ~on
not·•titlecl to any adjustment ror a
To determine whether imports have
Ructuatian·in the exchanp rate whether
been massive over a short period of time was s1m1lar to the filins of a petition.
pursuant to section 733(e)(1)(8) of the
Because we were able to ·ob&ain and
the exdwage is considered "sustained"
or "tmnpcnry." Ctins·Coated
Act. we generally consider the following verify data for the five-month period
GroiJndwood Paper from the United
factors: (1) 1be volume and value of the between the court'• decision and our
imports: (2) seasonaJ trends (if
p19liminary determination. we
Klnpom: Final Determination of Sales
applicable); and (3) the shale of
compared the vol~e of imports
at Lila than Fair Value, 58 FR 56403
(November 4, 199t)("Groundwood
domestic consumption accounted for by between September 1992 and January
Paper from thit
"),Brother notes
imports. See. e.g., Final Drttmninations 1993 (the month our preliminary
detennination). with a COIDlll8lllUl'a
tbm.the D.putment camidenid the
of Sales at Lea Than Fair Value:
period prior to the c:ourt'.I decision. On
Impact of the Gulf War and dedded that
Certain Hot-Rolled Carbon S,_l Flat
this basis,· we find that imparts haw not· the ncha"I" rate tluctuatian dwilll the
Produots, Celtain Cold-Bolled Carbon
Slet11 Flat Products, and Celfain Cut-to- been massive. Therefore. we determine periacl of inftltigaticm ·wa .....iMd
ntber dum.tem~.
Length Carbon Steel Plate from Belgium, that critical circumllhmC81 do not exist
with respect to imports. of the subject
BIOdm arpes tUt the()eputment
58 FR 37083 (July 9, 1993), and Final
merchandise from Singapore.
should C1D11tinue to find the lluctuation
Determination of Sales at Less Than

It..._....

or

u.x.
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in the U.S. dollar-U.K. pound
exchange rate during the POI to be
sustained and conclude that Smith
Corona is not entitled to any special
currency conversions because it did not
act to chan89 any of their pricing
practices. If. however. the Department
detennines that tbe exchange rate
fluctuation was temporary, Smith
Corona is not entitled to any eXchan89
rote adjustment because, as admitted to
by Smith Corona. tbe atidumping
margin does not rault solely from such
exchange rate Ructuation. as 19quired by
the raguJationL
DOC Position
The special nale for investigations
outlined in 19 Q"R 353.&0(b) provides:
For~ of in""81iptiom, pnxluan.
rwllen. aad 1 m - will be expected ID
..---a:t
a ...,..ble
period ...Wtiag
of time IDfram
lalre
inlDwithin
account
prim diflilnlams
sustained c:buges in pnrvailing ewc:henp
rahll. When the price of the merchuadile ii
affected by tmnpcnry mrcbanp rabt
Ouctmtioa... the Secretuy will not tmb into
account In fair nl• .compmimu DJ
di&l 1 rw . . . _ Ulliled Slalls prica aad

steady, (i.e.. cm CJCClllion the daily rate
varied from the quuterly rate by mont
than fiV8 percent), bepn up to two years
before the POI." Upon examinaticm
the data in the .,,-.t cae, we haw
reached the same conclusion u in
Groundwood Paper from the U.IC. Sloat
Smith Corona did not make price
adjustments in rmpon98 to this
sustained change· in exdlange rates. no
special trMtment under the provision of
the ragulations is wunnted. .
. CommentZ
Smith Corona...,.. that tbe
Department !:f:'Jd.ly compand such
or similar m
"19. Jn addition to
the seven "matc:bin&" aiteria used by
tbe Department. rmpondent upes. that

or

tbe Department shoWd comic:ler

differences in prices. 8rother claims that
tbe Deputment stat,J In Certain Forced
Steel Cranlmha/f.I from thft United
Kilfldom: Final ,,_.Its of Antidumping
Duty Administratifle Review,
(''Ctonbhafts from the UL"), 56 FR
5975 (February 14, 1991) that "under
section 771(16)(c), the Department has
tbe dirc:retion to make reasonable
comparisons.without regard to
cmmnercial value." ·
Lutly, Brother claims that in
Stainless Steel Hollow Products.from
Sweden: Final Atlministratlw 1111\-itlW.
57 FR 21389 (May 20, 1992), the
Department 18jected tbe argument that
c:bannel of distribution .be added •a
critmia ia matching such or similar
men:band1le. It stated that ""there is no
replatory buis for comparing identical
c:banneJa of distribution."

additional fllctars such u model year
ad channel of diatributioa. Smith
Co-·
.a.-.a tbe " - - - t with
DOC Position
.... _ prova·-..
.................
th.. criteria wbk:b it contends would
We 811W witb petitioner. Colon.
enable the De~ to emun that tbe labell, and jlcklll sias ... "c:mmetic"
comparison alercbllndi8e ii
c:bamcteristiCI and. thus, .... not
"af.proximately equal In CIOllllD8n:ial
lnduded ID the Dltputment'1 product
va ue" in KICOl'danm with 19 U.S.C.
cmu:ianlmlml. To the extent that tbeae
1877(18KB)(ili).
............ .., baft...tt8d la. .
IJlna
Smith Onaa ...-tbat ID
inCDll o(psadudlan.
such exdmap rate Ouduatiaa.
determinin& whether nmcbandi98 is
a
iD amdumdil8 adjustment.
We interpret 19 Q"R 353.&0(b) to
apprmrimahtly equal in·amunercial
ratber than. cbange in matcbiag
mean that if there bu been a sustained
value. the~ c:amiden
.
aitmia, wauld be aPPl"Ollriat&
change in the exchange rate, and
commercial ad pbJSiaal
n. c:aaumn:ia1 ---- of tbeae
respondents CID demcmatnte that they
in~i-lrlalleable Cast
c:bam:Mmtlc:a iS aat ntlennt to our
revised their prims within a .....t>le Imn Pip11 Fillillflr{roai Btmil, 51 PR
praduct c:ampuisom. n. Deparlmmt
period of time to reflect that dll!np,
10897 (1988)). Fm mmple. while
..... preftomly ntjeclllcl claima that
-then we will use an appropriate Ilg
productian of dMr~ w.t
••..m or similar" coinperisam abould
period to c:onnrt fonrisn CUl'l8DCJ· (See, do. not iawolw my difliimam in mm~ be ......... to Ub Into aa:aunt
e.g.• Final Determination of Sales at Lim there ismpificent «•11'Nl'Cial
~in CD'Dnwcial value. As the
Than Fair Value: Malleable Cast hon
diflnenm batw-·tm priftta label
Deputmmi noted in Ctanlcshajts from
Pipe Fitlinp From Japan 52 F.R 13855
mac:binm and tbltatbm' pruduct liD-.
theU.K.. .
(April 27, 1987.))
Thus. they me nat ..apprmdmately equal
We . . . . . llaataltbougb the statute
We will also adjust the methodolCJIY
in commercial YaluL" Smith Caram
..U.NillwlD~cial nlm in
we employ. if we detennine that
aaerts that·priat camparisoaa sboald
-=tlaD 771(111(81. . . . . . . . with UIF'•
temponuy exchange rate RiJctuatiom
also be nwle
macb•nw wbk:h .......- dlattlalt . . . . . tbeDeputmeat to
have occurred durin& the POI (i.e., the
ue of the ..... psadm:t .lJm (Le.. wbich ....... dUilr-- iD prirw iD maldag l1ICh
daily rate varies from the quarterly
is synonymous witb c:t.•ml of
•limllllrcampuimmL n.. .........,
._.wily priml may di&r, including die
average rate by more than &w pen::ient). distribution). ·
·
exi1111DC9oldumpq• ••
(See. e.g.• Final Ddlnmination of Sales
Brother ugum that tbe Dlpmtment
at Less Than Fair Value; Brass Sheet
should continue to apply tbe ftMdchln1
bu aflinned the Deputment'•
and Strip from the Federal Republic of
criteria used in the preliminuy
policy not c:ansiderins commercial
Gennany52 FR 822 Uanuary 9, 1987.))
determination andnot.u.aadditioaal value in .....,."8 camparisan
However. we do not interpret tbe
aiteria tbe trivial c:banr:tmiltia
mm:bandise. United Bngineerins and
special rule outlined in 19 Q'R 353.60
advocated by Smitb Corona (i.e.. madel ForJin1v. United Stat... 779 F. Supp.
(b) as envisiOllinB the tr.tment an
year, size jacbt. and product lim).
1375, 1311 (1911).
entim POI as a temporary Ouctuation
Broth• contends tbat tbe minor product
Furtbenacn, cbannel of distribution
(see. e.g., Groundwood Paper from the
c:baracteristic:s cimd by Smith Cmaaa
is nat a PnJP91' ....mum. comparison
U.IC.).
are properly adjusted for via a
c:ritmion. 1be Deparlmmt bu. ..
In Groundwood Paper from the U.IC.,
diffarenc:e-in-men:Undise adjustmenL
Brolber nates. atat8cl that "there is no
the excban89 rate Ructuation durin& the Brother ...... that tbe diBeram iD
,...,......, . . . far c:mnpll'iJl8 identical
Gulf War wu examined to determine
manufacturina mm do. nat . . . c:bannela of dilltribulian. .. See, e.g..
whether it wa of a tempcnry nature. In tbme-rnachiDN DlllHXllll. . . . to..._ 5"*"-.., llollOw PIDducfs from
that cue we determined that the
•riirw wbk:b fall Into tb8 w buic S"'8Clen: FDWll n.ulU of Adminislrative
"mOfttlllent of exchange rates during the PET c:aleBOl'Y· Fuldlmaate. Bmtlm
.ReWew. 57 nn• (May 20. 19921.
POI can be characterized U a DODcontenda that tbe Deputmellt'I pmdice
.Comments·
volatile continuation of a sustained
is to make its 8UCb •similar
Smith Coniaa ..... that the
depreciation of the U.S. dollar aplnst
merchandis8 •lect.iom OD difrerenms
llltpunnent should take into account
the pound that. while not enti1&ly
in physical characteristics. not on

..... _..-...-ltlas ...

"&:™

mac:b•-

bet•-

nae ar
or

or
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wholesalen. ·We have determined that
no further distinction buad an level of
trade ii appropriate here.

the different levels of tnde in making its
sal• comparisons. It states that the
levels of trade can be broken into three
groupings: small omc:e equipment
d•lers, national nttail cbaim, and thOl8
in between. These levels purcbue
different quantiti• of mac:hines and
should be segregated for purpo18S of
product comparison.
.
Smith Corona contends that the
Department's regulations and put
precedent require the Department to
compare mercbandite at a comparable
level of trade (see 19 CFR 353.58; and,
e.g., NTN Bearing Corp. v. United
States, 747 F. Supp. 728, 743 (al'
1990)). A review of the prices reveals a
distinction directly J91ated to the level

or withdrawn from wantboule, for
CIOlllUlllption. until instnacticma 819
iaued by the Department liquidating
mtri• punuant to the suapension
Comment4
apwement. Jfthe suspemion asr-ment
Brother c:ontmds that the purcbaie
is terminated in the futwe, W9 will then
price sales reported by Smith Corona ue instruct the U.S. Customs Service to
misclassified. Brother lllll8l'tS that
requira a cash depoait equal to the
because of their miscla11i6cation, none
8Sfh•aated amount by which the FMV of
of the expente11pecifically incurred for the merchandise sub;ect to this
these saln are captured or allocated to
in'ftlltiption exceeda the U.S. price, as
such &al-. Tb-alea should be trmted shown below. The weighted-average
by the Department u ESP tramactiom
dumping llllllgills are as follows:
and all expenses 19lated to th8S8 aales
should be accounted for in the
Department'• calculations.

oftnde.

We agree with petitioner. At
verification, it became dear that all
activiti• dinc:tly ad indirectly related
to the sales of PET• in the United Stataa
were conducted by Smith Canma'a
related U.S. compuay. Wealao verified
that Smith Cormia Private, Lid. in
Sinppora did not incur any l8lling
expenses 19Jated to ita ..... in the
United States. Gi¥81l that Smith
Corona's J9lated U.S. c:ampuay acted as

Brother claims that where the
Department bu distinguished between
levels of trade, those distinctions have
been between wbolesalen and nttailers.
The distinction requested by Smith
Corona is between types of retailers. In
Television Beceivins Sets, (Monochmme
and Color), from Japan: Final Bmults of
Administmtive Review of Anlidwnpins
Findins. 48 FR 30183 Oune 5, 1981),
Brotber . - t s that the Deputmeat
stated that it pnerally.camiders all
retail outlets to be at the same level of
tnde because they sane the IUl818Ctor
of the population-end·uen. Brotber
requeslS that the Depmtment caatinue
to cansider all sales to be at the same
leYttl of trade.

IXJC Position
The Department's regulations at 19
CFR 353.58 state that "(t)he Secretary
normally will calculateloreign market
value and the United"Stat• price bued
on sal• at the same conm&eial level of
tlade." 1be Department's policy and
practice. as outlined in Import
.
Administration Policy Bulletin Humbel'
92/J: Matchins at Lttvei. of Trade, is to
match at the same level of trade.
provided that the respondtmt reports
levels of trade with distinct. di..mb1e
functions.
Bued on th. . guidelines. we have
detennined that Smith Coraaa'1 U.S.
sales occur at two levels of trade, i.e.,
retail and wboleaale. While Smith
Corona's selling pnctic:es may vary in
certain aspects bued an the type of
retailer, all the retailen have the same .
function wbicb is to sell to mci-ums. In
the U.IC., we also have detennined that
tbme ... two ...... al lnde.1....
whol8Sale ad retail. In additim. we
have embliabed that there were
suflic:imt UJC. ..._at each al time
levels made during the Pa to allow UI
to match all U.S• ..._to retailms with ·
U.JC. sales to J91ailers and all U.S. l8les
to wbo1-len with UJC. tales to

DOC Position

mucb more tba a pro rrar al .....
....._. dacuama--. . . W... lb.a
the use of ESP to detenDine U.S. prim

ls appropriate. (S., e.g.. Final
Detennillation of SaJ.. at Lea Than
Fair Value: Nttw MJniWlm from Japan,
57 FR 21931 IMay 28. 1912.)

Comments
Petition• cmatmda that the
Deputment impNpWly detennined that
critical c:in:nmtde!MW do nal mdat with
respect to imparts alPETa Imm
Sinppora. Pedtlaner USU- that to
impute..knowi-.. in a pmrtic:ullr cae it
is not appropri81e to weiald..
the
~prim ad ESP..._ but to
mmiDe wbicb ii tbe pmdomhwnt type
of sale. Wbidumlrtne al sale ii
predominant. the IJQmlmml lbou1d
pl'8SUID8 kDowledp lmeci OD tM
Jlllll1iD moc:iatedwitb that t,._of
transacticm.

••aae

DOC Poaitian
Based an our nc:1aliflc:atia of all
purchase price salea u ESP, this iuue
bu bicmne moot. We amusing the 15
percent bencbmmk aanaally applied to
ESP trumcticma m order to detmnine
1 presumptian of bawledp of ·
dumping.

Continuation of s,,.,_..;on of
Liquidation
The U.S. Cullama Serricit will
continue to ...,_cl llquidatlaa al all
entries alPETa fram Sinppnre, a
defined in the ••Scope alln'Nltlptlan"
18Ction of tbia notim. that ... entered,

15.51
15.51

ITC Notification
Jn aa:mdanc:e with section 735(d) of

the Ad. we have notified the rrc of our
determination.

Natifit:alion to lntmwted Patti•
This notice also l8rftl - the cmly
......... to,..U.lllbjectto
.....,llfNtlw pmtedin--(APO) al
tbmr respomi&ility c:oncmning tbe
nlbll'D or destruction of praprietary
lllbmatim dilclomd uadar APO in
acmnlaDc:e with 19 Q"R 353.34(d).
Failure to comply ii a vioJaliCID of the

APO.

•

This detennination is plabllshed
pursuant to 18Ction 735(dJOi the Act
and 19 aR 353.20(aK4J.
o.d: Aupwt 8, 1983.

,.....A..........

AclillSMmant SeailfDayfarllnpott

A~

IPR Dae. ~11720 Plied 1-U-13; 1:45 aml
w

...........
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C...m.t.7
smc. the publlcatioa of our notice
annowu:ias tbe NeUDlpticm of this
pramecUng (57 FR 80798, December 22.
1992), the followiq evaats bave
oc:cuned:
On December 30, 1912, tbe Uuit.d
Stain Court of IDtmlatianal Tracie
(..CT'1 ID Slip. Op. 12-232 dmied
Smith Corona's ApplicaUcm far a Stay
Pmdlna Appeal. On January I, 1993,
petition• Ulesed that critical
dmamstucm uilt with l9lp8d to
imports of tba aubjact men:bancilae,
within the mMllinl of -=tlcm 733(e) of
tba Act. On January 12. uul January 28,
1993, rnpondent and petiticm•.
napec:Uwly. flied IW>mimam
nprding whether the pedticm ID this
promecling WU flied ..OD behalf or• the
relevant U.S. lnduatiy.
R8prding petitlaner'1 allegation of
critical drc'lmatmc:., the Department
foundnohiataryofdumpingoftba
aubjacl marcbancilae and no nuon to
belln9 ... .apect tbat
of tbia
product knew or should haw known
that it wu being aold at lea tban fair
value. Therefore. the Department did
not comidar whether imports bad been
muaive and determined that critical
cim•mawima did not exist with respect
to impoda of the subject mercbandiM
from Singapore.
,
The Department alao determined that
(A-Iii-IOI)
the petitioner ii a U.S. producer
re,..enting a substantial lhue of the
Certain Portable Electric Typewrllera
ind111try'1 output and. therefore, that the
From Singapore; SUapenalon of
petition wu filed on behalf of the U.S.
lnveatlgatlon
indUllry. In its preliminary
AGENCY: Import Administration,
d8termination, the Departmant alao
lntemational Trade Administration,
determined that PET1 fram Singapore
Department of Commerce.
wen being, or were Ubly to be, aold in
ACnON: Notice.
the United States at 1- tbaD fair value.
The estimated margin wu 18.02 percent
SUMMARY: The Department of Commerce ,. . 58 FR 7534, Februmy a. 1993).
has decided to auapend the
Smpe oflD...aigati•
antidumping inv•tigation involving
certain portable electric typewriten
The mercbandiae CDY8ftld by this
from Singapore. The bui1 for the
in'nltigation canliltl of c:emiD portable
suspension i1 an agr.ment by the
electric typewriten (PET1) from
Singaporean producenlexporten,
Singapore which are defined u
which account for aubatutiall' all of
mKhinea that produce letters and
the known importa of th... produdl
cbumcten in sequence diNctly on a
from Singapore, to revi9e their pricn to
p~ of peper or other media from a
eliminate sal• of this mmcbancilae to
keyboard input and meeting the
the United Stat• at 1... than fair value. following criteria: (1) Euily portable,
EFFEC'TIVE DATE July 28, 1993.
with a bmdle and/or carryiq cua, or
limilar mechanm to flcilltaw ita
FOR PUR'IHlll N'CJllllAllClil CONTACT:
Steven Prmng or Olm• Ruanak. Ollice portability; (2) electric, repnllea of
of Agnemnts Compliance, Import
aowm of poww; (3) comprised of a
Adminiatraticm, International Trade
linlle, integrated unit: (4) baYin9 I
Adminiltnticm, U.S. Department of
byboard embedded in the cbuaia or
Commerce, 14th Su.t and Comtitution frame of the mw:htne: (5) baring a built·
Avenue, NW., Wubington, DC 20230;
in printer: (6) ha'rin9 1 platen to
aa:ammodate paper: and (7) only
telephone: (202) 482-3793.

am.,....

ICCOIDIDOdatina its OWD dedicated or

captiv. aoftwln, if any.
Bued CID petitioaer'I NqU8lt, the
Department baa dedcW not to include
all typ11 of PET1.wblch w...
detenniMd to be witbln the acope of the
antidumping
on PET1 from Japan
ID tbe Departmmt'I final ICOpe naliDs
lip.d CID November 2, 1990 (.- 55 FR
47351. Novmat.r 13, 1990). PET1 which
meet all of the followiDg critmia are
ma:luded from the acope of tbia
lnftltlplion: (l) Sewn laa• or more of
display; (2) more tbaD 32K of tut
mmaorr, (3) the ability to pedonn
"block move": and (4) a ••..ma and
replace" function. A nw:htne bavin&
ICllDe, INt not all, of these four
c:bancteriltlCI ii iDcluded within the
ICDpe of the in...ttpticm.
The PET1 subject to tbla IDV91tiption
are cwnady cluliliable under
mbbeadinp 8481UO.OO and 8489.21.00
of the Hannaniucl Tariff Sch8dule
("lrl'S'1. (Note that penaaal word
pracu1an alao.are c:luaiflabl9 under
aubbeadtng 84811.10.00.) Altbouab the
H1"S ................. prDrided far
caawmieam md autaml pwpcw. our
writta dem:ripUcm of the acope of tbi1
ID...Ugation i• dilpoaitive.

ma.

1Wiadm1awat1ptt..
The POI ii Nowmber l, 1980, through
April 30, 1991.
aflaftldpdaa

s..,....

The Deputment conaulted with the
putiea·to the pmceecling and baa
comidend the COJDJDlllta aubmittad
with ,.pect to the propoaed suapenlion
..-menL We haw detmmiud that the
...-.nant will eliminaw aalea of tbla
men:bandiae to the Unit.d sa.u. at leu
tban fair mue, that the . . . - i can
be mooitcnd efl8ctively, md that the
.-ment ii ID tba public IDteNIL We
find, tbantfoN, that the critmia for
IUlpelllion of an IDWlligaticm punuant
to -=lion 734 of the Ad baw been met.
The t..... and c:onditiODI of the
agr.ment. aped June 22. 1913, are forth in Annex 1 to tbla notice.
Punuant to -=lion 734(f)(2)(A) of the
Act.en.ctiveJulyZ&,1993,the
IUSpeDlion of llquidatlan of all mtri•
entered or withdrawn fram wareboule.
far COD1U1Dptioa of PET1 from
Slnp11Dft1 u directed ID our nodce of
"Antidumping Preliminary
n.tmniaation of Sea. at a.- tbaD Fair
Value, Certain Portable EIKlric
Typewrit8rl from SIDppcn" 11 beNby
tanninated. Any cub clepoaita OD
entri• of PET• from Slappore punuant
to that auapenaion of liquidatlaa a.ll
be refunded and any bands aball be

nleued.
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Scllpeof'la~

'l1le mll""h1ndJ• CIDWl'ed by tJlil
ID..tiptiOD CXIDlilts of mNiD ~
electric tJpewriten (PEl'1) fraiD
.
Siqapcn wbicb uw de&ued u
...:bin• that proclum ld8n ad

cbanctan ID 8lq1l9DC8 diNctly an a
·
f per or other media from a
illput ud m..un, the .

.............,, Determination of .......
Lw TMn,.... v....: c.'8ln PolUlll1
From Singapore
Electrtc

T,,.......

AGENCY: Import Adminimation,
IDtmaational Trade AdmiaistratioD..
Department of Commerct.

fo
I ati.ria: (1) F.uilf pmtabJe,
witb a baadle and/or c:anyt.aa cae, or
lillUW- mec:baillD to fac:Wtate ...
portability: (2) electric:. Nprdlell of
IOUft:ll of powc: (3) cmnprilacl of a
~1•• iDtepated UDit; (4) beviDa •
byboard embedded ill tbe c:ballia or
frame of the macbtm; (5) bevbaa a built·
ID printer: (8).bavina a platen to
accommodate ..-.-: ad (7) cmly
accommodlUJll lta OWD dedicated ar
c:aptift IOftwue. If •l·

the QI', ID Slip. Op. 112-152...,......
tbe Dapartmmt'1 cletmnination of
Sep..._ 25, 11191, tbat Brotbs wu
Dot u intmwlbNl party ud dJd not ha""
1tand•na to lie a petltian apiDll PET•
from~· Tb8 CT'a dec:ilion bu
been a
, but while tbe appeal ii
bUg
ded, tbe Depart.mat Jiu hen
direded to detaniaine whether the
.,.Ution ID tbil pJOCNding WU filed "cm
beba1f or• the dam.UC indUllr)' and. if
IO, to prcaed witb the iDYeatiptioD
(Slip. Op.12-211, Nov. 30, 1192). For

the l9UODI di1a1ued below, w.
detennim tbat Brotber bu &led its
~tion on bebalf of the U.S. lndmary.
On April 21, 1191, Smith Corona

ldmtiJiid itMlf u a domeltic: produmr
IPRC:1WE DATE: Februuyl.1113.
of PET1 ID oppalltian to tbe petltian
SW by Brotber. \Vbe19 a domeltic
NII llUlllTMER INPOMIATION CONl'ACT:
Industry
member oppoailla • petition
Stepbanie L Hapr. Rou L CotjlDle, or
providel a cleu indication that then uw
9ued Oil petitioner I requm, the
Carole Showen, Oflim of
pounda to doubt a petitioner'• atmdiJla,
Department
decided Dot to indude
CouatervaW.ag lnvelti11tiona, Import
the n.partmmt will evaluate the
all types of PET1 wbicb W.19
Adminimation, International Trade
d.rermiDed to be witbiD the ICIOpe of the oppoaitian to detmnine wbethc tbe
~lion, U.S. Department of
Commerm, 14th StJeet and Comtltution antidumpillg order on PE'Ta from Japan oppmina party. ar putiea, do, iD r.ct.
..,,.mat a majority of the dOIDl9tic
in tbe Dlpertmat'1 bal ICOpe NliDa
AYIDue NW., Wuhinston. DC. 20230;
industry. FiDal Dltenninatiaa of Sa1ea at
..lepbone(202)412-5055,482-353t,
alped OD Nowmber 2, 1HO · - 55 P1l
47311, Ncmadm 13, 1llO). PET1 wbk:b i.e. tbea Fair Val•: ADtifriclicm
482-3217 • ..,.:tiftlJ.
. _ . . . (Olber tbeD Ta,...S loU.
meet ell of the follDwma ati.ria uw
_ . . . , ud PuU Tbei9of fram tbe
PllllMNMY DETEWTION: We
excluded from the ICOpe of tbil
prelimiDmly determine, iD accordanm
lDVWltiption: (1) MYeD liDes or men of Fedenl a.public of Germany, 54 FR
with NCtioo 733 of the Tariff Act of
18112, 11005 (May 3, 1111).
display; (2) more tblD 3ZIC of text
1930, u amended ("the Act"), that
("ADtifrictiaa Beuinp"). Tbenfon, on
memory: (3) tbe ability to perform
imports of Clrt&iD portable electric
May 17, 1111. . . iuued. standiDg
"block move": and (4) a "llU'Cb and
typewriters ("PET1") from Sinppore 119 19place" function. A IUCbl.oe bevina
qu..rJonnai19 to Smltb Corou to
being. or ... likely to be. 1ald in the
UClltaila: (1) the extent of Smith
1ame. but Dot all. of tbae four
United Stat•• et l. . than fair value. The cbuacterl.Uca·il iDduded within the
Coram'• 19latiaubip with tbe expoitef

nu

•timated margi.D 11 shown iD the
..Suspeoaioo of Uquldation" aec:tion of
tb.is notice. Al1a. the Deputment
preliminarily determines that critical
-c::ircwnataDCll do Dot exiaL U this
iDvestipUon proc:eeda normally. we
will make our 6naJ determination by
Aplil 14. 1993.
C...Hillory
Sinet the publication of our Dotie»
IDDO&mci.Dg the r.umption of thi1
proceeding (57 fR 60786. DeClmber 22.
1992). the following events beve
occurred:
On December 30. 1992. the United
State1 Coutt or International Trade
("CT") lo Slip. Op. 92-232 denied
Smith Corona '1 Application for a Slay
Pending Appeal. On January I, 1993.
petitioner alleged that c:riticel
circumstanme exist with Nlped to
imports of the subject mercbandi11,
wit.bill the meao.ing of MCtion 733(e) of
the Act. On Jeouary 12. eod January 26.
1993. nspondent ud-petJtiooer,
,nspectivaly. filed submiuiona
~g whether the petition ill this
proceeding WU filed "OD bebalf or• tha
nlevant U.S.1.Dduatry.

of the IUbiect merc:bUctu.; (2) the
ICOpe of the iDYeltipUon.
The PET1 1ubtect to tbla iDYlltlptiOD mctnt to wblcb Smith CoroDa ii ID
imports of the alleaedly dwnped
.,. currently d•u•flable under
subh•diDp 1418.21.00 ud 1469.10.00 IHft:bandill; and. f3) tbe lbeN of
dommtic DrocluctiaD and .....
of the Harmonized Tariff Schedule
acanmtad lar by Smltb Corau.
("HTS"). (Note tbat penonal word
Aftm oar IWYiew of Smith c.an.•1
proceuon abo .,. daul&eble under
June I, 1111...,.... to tbe lllDding
subb•ding 1489.10.00.) Although tbe
qullll•n•'•· W9 detmmiDed tbat man
HTS subbeadillp ... provided for
convenience and CUilom pwpo111. our infannaticm WU meded to c:amplete our
ana1,.aa. ,,......, .. Aupll 14, 1111,
written dllCripUon of the ICIOpe of tbil
W9 uUd bada Smith Corona and
iDYlltiaeUon la dilpoeitive.
Brodm to..._., to the DeputmeDt tbe
Pmiod ol laftltiaatioa
. . . . U.S. prochactlm and-.. data
Tbe POI ii November 1. 1990, throqb wbic:b ...., bad submitted to the ITC.
The rrc farmat WU lubuct1¥9 became
April 30. 1991.
it raquind tbe putiel to report
S&uadilla
procluctiOD uuf ..... data •puately for
We received aeveral 1ubmiuion1 from both PEralportabJe automatic
Smith Corona during tbe period April
typewrl... ("PAT1'1 and portable
elec:lraDk: ward procnron r'PEWPa'').
29 through
1991, cballengina
Brother's ltlD · to file the petition
8ued cm tbe Production and..and nqueetina ....::iuion of the
data aubmltted, w. computad the
illitiatiOD iD tbil IDY91tiptian. Smith
Nlpedift .im. of U.S. produdlon and
Corona railed two 1taadin1 a.-: (t)
SmJtb Cmw ad Biatbm.
Whether Brotbc ii a mm.tad party
..,._
- - - tbat tbe
within the mNDina of lldlma 771(1)(CJ opponmt of tbe petlticm. Smitb Corona.
dw DC1t
IUJoftt1 of U.S.
of tbe Act &Dd (2) wUdm Brother._
liled OD bebalf of the domeetic iDdUltry. proclucti• ........ ,......... by
With N9pecl to Bl"Ollm'a llalul u a
ftlume • ftlue). na..toa., CDDliatent
intnnted party, cm September 3, 1112,
with tbe policy uticWat8d ID
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FbuliDa 48 FR 30113 (Jam I, t•t).

Fllltbmncn. ~dmt ... Dal
........... IUtcmelpmmt..madhe...Ulbouldblm:buW hm
tbe o.putmmt'1 c:alc:Wetkm qf USP.
c.tUa U.S. ..... tre 11 wticm with ..i.
da• aulllde the POI . . . -=luded.
ID addltlaD. far c;mtalD U.S.......
SC7l'E did DOt Npart a pa,_.at date or
a cncllt _,......Par PU1JM1111 of tlaia
~ ............. to

ID tba lJIC. We ..... dedudlona, wbmw

.,~. larfaNlp ...........

-..P iDlaDcl fralabt. CD11t.uneriaticm,
fNlahl. mmtm ialuluce, UIC

DCllD

iDllDd hlPt (lJIC ........ to
cut..-)....... Cllbar allowuCll.
Calh dilcouDtl. ad a amam.r apad&c
dilcauDt. We deducted third CIDUlltl'J

paddna C11111 ad added U.S. pac:kiD1
COiia, iD KICOl'duaCI wilb -=tion
773(a)(t) of tba Ad.

(A)(l) 'l1aaN ii a lailtmy of dumplna ID
tbe Un.it8d Statelor.---.. oftba
dim or kiDd of man:badile which la
tbe subject of the ID~on. ar
(U) Tbe J*IOD ~ wbcim, or for wboM
m:DUDt. the merdludile ••Imported
blew or abould baw known tbat the

upDll8r WM •Waa the ID8rcbandi•

wbicb the subject of the ba...UptiOD
at._.
&ban fair ftl•. and
bea musive imports
la

(I) 1'beN .._,.

time "'9DMdiau the arildDal dat8 of
WU. USP WU bued OD pwcbue
tM o.putmlDt'1 ICbeduW pNllmiaary price, we made adjustmata to fMV for

........... ~21.1111...
tM date of pa=~ baw Ullld tbat
date ID the c:e
DD of a U.S. cndlt
..,...... . . FiDal n.t.miDatkm al
Salll at L8m 'l1la Pair Val.: Gem

Ampbllc:allcm 1'1lmmal c,d9ll ad .

s............ 'l'llmwof. Plaaa tba

Uaited Kiqdom 51FR32172 Ouly 15.
t91l).

fonipMarblV.aID order to dmrmiDe wMtber tbel9
. . . mtlldmt ..... of lllCb • limllar
merdlaadile ID the home marbt to
l9n'9 a1 tba bull for c:alc:ulatiq FMV.
ww compued the walume of bmne
marbt ••of such or lhailar
aaercbmaclm to the walume of third
C1D1111t1J ..- of IUCb or limiJar
men:bandile. In ac:cordaDm with
lldioD 173(a)(t) of th• Act. SC7lr1
home marbt .U. were .... tbaa lw
pmaat of tbe ._....,.volume of third
c:auntr)' ..... Tberefcn. . . determimd
tbat home awbt ..... did Dal
comtltut8 a Yiable bui1 for calcWatiag
FMV. ID aa:ordaDcl with l9Cticm 353.41
of the De~t'1 Nplatlons.
In acc0rduae1 with ledion
773(a)(t)(B) of th• Act, . . calc:ulated
FMV baaed OD ddrd CDUD~ m•.
In Mlecting wbicb third country
market to me for c:amparilon PUJPOl9S·
ww foUOW9d 19 aR 353.41(b).
Accordingly. we Mlected the Un.ited
Kingdom (UK) became (t) It bad the
llrplt YDlume of .U. to any third
country. and (2) the marbt. In terms of
orpnizatioa ud developmmt. la most
lib the United Stat•. 111• Deputmat
did Dot baM its MlectiOD of the UJC OD
the Int factor Uated iD the regulation.
becau• the Departmat bad DO
information with which to c:ampare th•
similarity of the mercbudi• .old to
ocber third CDUDtly mubtl to the
merdwadise IOld iD th• Un.ited Stat...
Furthermore. we detarmiDed that the
volume of .U. to the lJIC mubt wu
ad8quata withiD th• mening of ti Q'll
353.49(b)(t) became th• . . - of aucb ar
limilar mercbandi• UCleded tlw
pmcaDt of tba volume 10ld to th• United
StataL
We calculated FMV ballcl DD pldmd,
deUftNd prie11 to umelated c:ustmm1s

of the clau or kiDd of mercbudiM
whk:b ii the IUbjld of the iDveltigatiOD
~ID drcumltuCll of sale. We owr a NlatiwlJ lbolt period.
With ..,..:t to s.:ticm 733(e)(t)(A)(i)
adjumd for di&ruca ID c:Ndlt.
of
the Act NprdiDs a history of
WUIUti•, co-op advertiliD&.
dumpiq. petitlcmar dt• the
advwrtiailll aa::Nab. promotional
allowanml. ad royalties ID MX:IDrduam Deputmat'1 outstanding atidumpiDg
onlar aa PaNb.. m.:triC Typawrit8'1
wilb 11 Q'll 353.51.
from Ja~. How9nr, an autatandiDg
For c:omparilou IDvolvma ESP
d.umpiDI ...,..iDation Involving a
tnnac:tiom, we made further
dau or ~Dd of mercbandile from
deductiODI for third COUDtly iDcWect

•Wna ........ including

wu.houling. IDventory canyiD1 COiia.
product liability premiums, corporate
advertising. U.S. iDdinct •llinj
expa1119 iDcurrecl OD bebalf of UIC .....
and UJC iDdinct •lliDs expa-.
cappacl by the IUID of CDllUDilliODI paid
IDdESP
IDcliNct -11~~:=- bx:un9d
cm
.i.. ID
with 11
G'R 353.H(b)(Z).
In addition. wb... appropriat8, W9
made fmtbm adjustments to FMV to
account for dlffereDCll ID pbyaical
cbaracteriltic:s of the merchadi•. ID
ac:corduc:e with ti Q'll 353.57.
We ban ududed 11mple .U.. ill
c:alc:ulatillg FMV becau. Section 773 of
tba Tarttr Act of tl30, a1 UIMDded.
requir. tbat FMV be buecl OD . . . .
m8de ID the onliDary coune of trade.
1'beM •mpl9 ..i. ID the U1C . . .
tran.r.necf he of c:buae· n..m. we
cauider th- ample 1ai. Dot to be iD
coune of trade and ban
clisr--- them ID the c:alculatiOD of
FMV. S., ADtUricllon Bearinp, at
t90l7.

the=

Cmntaq C-ta 1We made c:anmCJ amwniou be..t
OD the ollic:ial ......... nt• ID e&c:t
OD the datn of the U.S. ...... Cll'U&ed
by the Fedenl ~Bank.
M pnmded ID eldiDD 771(b) of the
Act. W9 will wrtfy the IDformaticm med
ill makJDa our baJ detmn.imtion. ·

Crimlarc----r.titioaer ..... tbat "'aitic:al
c:im............ with NlpaCt to
lmpom of PET1 from
SldioD
733l•X1) of the Act p.;i
dmt
ilara11onab.. balllito hen...•
auspacttbat attlcal c1rm......... a1.a
If: .
.
.

Si:rn.
111.t

uaotbar CDUDtrf does Dal lbow a hiltory
of dumplna of the mercbudile subject
to tbil IDftltiption. If, bOWRV,
aadalr cauntrJ bad an outltlDdins
order aa PE'1'1 from SiDppon, tbil
could bl Uled to ntabliib a history of
dumpiDa ID aa:ardanct with IKtioa
733(e)(1HAKIJ of the Act. Becau. the

~t ... DO Jmowledp tbat IUCb
. . . . . . . . . . . aimd.tb9Nilao
blllary of dumpias of tbla c1- or ldDcl
of~ punuant to Section

733(eH1KAKO of the Act.
U...-=tion 733(•)(t)(A)(ii) of the
Ad, the Daputment •xamiMI the
mapitude of the dumping IDUliDI ill
the IDftllipttaD. lincll it .. the ltaDdard
pNcllm to.,. . lmowledae of
ilumplDs wlaeD tbe ....._.,.of aucb
• mep•tucle that the Importer sbould
baw Rallad tbat dumpinl exill8d with
Nllldto tbeaubjec:t~
Nomally.ba~prim ...... we
CDDlid91eatbDated ........ of25
...,..mar..-mrtobllUtlic:imt.ud
ID expo1W'1 ..... priml ...... margim
of 15 ~t or....-to bl 1UIBdmt
tolmput8~ofdumpiD&ID Gail baftlti
I . . . . . . . . . both
pmdaue pllct aDd ........ .....
prim ...... AmriiDllJ· ~ weiabt·
....... d .... 25 pnant ad 15 pm:mt
llmdl!mub bJtbe ftlume of PP ad
ESP ...... .-pactiwly, to aniw .a a

............ lmputillllmow......
....._ tba ,..lilillmlJ dumpias
..... Im Smith Corana . . DDt
..-.t tbe bmc:b•uk, W9 bd DO bail
far-'-11'-tbat tbe 1m-Jmew

-~~lmowa~~-

ClllllJID1 . . . . . . . the IUbjKt

WWW l••il• at . . . . . ldrftlm.

°'....._...._..••

Sbadlmre illlO......., of dumpbaa

. _ I D ....._arllllpad tbll

It--.

........ oftlaia ~ . . . .
. . . . ...,,. boWD that

, ........ t• I Val. II, No. M I Maadq, P*'-1 I, 1113 I NoticM

.......... $

····-

..... c... "1"E Ull - · - - - ·
Moe..___

==...
......
.:;..

ti.GI
ti.GI

ITC Nodlc:alioa
ID aa:ordutce witb 18diola 733ln of

the Act, ' " ban notified tbli rrc of our ·
determ.lmUao. U our &Dal
det•rm.imtiOD i• a!lirmatlve. the rrc
will determine whether lmportl of PET•

from SiD1apare .,. materially IDjurtDa.

or threaten material injury to, tb• U.S.
iDdustry before tbe later of 120 days
after the date of thia preliminuy
determination or 45 days after our final
determination.
Pabllc:Co.....t

ID accordance with 19 CFll 353.31,
ca• briefs or otber written comments ID
at leut ten copi• mwit be submitted to
tbe Aaaill&DI Secretary for Import
AdminiatnUOD DO later than Much 29.
1993. and rebuttal briefs DO later than
April 5, 1993. In accordance with 19
CFll 353.38(b). we will bold a public
heuing. lf requested, to afford lDte,..ted
puti• an oppol'hmJty to comment on
arpmenta raiMd lD cue or nbuttal
briefa. Tb• bMri.Dg will be held OD April
7, 1993, at 2 p.m. at tbe U.S. Department
of r.ommerce, room 3708, Htb Street

ud CautituUon A¥nue N.W.,
Wubi.qton. DC 20230. Puti• lhould
COD&rm by telephone the time, data, ud
place of tbe hMri.Da 48 houn before tba ·
lcbaduled time.
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Vol.· 57, No. 246 I Tuesday, December 22, 1992 I Notices
illduatry: if IO, the Department will
proceed with the inveatigation."

Reeumpllon of Anlldumplng Duty
Proceeding: Port8ble Electrtc
From Slnglpcn

T,,......,.

AGENCY: Import Adminiltratioa,
.International Trade Administration,
Deputmmt of Commerce.
EffECYWI DA'Tm: December 22, 1992.
FOR flUMHER NIONIATICIN CONTACT:
Stephanie Hager or Rou L Cotjale,
Office of Countervailing ln~tiom,
U.S. Department of Commerce, room
3099, 14th Stleet and Camtltutian

Avm•, NW., WMhtnpm, DC Z0230: .,
telephone (202) tllz-5055 or 482-3534,

The ar. hoWIMtr, Gii Novwmber 30,
1992, gruated BJUSA'a Moticm to
Enforce, and stated that "in the absence
of a stay Timken requins Commerce to
proceed at once with implementation of
the court deciaion, and if the
iDVMtiptiOD Nl\llta in a preliminary
aflrmative determination, to auapend
liquidation." ,
·
On December 7, 1992, Smith Carana
filed an Appliattion for a Stay Pending
AppeaJ. On December H, 1992, the
UDit8Cl Statel Go\wnmmt ..... with
Smith Conma'• ApplicatiaD for a St•y
PmdiDg Appeal.
.
· M da9re hu bem DO ruling to date OD
the~licatlaa for a Stay Peading
A
the lllpmtmmt la beNby
aDDOUDCiDg ita IChedule for lbe
implementation of the Court'• clemion .
. On ar ban Januuy n. 1993, ti.
Deputmmt will determine whether the
mtidumpina pelitioD in tbi8 pnx:aeding
was tllecl ao~tiehalf of the Nlnant
dolllMtic induatry. Uthe DilpaJ:tmmt'•
determination la aflinutiwe; itwill

mmultaneoualc:r.:_umm111 .

antidumpbag

Sulmqumt

~wlDbei...tlia

acmrdaiac:ll with the pramdures ed

.

deacUU. 8ltabli8bed In the
Department'• ..-alatlcma. 'nle
llelumptioa .............
Jleputment will not be J9llUMlnl
adcliticmal infmmation fram any
On September 3, 1992, Slip Op. 92interested party iD thl• pnaeding for
152, the United States Court of
either of these detmninaticma.
International Trade (CT) reversed the
Department'• determination that Brother
Dat9d: Demmbn 15, 1•2.
Industries (USA) Inc. (BJUSA) wu not
AIDM.U....
an interested party and thus did not
Aataat Secntfa17forbnporf
have standing to file a petition against
Adllllnidlalion.
portable electric typewriten from
IFR Doc. 12-30143 Filed 12-21-12: 1:45 am)
Singapore. Both the Smith Corona
aa..coaa•,.....
Corporation (Smith Corona) and the
United States Government have filed
noticea of appeal of Slip Op. 92-152.
On October 13, 1992, BIUSA sought
enforcement of the Court'• decision. On
October 29, 1992, the Department
publiabed Portable Electric Typewriters
From Sinppore: Notice of Court of
lntemational Trade Decision (57 FR
49071, October 29, 1992), in aa:ordance
with the ..publicatian" requirement in
Timken Co. v. United States, 893 F.2d
337 (Fed. Cir. 1990) ("'Timken"). The
Department stated in the notice that
beciiUl9 the deciaiOD Of the ar Wal DOI
e "conclusive" decision, there was no
requirement in Timku that the
Department implement the decision.
The Department stated further that
"upon a 'coacluaive' ct.:iaion by the
Coult of Appeals for the Federal Cin:uit
affirming the
the Deputmat will
consider whether BIUSA &led the
petition 'on behalf
the domestic
respectively.

ar.

or

Federal
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Thursday, October 29, 1992

terminated the investtsation. The
Department did not reach the iHue of
whether BIUSA had filed the petition on
behalf of the domestic industry.
On September 3, 1992. the CIT held
that the Department'• determination
that BIUSA is not a manufacturer is not
supported by stanstantial evidence and
is not in accordance with law. hi
addition. the Court held that a fair
application or the criteria stated in the
Department'.• determination
demonstrates that BIUSA is • United
States "manufacturer" with a clear stake
in the outcome of the antidumpinl
[A.451 IOIJ
investisation. As 1uch, the CIT reverled
the decision of the ITA, and remanded
Portllble IEleclrtc T,....,...,. From
the case to the Department to complete
SlllgllpOl"e; Court of lntematloml
.the standinl inquiry and. if neceuary, to
T..... Dectlion ·
complete the investisation. Brother
lndustri1111 {USA) Inc. v. United States et
AGlllCY: Jntemational Trade
al.• Court No. 91-11-G0794, Slip Op. 92Administration. Import Administration.
152 (CIT September 3, 1992).
Department of Commerce.
Timken Co. v. United States, 883 F.2d
ACTION: Notice of Court of Jntemational
337 (Fed. Cir. 1990), ii the
in which
Trade deciaion.
the Court of Appeals for the Federal
SUMMMY: On September 3, 1992. the
Circuit ("CAFC") fint articulated a
United States Court of International
requirement that the Deparbnent must
Trade (QT) ordered that the
publilb a notice of a Court Dec:ilion
Department of Commerce's (the
. wblch ii not "in humcmy" with U1
Department's) determination to rescind
International Trade Commission or
the investisation in this case should be
Department of Commerce
reversed. On September 14, 1992. Smith
determination. The CAFC aJao required
Corona Corporation filed a Notice of
that the Deparbnent order the
Appeal of the CIT decision. If the CIT'•
1uspemion of liquidation of entrie1 of
opinion in this case is affinned on
investisated merchandise. In Timken.
appeal, then the ITA wilL as the CIT has the· Department published a final
ordered. consider whether Brother
determination which was then appealed
Industries (USA) Inc. (BIUSA) filed the
to the ar. When the err iuued a
petition in this case "orr behalf or· the
decision advene to the ac:lministrative
domestic industry; if so, the Department determination, The Timken Company
will proceed with the investi9ation.
requested that liquidation take place in
EflFECTIVE DATE: September 14, 1992.
accordance with the errs deci1ion. i.e.•
POii flUR'THEll INPOllllATION CONTACT:
that the CIT deci1ion be implemented.
Stephanie Hqer or Rou L Cotjanle,
The CAFC njected that view, requirins
Office of Countervailin1 lnvestisations.
instead that liquidation of entries be
lntemational Trade Administration, U.S. suspended durins the coune of the
Department of Commerce, 14th Street
appeal. The CAFC di1tinguished
and Constitution Ave., NW..
between a "final decision." i.e., a
Weshmgton. DC 20230. telephone: (Z02)
deci1ion which can be appealed. and a
482-8055 or 482-3534, respectively.
"conclU1ion decision.•• i.e., a decision
.........,.ARY INFORMATION: On April which can no lonser be appealed. The
18. 1991. BIUSA filed a petition with the CAFC 1tated that, " ••• Commerce
Department. allqing injury to a .
1hould IUlpend liquidation until there is
domestic industry due to leH than fair
a conclulive court deci•ion which
value sales of portable electric
decides the matter, IO that 1ublequent
typewriten (PET•) from Sinsapore.
entries can be liquidated in accordance
Smith Corona oppoled the petition and
with that conclU1ive decision." Id. at
aqpaed that BruSA lacked standin& to
· 3U. The only way that liquidation can
file the petition became BIUSA wa1 not occur "in accordance with the
an "'in~1ted party" that bad filed "on
conclU1ive decision" of the courts is if
bebalf or· a domutic industry. See 19
there bu been a final determination by
u.s.c. tl13a(bH1J c1•J. In eaence.
tbe Co_mmerce Department. Thu.
Smith Corona uped that BltJSA was
Timken._ requirement of aU1p9D1lon of
merely an euembler of PET1. and not a liquidation WU bued upon the fact
manufacturer or prodacer. On October 2. that. in Timken. a final Commerce
1981. dae Deputment determined that
Department determination bad been
BltJSA wu not an intenlted party and publilhed. -

can

I

Notices

49071

In accordance with Timken. the
Department is publlShins this notice o~
adverse decision. Because the decision
of the err ii not a ..conclusive"
decision, there is no requirement that
the Department implement the decision.
As to 1uspension or liquidation. at the
time the CIT action commenced in this
case, the Department had not published
a fmal determination: this fact
distinguishes this case from the factl of
the Timken cal8. Thu. the DJ!partment
does not have the authority to order a
1u1pen1ion of liquidation of entries of
the subject merchandise.
AccordiJlaly, upon a "conclusive"
decision by the CAFC affirminl the CIT.
the Department will consider whether
BIUSA .filed the petition "on behalf or·
the domestic indU1try; if so, the
Department will proceed with the
inve1tisation.
Dated: October zt. tlllZ.
AluM.Dum.
ARiMant Secretary for Import

Admini•llation.
~ ~IZ _mZllPiled 1~1.8-8Z: ~~ amj

w--••·

~"

CALENDAR OF PUBLIC HEARING
Those listed below appeared as witnesses at the United
States International Trade Commission's hearing:
Subject

PORTABLE ELECTRIC
TYPEWRITERS FROM
SINGAPORE

Inv. No.

731-TA-515 (Final)

Date and Time

June 25, 1993 - 9:30 a.m.

Sessions were held in connection with the investigation in
the Main Hearing Room 101 of the United States International
Trade Commission, 500 E St., s.w., Washington, D.C.

In support of imposition of
antidumpinq duties:
Hogan & Hartson
Washington, o.c.
On behalf of
Brother Industries (USA), Inc.
Patrick T. Gilmore, President,
Brother International Corporation
Dean Shulman, Vice President of
Sales and Marketing,
Brother International Corporation
Len Gilley, Vice President, Administration
Brother Industries (U.S.A.) Inc.
Dr. Paula stern, President,
The Stern Group
Pieter Van Leeuwen,
Law & Economics Consulting Group
Lewis E. Leibowitz
Steven J. Routh

>--OF COUNSEL

)

In Opposition to the Imposition of
Antidumpinq Duties:
Stewart & Stew~rt
Washington, D.C.
On behalf of
Smith Corona Corporation
G. Lee Thompson, Chairman
and Chief Executive Officer,
Smith Corona Corporation
Joan Toffolon, Vice President,
Product Marketing
Smith Corona Corporation
Mark Carlin, Director
National Accounts
Smith Corona Corporation
Dr. Colin Blaydon, Senior Advisor and Director,
Putnam, Hayes & Bartlett, Inc.
Cambridge, MA
Accompanied by:
Julie R. Solomon, Principal
Putnam, Hayes & Bartlett, Inc.
Washington, D.C.
Eugene L. Stewart
Terence P. Stewart
James R. Cannon, Jr.
John M. Breen
Julie Chasen Ross
Edith A. Eisner
;..,..-

·-

Michael T. Kerwin

)
)

>--OF
COUNSEL
)
)
)

)--Economic Consultant
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APPENDIX B
SUMMARY TABLE.'i ON PETS, PEWPS,
AND PETS/PEWPS COMBINED

B-3

Tabla B-1
PETs: Sunmary data concerning the U.S. market, 1988-92
(Quantity•l.000 units. valua•l.000 dollars, period changas•percant, except where noted)
Reported data
Period changes
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
~19~8~8~-~9~2~1~9~8~8~-~8~9--,1~9~8~9--~90,,......~1~9~9~0--9~1:--~1~99~1~-~9~2

Item

•
Source:

•

•

•

•

*

Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. International Trade Conmiaaion.

Tabla B-2
PEWPs: Sunmary data concerning the U.S. market, 1988-92
(Quantity•l.000 units, .valua•l,000 dollars. period changas•parcant, except where noted)
Reported data
Period changes
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
Ll~98~8~-~9~2.....~19~8~8~-~8~9~1~9~8~9--~9~0--,l~9~9~0--9~l:--~1~9~91~-~9~2

Item

•
Source:

*

*

*

*

*

Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. International Trade Conmission.

Tabla B-3
PETs/PEWPs:

Sunmary data concerning the U.S. market, 1988-92
COuantity•l,000 units. valua•l.000 dollars. period changas•parcant. except where noted)
Reported data
Period changes
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
-1~98~8~-~9~2-=~19~8~8~-~8~9~1~9~8~9--~90,,......~1~9~9~0--9~1:--~1~99~1~-~9~2

I tam

•
Source:

•

•

•

*

•

*

•

Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. International Trade Conmission.

Tabla B-4
PETs: Sunmary data concerning the U.S. market {with producers' data for all firms excluding Smith Corona), 1988-92
CQuantity=l.000 units. valua•l,000 dollars. period changas•parcant. except where noted)
Reported data
Period changes
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
~1~98~8~-~9~2-=1~9~8~8~-~8~9--,1~9~8~9--~90=--~1~9~9~0-~9~1,.--~1~99~1~-~9~2

Item

*
Source:

*

*

*

*

*

*

Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. International Trade Conmission.

Tabla B-5
PEWPs: Sunmary data concerning the U.S. market (with producers' data for all firms excluding Smith Corona), 1988-92
(Quantity•l.000 units. valua•l.000 dollars. period changas•parcent. except where noted)
Reported data
Period changes
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
~19~8~8~-~9~2-=1~9~8~8~-~8~9--:1~9~8~9--~90=--~1~9~9~0-~9~1:--~1~99~1~-~9""2

Item

•
Source:

•

*

*

*

Sunmary data concerning the U.S. market (with producers' data for all firms ex;luding Smith Corona),
CQuantity•l.000 units. valua•l.000 dollars. period changes•percent. except where noted)
Reported data
~P~a~r~i~o~d..,...c~h~a~n~g~a~s~~..,,..,,,.,,.,,,....,,,.,,..._,,~,.,,..."':"O,......,,.,,,.,,.,,_,,.,.
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1988-92 1988-89 1989-90 1990-91 1991-92

*
Source:

•

Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. International Trade Conmission.

Table B-6
PETs/PEWPs:
1988-92

Item

*

*

*

*

•

*

*

Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. International Trade Conmission.
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APPENDIX C

COMMENTS RECEIVED FROM U.S. PRODUCERS ON THE IMPACT OF IMPORTS
OF PORTABLE ELECTRIC TYPEWRITERS FROM SINGAPORE ON THEIR
GROWTH, INVESTMENT, ABILITY TO RAISE CAPITAL, AND
DEVEWPMENT AND PRODUCTION EFFORTS, INCLUDING
EFFORTS TO DEVEWP A DERIVATIVE
OR MORE ADVANCED VERSION OF THE PRODUCT

C-3
The Commission requested U.S. producers to describe any actual or
anticipated negative effects of portable electric typewriters from Singapore
on their growth, investment, ability to raise capital, and development and
production efforts, including efforts to develop a derivative or more advanced
version of the product. *** replied "no" to all questions. ***responses are
as follows:
1. Since January 1, 1988, has your firm experienced any actual negative
effects on its growth, investment, ability to raise capital, or existing
development and production efforts, including efforts to develop a derivative
or more advanced version of the product, as a result of imports of portable
electric typewriters from Singapore?

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

2. Does your firm anticipate any negative impact of imports of portable
electric typewriters from Singapore?

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

3. Has the scale of capital investments undertaken been influenced by the
presence of imports of PETs from Singapore?

*
4.

*

*

*

*

*

*

Has your firm obtained financing to cover losses in your operations?

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

D-1

APPENDIX D
U.S. PRODUCTION OPERATIONSCOSTS AND SOURCES

D-3

Type of product--PET
Producer--BIUSA

*

*

Model- -All PETs

*

*

Type of product--PET
Producer--BIUSA

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Model- -WP 760 D

*

*

Type of product--PEWP
Producer--BIUSA

*

*

Model- -All PEWPs

Type of product--PEWP
Producer--BIUSA

*

*

Model--GX 9000

Type of product--PEWP
Producer--BIUSA

*

*

Model--AX 250

Type of product--PET
Producer--BIUSA

*

*

*

*

*

Model--WP 1400 D

*

*

*

*

*
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Type of product--PET
Producer--Smith Corona

*

*

Model- -All PETs

*

*

Type of product--PET
Producer--Smith Corona

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Model--PWP ML8X

*

*

Type of product--PEWP
Producer--Smith Corona

*

*

Model- -All PEWPs

Type of product--PEWP
Producer--Smith Corona

*

*

Model--XD 7800

Type of product--PEWP
Producer--Smith Corona

*

*

Model-XO 5800

Type of product--PET
Producer--Smith Corona

*

*

*

*

*

Model--PWP 3200

*

*

*

*

*
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APPENDIX E
AVERA GE UNIT VALUE SELLING PRICES FOR
U.S.-PRODUCED AND SINGAPOREAN PETS

E-3

U.S. Producers' and lmpotten' A•enige Un.ii Prices•
The U.S. producers• average unit prices for all products and all
customer types, declined during January 1990-March 1993. Price declines
ranged from *** to *** percent. 2 Importers' average unit prices of product 1
and 3 generally declined, while prices of product 2 to three of the eight
customer types declined. Price declines ranged from *** to *** percent, while
price increases ranged between *** and *** percent during the period examined.
National Retail Chains.--Average unit prices for U.S.-produced product
1-3 sold to national retail chains *** between *** and *** percent for the
periods prices were reported. 3 4 Prices for Singaporean products also ***,
***, and*** percent for products 1-3, respectively (tables E-1-3).

Purchase price comparisons were possible between domestic and
Singaporean PETs sold to national retail chains in 27 of the 39 quarters for
products 1-3 during the period examined. In 18 out of the 27 instances the
Singaporean product was priced lower than the domestic product by margins
ranging between *** and *** percent. Margins of overselling ranging between
***and ***percent were reported in 9 quarters.
Hass Herchandisers.--Prices for U.S.-produced products 1-3 sold to mass
merchandisers***, ***, and*** percent, respectively, during the period
examined. Products 1 and 3 from Singapore showed*** price trends, of*** and
*** percent, respectively, during the period examined, while prices for
product 2 *** percent.

Price comparisons were possible between domestic and Singaporean PETs
sold to mass merchandisers in 38 of the 39 quarters for products 1-3 during
the period examined. In 15 instances the Singaporean product was priced below
the domestic product, by margins ranging from *** percent to *** percent.
Margins of overselling of between *** and *** percent were reported in 23
quarters.
Department Stores.--Prices for U.S.-produced products 1-3 sold to
department stores ***, ***, and*** percent, respectively, during the period
examined. Similarly, although***, prices for products 1-3 from Singapore
showed*** price trends of***, ***, and*** percent, respectively, during the
period examined.

Price comparisons were possible between domestic and Singaporean PETs
sold to department stores in 38 of the 39 quarters for products 1-3 during the
period ex~mined. Margins of underselling for products 1-3 ranged between***
The ***, and *** provided pricing data for sales of the 3 requested
products in the U.S. market, although not necessarily for all 3 products or
all quarters over the period examined.
1

2

***

3

***

4

***
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Table E-1
U.S. net f .o.b. average unit selling prices of Basic PETs (product l) produced
in the United States and imported from Singapore, and margins of under/(over)
selling, by customer types and by quarters, January 1990-March 1993

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Table E-2
U.S. net f.o.b. average unit selling prices of Dictionary PETs (product 2)
produced in the United States and imported from Singapore, and margins of
under/(over) selling, by customer types and by quarters, January 1990-March
1993

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Table E-3
U.S. net f.o.b. average unit selling prices of Dictionary PETs with Extra
Memory and LCD (product 3) produced in the United States and imported from
Singapore, and margins of under/(over) selling, by customer types and by
quarters, January 1990-March 1993

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
and *** percent, occurring in 26 of the 38 instances. In 12 instances, the
Singaporean product was priced above the domestic product with margins ranging
from *** to *** percent.
Ca~alog S~ores.--The U.S. producer's prices to catalog stores for PET
products 1-3 showed*** price trends during January 1990-March 1993, ***, ***•
and*** percent, respectively. Importers' prices of products 1 and 3 from
Singapore generally *** and *** percent, respectively, during the period
examined. Conversely, prices for product 2 from Singapore *** per unit, ***
percent overall between July-September 1990 and January-March 1993. 5

In 16 of the 37 possible price comparisons for products 1-3 sold to
catalog stores, the Singaporean product was priced below the domestic product,
with margins ranging from *** to *** percent. Margins of overselling,
occurring in 21 instances, ranged between*** and*** percent.

5

***
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Electronic Discount Stores.--Average unit prices for U.S.-produced PET
products 1-3 sold to electronic discount stores ***, ***, and *** percent,
respectively, during the period examined. Prices for Singaporean products 1
and 3 *** of *** and*** percent during the period examined. U.S. importers'
prices for product 2 *** percent overall between July-September 1990 and
January-March 1993] . 6
Price comparisons were possible between domestic and Singaporean PETs
sold to electronic discount stores in 37 of the 39 quarters for products 1-3
during the period examined. In 22 out of the 37 instances the Singaporean
product was priced below the domestic product, by margins ranging from ***
percent to *** percent. Margins of overselling, between *** and *** percent,
were reported in 15 quarters.
Office Equipment Dealers.--Prices for U.S.-produced products 1-3 sold to
office equipment dealers ***, *** and *** percent, respectively, during the
period examined. Products 1 and 2 from Singapore showed *** price trends of
*** and *** percent during the period examined. Prices for product 3 ***
percent over the period examined.
Price comparisons were possible between domestic and Singaporean PETs
sold to office equipment dealers in 37 of the 39 quarters for products 1-3
during the period examined. In 25 out of the 37 instances the Singaporean
product was priced below the domestic product, by margins ranging from ***
percent to *** percent. Margins of overselling ranging between *** and ***
percent were reported in 12 quarters.
Office Superstores.--Prices for U.S.-produced products 1-3 sold to
office superstores ***, ***, and*** percent, respectively, during the period
examined. Products 1 and 3 from Singapore showed*** price trends, ***and
*** percent, respectively, during the period examined, while prices for
product 2 *** percent from *** to *** per unit during the period examined.
Price comparisons were possible between domestic and Singaporean PETs
sold to office superstores in 38 of the 39 quarters for products 1-3 during
the period examined. Margins of underselling ranged between *** and ***
percent, occurring in 19 of the 38 instances. In 19 instances, the
Singaporean product was priced above the domestic product, with margins
ranging from *** to *** percent.
Other Purchasers.--The U.S. producer's average unit prices to other
purchasers for PET products 1-3 showed *** price trends during January 1990March 1993, ***, ***, and*** percent, respectively. Importers' prices of
products 1 and 3 from Singapore also showed overall *** and *** percent,
respectively, while prices for product 2 ***percent overall during the period
examined.
In 23 of the 37 possible price comparisons for products 1-3 sold to
other purchasers, the Singaporean product was priced below the domestic
product, with margins ranging from *** to *** percent. Margins of
overselling, occurring in 14 instances, ranged between*** and*** percent.

6

***
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APPENDIX F
SMim CORONA'S PRICE COMPETITION ALLEGATIONS
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PRICE COMPETITION
In this investigation the respondent, Smith Corona, has alleged that
price competition from [the U.S. producer, BIUSA], has resulted in lost sales
and lost revenues during the period January 1990-March 1993. 1 In its
importer's questionnaire response, the respondent submitted *** instances of
alleged lost sales due to competition from***· involving*** purchasers, and
totaling***· Allegations of lost revenues were also submitted, involving***
purchasers and totaling *** during the same period. The following are reports
of the conversations between Commission staff and those purchasers who could
be reached and were willing to discuss price competition between *** and ***
in this final investigation. 2
Lost Sales 3
***
***
***
***
Lost Revenues
***
***

1 Generally, importers are not requested to identify specific instances of
price competition in the form of lost sales or revenues. However, in this
final investigation such data was sought and is reported to assist the
Commission in understanding price competition in a market dominated by the
petitioner and respondent.
2 Several firms were unable to specifically comment on alleged lost sales
since buyers during the time in question were no longer available.
3 ***

